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empting as it may be to focus only on

Call Of Duty: Black Ops III and Star

Wars Battlefront (read our exclusive

hands-on feature with the first on p46, and

our behind-the-scenes report direct from

Anaheim’s Star Wars Celebration for the

latter on p56), this issue’s about so much

more. In the pages ahead we play Guitar

Hero Live, The Witness and f1 2015, and

reveal Deus ex: Mankind Divided, Lego

Dimensions, Banjo-Kazooie spiritual

successor yooka-Laylee, Dissidia: final

fantasy, Orphan and even more besides.

Why so many new games? As PlayStation

veterans should know, we’re on the cusp of

the annual gaming festival known as e3 –

and it means we’re officially entering busy

season. yes, this issue’s line-up is the stuff

of dreams, but know this: so is next issue’s.

To say more would ruin the surprises (and

probably get me sacked), but PS4 is only

just limbering up. Keep that in

mind when you read on ahead.

It’s really not a bad warm-up

routine at all, now, is it?
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games eDITOR

Dr PlayStation hurt his

fingers this issue after

playing too much Guitar

Hero Live on p6. He had to

apply some rock bandages.

Game of the month

Bastion

favourIte call of duty

Black Ops II



dave meikleham



news eDITOR

The only man made of

100% pure rage became

uncharacteristically excited

this month after he moved

house. He got a semi.

Game of the month

Bloodborne

favourIte call of duty

Call Of Duty/COD Classic



dom reseighlincoln



david houghton



PRODucTIOn eDITOR

Star Wars-mad Dom went

AWOL after watching the

PS4 Battlefront trailer. It’s

okay, he’s dewback soon.



guesT wRITeR

Once cosplayed wearing

crotchless Johnny Cage

clothes. The only man for

the job when we wanted

Mortal Kombat X rated.



Game of the month

Life Is Strange

favourIte call of duty

Modern Warfare 2



Game of the month

Bloodborne

favourIte call of duty

COD 4: Modern Warfare
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The legendary rocker returns for another mosh

pit, and it’s bringing a brand new axe to grind.

pREVIEW
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Can The Elder Scrolls Online live up to the

series’ name? The countdown to launch begins.

featurE



046 cod: BlacK oPs iii

Treyarch’s next turn at Call Of Duty wheel

brings four-player co-op, underwater sections

in multiplayer and even time-skipping…

feature



056 star wars

Battlefront

dice’s frostbite engine gets even nippier, as

the Battlefield dev speeds to hoth and endor

to recreate the original trilogy’s magic online.

feature



068 the witness

We delve into the most intriguing indie on PS4.

Can Jonathan Blow’s latest beat Braid?

review



082 mortal KomBat x

Finish him! Oh lord, but not like that. The latest

Kombat proves to be both brutal and brilliant.

retrostation



106 resistance 3

Insomniac hits Chimera gold at the third

attempt with its downbeat sci-fi shooter.



sUBsCRiBE NOW



head over to page 80 and

add some gaming spice to

your life. get oPm delivered

to your door and bag a free

copy of alien: isolation on Ps4.
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facebook.com/OfficialPlayStationMagazine
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Prepare to experience

getting stage fright in

your living room – it’s all

live-action video this time.



The Big10



STorieS everyone’S Talking aBouT



006



It’s the bIggest step forward the

serIes has seen; from Its breadth

of genres to a lIve-actIon setup.



10 deus ex and night



augmented action in mankind divided.



12 out of this dimension



lego gets the skylanders treatment.



16 strike uP the banjo



playtonic aims to revive the platformer.



TheBig10

STorieS everyone’S Talking aBouT



guitar hero live

answers the calls

for an encore



another band’s getting back together,

and it wants to explore new directions

It doesn’t

take an

expert

industry

analyst to

explain why

your once

treasured

plastic axe has been gathering dust

for the last few years. guitar hero

sparked a revolution in 2005 that

extended beyond the realm of

gamers, but over time the novelty of

donning a cheap-looking peripheral

and strutting around to ‘Killer Queen’

for an audience of tipsy student

mates simply wore off.

but with guitar hero live, uK

studio freestyle games hopes to

rekindle your dormant enthusiasm

for simulated six-string heroics. It’s

the biggest step forward the series

has seen since the first game; from

the breadth of genres it covers

to a new first-person, live-action

presentation style and – you might

want to sit down for this – six

buttons, split into two rows of three.

as if your muscle memory could

ever let you forget, previous guitar
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hero controllers had five coloured

buttons on a single row of the

fretboard. It looked like a simple

enough scheme, but it was easy to

get your fingers lost in the journey

up and down. as creative director

Jamie Jackson puts it, “as soon as

I had to get my pinkie involved, it all

went to sh*t.” a sentiment we can

identify with here at opm towers.

by increasing the button count to

six but arranging them on two rows,

the new peripheral increases the

possible permutations of input

commands and allows for chord

shapes, and also takes that clumsy

pinkie finger out of the equation.

six appeal

that one design call alone

represents the most dramatic

shakeup for guitar hero since its

inception, although admittedly the

bar for innovation was set ankle-low

by the franchise’s ‘same game,

more songs’ approach between

2005 and 2010. It means that as we

go hands-on with guitar hero live

and clatter our way through fall out

boy’s ‘my songs Know what You did
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The Big10



Battle of the Bands



it isn’t just guitar hero that’s readying

itself for a comeback tour. rock band’s

getting in on the act as well. rather

than reinventing itself, rb4 promises

compatibility with your old rock band

and guitar hero peripherals. fight!



STorieS everyone’S Talking aBouT



in the dark (light em up)’, we’re

forced out of the comfort zone

of muscle memory forged by its

predecessors. we have to re-learn

fake guitar playing.

It doesn’t feel like the old formula’s

been shaken up for the sake of it,

though. playing across the new

peripheral’s six buttons feels much

more like playing an actual guitar,

and while it opens up a new and

fearsome chasm of player challenge

it’s simultaneously more intuitive.

we hope you’re still sitting down,

because there’s been another quiet

revolution in the game’s uI to aid that

newfound clarity: the colour coding’s

finally been dropped…
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colour us surprised

well, almost. there are still black

and white notes on that familiar

fretboard highway to indicate the

upper and lower rows on your

peripheral, but gone is the dizzying

array of brightly coloured noteskittles hurtling towards your

retinas. during guitar hero live’s

pre-production phase – in which the

team experimented with prototype

hardware and new in-game

concepts – freestyle games found

to its surprise that, “everyone

suddenly got better without the

colours,” Jackson tells us.

and when you think about it, of

course they did. the colour-coded

uI was asking your brain to do an



additional layer of decoding which

simply wasn’t necessary. You

know which note the game’s asking

you to play because of its position

on the highway, so any additional

information layer is just another

stumbling block for your grey

matter. In guitar hero live’s

case the black-and-white coding is

necessary, but because it’s a binary

system it feels less like juggling

weasels over an assault course.

there’s one more significant

change to the franchise in guitar

hero live, though it’s probably

safe to stand back up for this

one if you’ve been getting antsy.

live-action, gopro-style first-person

video replaces the cartoonised

onstage shenanigans of previous

gh titles, and production values

are impressive throughout.

after selecting your song via the

game’s spotify-aping menus, you

find yourself backstage, fiddling

nervously with a plectrum while

watching your drummer tapping

out a beat on his thighs atop a

tour case. a stage crew member

summons you through the wings



while you find it impossible not to

think of spinal tap, and then it hits

you. the lights. the crowd. all the

bloody clapping. please don’t make

us go on stage, mummy.



live go-Pro-style

first-Person video

rePlaces the old

cartoonised antics.



drum and coke

sound design adds to the immersion,

too. It really sounds like you’re

playing a live version of a given song

now, and not simply click-clacking

your way through the multicoloured

studio version. there’s a natural

reverb in the mix, and as you wander

closer to, say, the drummer on

stage, you’ll hear the drums get

louder. You’ll get clear feedback

on your performance, too – fluff a

few notes and you’ll see punters at

the front of the crowd signal their

disapproval, and the wide-eyed,

“what the sh*t are you doing?”

look from your own bandmates.

there are tough questions guitar

hero live must answer to prove its

relevance in 2015: do people actually

want to be guitar heroes in an

era when edm is so dominant? has

the goldmine of cheesy classic rock

anthems been emptied already? and

do those innovations revitalise the

genre or just delay the onset of

that familiar fatigue? In spite of

ourselves, we can’t help but be

hopeful for a renaissance.

there’s a whole other side to gh live

too – tune in next issue to discover gh tv.



it might look similar on the

surface to the guitar hero

you know, but your old skills

aren’t enough here.



■ now you have six buttons split across



two rows rather than five on one line.



■ guitar hero tv offers a break from

those expectant crowds. Phew!



developer freestyle

games was the driving

force behind Ps3’s

brilliant dj hero series.
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■ here’s what we’re really interested in, the new guitar design – freestyle’s redesigned peripheral breathes new life into an old formula.



don’t be fooled by the

simple note highway,

higher difficulties are

really formidable.



snappy third-person

cover returns and guns

boast a fresh interface

for attachments.



The Big10



STorieS everyone’S Talking aBouT
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Deus Ex marks

the spot on PS4

Mankind Divided prepares to fight the future on current-gen

The story of Adam

Jensen’s currentgen comeback all

starts off a bit

Nineteen EightyFour. No, not the

year you’d expect to find Tommy

Vercetti splattering his Hawaiian

shirt with Goodfellas gore, rather

George Orwell’s

vision of a dystopic

future; one where

an oppressive

surveillance state

rules over society.

Taking its

inspiration from

the classic novel, Square Enix teased

the return of the legendary sci-fi

series via a voyeuristic, interactive

‘Can’t Kill Progress’ Twitch stream.

Of course, then Game Informer

went and revealed Deus Ex: Mankind

Divided, and all that enigmatic
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mystery – drummed up through

moody interrogation footage of

a transhuman locked in a cell –

evaporated in a puff of augmented

smoke. Party poopers. Ah well, at

least the game looks super spiffing.

Set two years after the events of

Human Revolution in 2029, the latest

Deus Ex storms onto PS4 powered

by Eidos Montreal’s

Dawn Engine and

boasting a raft

of improvements.

With Adam

‘60-a-day voice’

Jensen back to

save the day, the

developer is promising even more

player choice, tweaked combat

and improved AI. The latter should

ensure entering gun battles as the

former Sarif Industries employee

will be as engaging as the

franchise’s thoughtful stealth.



jensen can

now hack from

afar and use a

nanoshield.



dev talk

“mankind divided sees

the return of adam

jensen as our main

character, who is now

a counter-terrorism

agent playing by

his own rules.

equipped with all-new

augmentations,

jensen will travel

across the world

to unravel a vast

conspiracy involving

secret organisations.”

jean-françois dugas



executive game director,

eidos montreal



Jensen has a bulging new bag of

cybernetically altered tricks. This

time out, the beardy bionic man can

remote-hack electronic gizmos and

terminals from afar, coat himself in a

nanoshield and fire his snazzy wrist

blade like a homicidal boomerang.

Mercifully, with increased social

interactions added to the mix, Adam

will be able to talk his way out of

situations, should you not fancy

going straight to Murder Town. It’s

even possible to stealth the entire

game, bosses as well, without killing.

cruel to be mankind

In terms of plot, the narrative is very

much a direct continuation of Human

Revolution’s most popular climax,

which saw a schism erupt through

society. Thanks to the Illuminati

(Deus Ex’s pesky clandestine group

that seeks dominion over all

mankind), augmented folk are now



first contract



if kojima leaves konami there’s

still potential for a silent hills

collaboration. just look at fumito

ueda, who continued to work on

the last guardian. actually, er,

that’s not the best example…



The Big10
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it’s worth remembering

that silent hills, like most

games, is more than the

work of just one man.



Silent Hills update

scares us silly

Kojima fallout affects Konami’s horror reboot

Oh dear. In

the wake of the

reported fallout

between publisher

Konami and Metal

Gear creator Hideo

Kojima, it looks like upcoming horror

reboot Silent Hills could now be in a

spot of bother, too.

Previously, the MGS game director

was set to

spearhead the

exciting scare

‘em up revival,

following on from

his work on last

year’s bloody

terrifying PT demo

on PS4. But now

changes to the

game’s official site could spell

curtains for Kojima-san’s exciting

involvement with the anticipated

horror comeback-of-the-century.

As we reported last month,

Konami was quick to remove all

Kojima Productions branding from

MGS V: The Phantom Pain’s site

after the initial reports of a dispute.

That same logo-stripping has now

continued with Silent Hills; its hub
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hated by the rest of humanity; the

unfortunate outed souls forced

to either fight or run. This has

subsequently caused terror groups

to rise up, which is where Mr Jensen

and his Interpol-funded Task Force

29 enter the shooty/stealthy picture.

Human Revolution was a terrific

reimagining of a legendary gaming

series, no doubt. But that doesn’t

mean Mankind Divided doesn’t have

areas to work on. Of chief concern

should be HR’s ruddy awful bosses.

Eidos Montreal promises these

encounters will be improved, but

honestly, rubbing cooking salt under

your eyelids would be an upgrade

on that Jaron fight. Providing the

studio can concoct another beguiling

blend of open-ended sneaky combat,

though, this should be a cracker.

for more mankind divided breakdowns

visit our site at bitly.com/oPmdeusex.



page now also free of Kojima’s

famous FOXHOUND logo.

Of course, this in itself doesn’t

prove Kojima has been removed

from Silent Hills, and certainly does

not mean the game’s been canned

as some have suggested. Indeed,

Konami was quick to play down the

logo fiasco, promptly issuing a

statement via Gamespot. “Konami

has switched from

a studio-based to

a headquartersbased

organisation,

so [KP] wouldn’t

be listed as a

studio anymore.”

Still, it’s hard

not to worry.

Kojima’s involvement has reignited

a level of interest for the series

not seen since Pyramid Head’s PS2

heyday, and his fourth wall-breaking

fingerprints are all over PT. If Silent

Hills is to continue minus Hideo, will

those chills be anywhere near as

interesting? All eyes are on E3…



silent hills’

hub Page is

now free of the

logo for kojima

Productions.



can silent hills survive without kojima?

tweet @oPm_uk to share your thoughts.
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The sTarTer pack comes

wiTh Lego bricks so you

can acTuaLLy buiLd The

gaTeway yourseLf.



The Big10



michael j blocks



Sorry Batman, but the star of the

game so far is Marty McFly and his

Back To The Future set. The Level

Pack costs £29.99 and includes

the DeLorean, the hoverboard,

Marty and a new Hill Valley level.



■ Warner insists the Starter Pack will

work with add-ons, “for years to come.”



STorieS everyone’S Talking aBouT



■ Confirmed licences include The Lord Of

The Rings, The Wizard Of Oz and DC Comics.



The skylanders is

the limit for Lego

Lego dimensions joins the toys-to-life genre

goodbye

skylanders!

adieu, disney

infinity! (give

us a call

when the

inevitable

star wars

range of figures is due, yeah?)

The future’s all about Lego. not Lego

Jurassic world – though we’re still

clutching our plastic T-rex models in

anticipation of its June release – but

the newest toys-to-life game, Lego

dimensions. so long, sweet cash!

a plastic adventure guaranteed to

max out the plastic in our wallets,

Lego dimensions is all about buying

physical Lego minifigs, vehicles and

gadgets and scanning them into the

game to play with digital versions.

it’s the same driving principle behind

disney infinity and skylanders, but

Lego’s wide range of licenses means

we’ll be *ahem* toying with the likes

of gollum, emmet and wonder

woman, all in the same world.

while the inner workings of the

game itself have yet to be revealed

(it’s developed by Lego masters TT
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games and involves Lord Vortech

summoning villains from different

worlds), an early glimpse at the toys

and add-ons uncovers plenty.

as well as the base game, the

starter pack comes with batman,

gandalf, Lego movie’s wyldstyle, the

batmobile and the all-important Toy

pad for scanning up to seven items

into the game. oh, and Lego bricks to

build the gateway onto the pad.

plastic fantastic

and what if you want to build up your

set? well, there’s Level packs for

£ 29.99, Team packs for £29.99 and

fun packs for £14.99. Level packs

contain a new level, minifig, vehicle

and gadget; Team packs have a pair

of minifigs and a vehicle or a gadget;

and fun packs have one minifig and

either a vehicle or a gadget. yikes.

what does this mean for the

toys-to-life war? with disney likely

readying a skywalker-esque range

for infinity and Lego being, well,

Lego, skylanders could be in trouble.

Lego Dimensions hits PS4 and PS3 on

29 Sept with an RRP of £89.99-£99.99.
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The

the bigBig

shot 10



STorieS

everyone’S

Talking aBouT

eagle-eyed

analysis



Confirmed characters so

far include VI’s Terra, VII’s

Cloud, XIII’s Lightning and

Y’shtola from PS4’s FFXIV.



The game is being made

by Team Ninja, the studio

behind Ninja Gaiden

*shock* and Dead Or Alive.
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Final Fantasy

takes

the

Diss

Arcade FF fighter looks PS4-bound

Cloud vs Squall:

fight! Sephiroth

vs Exdeath:

fight! Lightning

vs Zidane… you

get the picture.

Yes, every beat ‘em up-loving,

Moogle-obsessing fan’s violent

dreams are coming true, thanks

to Dissidia: Final Fantasy Arcade.

A reboot of 2009’s PSP fighter,

this updated brawler/action-RPG

hybrid is currently only confirmed

for Japanese arcade cabinets…

buuuut we’ve got it here for good

reason. Y’see, Dissidia’s arcade
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decks are based on PS4

architecture and the cabinet’s

controls could pass for a

split-in-two DualShock 4.

Square has even shown off a

picture of Cloud in Midgar for a

‘what the game would look like on

PS4’ comparison presentation,

making a console release seem

hugely likely once its year-long

arcade exclusivity deal is up.

Watch this space for a Western

PS4 announcement soon…

For more Final Fantasy, check back

next issue for FFXIV: Heavensward.



number game

we do the maths



16.8%

200+

Profit increase of Sony’s Game &

Network Services versus 2014.



Hours it’ll reportedly take to finish

every quest in The Witcher 3 Wild Hunt.



$37,500

Cost of unlocking Battlefield Hardline’s

M16A3 rifle. Totally police-issue, yeah?



48fps
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Lowest reported frame-rate drop in

Dark Souls II on PS4. Let’s not obsess.



The arcade version will

launch with 14 characters,

but the roster will swell to

over 50 in the long run.



36:17



50

Time in mins and seconds it takes to

walk across GTA: San Andreas’ map.



Speed in km/h at which Lego Jurassic

World’s Indominus rex can run.



Three-on-three fights are

the big new headline mode.

FFVI’s Kefka would make a

great tag partner, yeah?



$1.25m

Potential take of GTA Online’s Pacific

Standard Job heist. Get robbing.



040147

Second half of the barcode plastered

onto Agent 47’s dome in Hitman titles.
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Playtonic is

breaking bat

Ex-Rare devs look to revive PS4 platforming with Yooka-Laylee

Once upon a time

the 3D platformer

was king. Back

when dinosaurs

ruled the earth and

cavemen were

filling their memory cards with ISS

goal replays, Ape Escape’s primates,

Spyro and a bandicoot in jorts

dominated. And

that was just on

the PlayStation

side of the fence.

If you peered

into Nintendo’s

porch in the late

‘90s you’d have

found Super Mario

64 and Banjo-Kazooie capturing

hearts, minds and thumbs. Well,

thanks to the enduring legacy of that

bear and breegull, the 3D platformer

is set to make a spectacular return

on PS4. Don’t call it a comeback…
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Enter Yooka-Laylee: a bold

reimagining of the sort of platformer

Rare used to make in its Nintendoaffiliated heyday. Colourful worlds

where brown is a naughty word.

A cheeky cartoon duo who share a

double-team moveset. Collectibles to

be hoovered up and double jumps to

be nailed. These are the staples this

Kickstarter title is

promising, hinting

at a return to

a golden genre

rarely seen on

PlayStation since

Jak & Daxter

gobbled up a bunch

of Precursor Orbs

to define their Legacy.

Hmmm, that chameleon/bat

pairing sure looks familiar, huh?

That’s because Yooka-Laylee is

being brought to you by some of

the key minds behind Banjo-Kazooie,



a bold

reimagining of

3d platforming

from rare’s

heyday.



Goldeneye 007 and Donkey Kong 64.

With such rich heritage to mine, the

game is wisely looking to the past

while attempting to forge an exciting

new dawn for a long dormant genre.



dev talk

“We’re not reliant

on the Kickstarter

money. it’s just going

to help us make the

game even better than

what we originally

planned, to match the

expectation that’s now

on us, and to help us

hit all the platforms

that the fans want

while hopefully taking

advantage of some

platform-specific

features…”

gavin price



md and creative lead,

playtonic games



just the tonic

“I’ve been gagging to make this

game for 15 years,” Gavin Price

excitedly tells us. Price is managing

director at Playtonic Games, a brand

new studio comprised of ex-Rare

developers. Though this may be

many of the team’s first dance in the

rolling hills of PlayStation, their work

on Nintendo 64 is legendary; the

likes of Banjo and his chums helping

to define a generation with its playful

British wit and warmly created

platforming worlds. “The tone of

the gameplay is the key thing that

we want to leverage from the

characters we’ve had in the past,”

Price admits during our chat.



these pre-alpha shots

already look sumptuous.

aren’t primary colours

grand on current-gen?



eye of the tiger



liking the lizard? according

art director steve mayles,

one half of the platforming

pair was originally going to

be much stripier. “the initial

thought was to do a tiger.”
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info patches

update your brain



■ enemy ai is a world away from banjo,

with foes working together to fight you.



he continues. “As much as I love

Banjo, he never did anything that

said ‘I’m a bear’. He was basically

a human in a bear costume!”

When it comes to world-building,

Playtonic is also keen to branch out

from what’s been done in the past.

Levels are accessed from a central

hub area, but rather than follow

classic tropes – do one, lava levels

– stages are informed by literature.

“They’re contained within these large

magical books,” says Price.



Not that Playtonic is content

to ride the coattails of Rare’s

past glories. Indeed, the team is

determined to make Yooka-Laylee’s

titular stars (the lizard is the former,

the bat the latter) markedly different

from a certain dimwitted honey bear.

“We wanted them to stand out on

their own,” says Price. “The bat’s

going to be the crazier, cheekier one

and the chameleon’s more sensible.”

Crucially, this new dynamic duo

actually behave much more like

animals. Case in point: the chameleon

can adopt the textures of its

surroundings. “Go across a windy

ledge, eat a big rock and you’d see

him go all ‘rock-textured’; all of his

movements would be more forced,

slower and solid because he’s

heavier,” reveals Price. “There’s

going to be tons of different moves

that really take advantage of the

exact type of animals that they are,”



pagies turner

Interestingly, you can branch and

grow these levels out by collecting

items called Pagies (no, that’s not a

typo). The aim is to give the player

more agency over the world, while,

“de-linearising,” the experience.

“You go into a world and it’ll start

off more similar to a Banjo-Kazooie

level in terms of scope, size and

complexity. But then you spend your

Pagies to expand the current world

or use them to unlock a future one.”

With the game currently up and

running in Unity, Yooka-Laylee is

currently looking for backers on

Kickstarter ahead of what will surely

be a nostalgia-packed PS4 outing.



raid to rest

you put away atheon. you capped Crota. now,

with destiny’s house of Wolves dlC (out 19

may), you’ll… uh, be a bit sad. yes, bungie has

confirmed hoW won’t get a new raid. instead,

you’re treated to a three player wave-style

battle arena called the prison of elders. a

new trials of osiris pvp mode also debuts.
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star in their eyes

square enix just can’t get enough of these

announcements. hello star ocean 5: integrity

and faithlessness (catchy). Coming to

both ps3 and ps4, it’s the first entry in the

franchise since the last hope, released in

2009. the game promises a new real-time

battle system and branching story choices.



find out more about yooka-laylee’s

staff at playtonicgames.com/team.



houser cards



■ here’s a nice touch: coins boast the

play button sign from the studio’s logo.



you’re a controversy-courting games

developer, harry. yes, daniel radcliffe is

in talks to play rockstar co-founder sam

houser in a new bbC doc. the feature-length

drama reportedly focuses on houser’s feud

with Jack thompson; the disbarred lawyer

who often sought to get gta banned.
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Meet Hellblade’s

heinous horsey

STorieS everyone’S Talking aBouT



Ninja Theory shows off enemy art

Hey, beautiful.

Come here often?

Ninja Theory’s

enemy designs

may not win any

Miss Teen America

pageants, but at least the nasties

Senua is due to face in Hellblade

are a ton more interesting than

your garden variety coffin-dodgers.

“As the game is set in a hellish

underworld, the

original idea was to

create an undead

army of Vikings,”

says Tameem

Antoniades,

co-founder of Ninja

Theory, speaking

on the game’s

official site. “Call it

zombie fatigue, if you like, but I felt

that we could and should take it in

a more original direction.”
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His design was actually

influenced by a range of eclectic

sources. Ninja Theory’s character

artists took inspiration from

everything from headf*ck horror

Jacob’s Ladder to the Silent Hill

series – there’s definitely a touch

of Pyramid Head in old Pony Face.

It follows the studio’s downright

bizarre, but always thoroughly

interesting, take on baddies, with

the Helmet Guard

sitting proudly next

to Enslaved’s dog

mechs or DmC’s

spindly Ravagers.



IT TOOk

INSPIRATION

FROM JACOb’S

LADDER AND

SILENT HILL.



par for the horse

Which naturally enough leads to

the facially-challenged chap on this

‘ere page. What a looker, eh? The

Horse Helmet Guard wouldn’t look

out of place in a From Software

game; all twisted musculature

and skeletal headwear.



hell of the ball

Whether Hellblade

can match those

endearing gems

is another matter. Our studio tour

of Ninja Theory last year at least

revealed this stabby adventure will

sport a truly staggering world – if

the concept art is full realised. At

any rate, judging by the dev’s CV,

you’re dealing with PS4’s most

gorgeously gruesome prospect.

Time to crack some horse skulls…



Ninja Theory really does

a have penchant for the

grotesque. Remember

DmC’s Poison boss?



For more blog updates from Ninja

Theory, check out hellblade.com.



the rumour machine



Sony allegedly wants

the Uncharted film to

be like Nicolas Cage’s

National Treasure…



our sources understand…



A rumoured online survey

points to Mass Effect 4

being four times the size

of its predecessor. It also

apparently takes place in

the Helius Cluster of the

Andromeda Galaxy.



Digital games

analyst

SuperData

says a

new Resi

will hit

this year.



Interweb chit-chat

says WWE 2K16

will feature

the biggest

wrestling

roster ever.

Suplex City!



Reports suggest

Amazon has

licensed Crytek’s

CryEngine; a deal

that helped the

studio through its

money troubles.



Hail and SPacE



Graves’ work on 2008’s Dead

Space earned him two BAFTAs:

one for use of audio, the other

for original score. And you still

haven’t actually heard of him,

have you? For shame.



Meet PS4’s busiest

triple-A composer

OPM chats to unsung hero Jason Graves
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■ Evolve’s crunchy guitars and synth layers

came to life in Grave’s studio.



STorieS everyone’S Talking aBouT



the month in

mouthing off



“Started my

writing work

today on the

new game. This

is going to be…

challenging.”

Ken levine

gets ready

to make

sweet

word

magic.



That’s the accomplished

but modest smile of a

BAFTA winner right there.



He might not be a

household name

in the industry,

but the games

Jason Graves

has composed

for certainly are. So far this year

he’s penned the soundtracks for

both Evolve and The Order: 1886,

tells us he’s, “working on my third

indie game in six months,” and

has a portfolio of over 30 game

soundtracks to his name.



PlayStation

Thevoices

Big10



“Action is the decisive momentum

behind the story in games,” he tells

us in our exclusive chat, breaking

up his busy day. “Meaningful, storyrelevant dialogue probably occupies

15% of an entire game. That

translates to a music score that

essentially takes the place of the

dialogue. It’s featured. It’s driving

the entire production by providing

momentum and narrative.”

Graves has worked on 2013’s

Tomb Raider (performing all the

percussion himself), the Dead

Space series, DmC: Definitive

Edition, Murdered: Soul Suspect and

Alpha Protocol, to name but a few.

And after 13 years in the industry,

his motivation still remains clear: “I

serve the game – my creativity and

energy will always be tied to what

can elevate the gameplay and make

for a lasting, emotional connection

with the player.”

Does The Order deserve a sequel? Phil

Iwaniuk argues its case on p27.



“That game

awoke me to

the possibilities

of the medium.”

Hidetaka

Miyazaki credits

Ico with getting

him into the

games industry.

Cheers, Yorda!



“I plead guilty.

I’m proud.”

Labour’s Ed

Miliband

comes

out as

a retro

gamer.

Did that

win

your

vote?
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instant

opinion



While Xavier Woods only

debuted in WWE 2K15,

he did mo-cap work for

PS3’s WWE All-Stars.



strong vs

wrong



holy trinity



Not only is PSN classic

Journey headed to PS4

(and at 60fps), but That

Game Company is also

releasing a boxed PS4

trilogy containing the

desert adventure, Fl0w

and Flower this summer.



lord only knows

Rhianna Pratchett is

writing PS4’s newly

announced Overlord:

Fellowship Of Evil.

Exciting. We’ll have

much more in our

Rhianna interview in

next month’s issue.



i got you, abe

020



Enjoyed Oddworld:

New ‘N’ Tasty? You’ll

be thrilled to learn

Abe’s Exoddus is now

being remade ‘n’ all.



borne to rock



Want to hate

yourself? Google

‘Bloodborne guitar’

to watch a guy

finish the game

with an old Rock

Band controller…

in nine hours.

God, we suck

by comparison.



street cred



Ultra Street Fighter IV

hits PS4 on 27 May.

Brilliant! But we haven’t

even seen it yet, let

alone previewed it. Boo!



The New Day pray

to A Realm Reborn

WWE superstar Xavier Woods on his PS4 obsession

Ask any WWE

superstar what

it’s like to be in a

videogame and

they’ll tell you it’s

an ambition fulfilled.

But for The New Day’s Xavier Woods,

starring in WWE 2K15 means being

immortalised in his favourite hobby.

“It’s awesome. Especially with me

loving games so much,” says Woods

of his WWE game debut when we

meet at WrestleMania. “It’s cool

because a lot of my friends have

children, and they’re

playing this game

and they swipe over

my character. My

buddies who don’t

watch wrestling go,

‘wait, hold on, I went
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WhEn I gEt

to hotElS I PlAy

fInAl fAntASy

‘tIl I PASS out.



home and away



Or just away. Indie dev

Fullbright has confirmed

Gone Home is, “not

actively in development

for consoles any longer.”

Could Sony swoop in to

help make it happen?

Let’s all start hoping…



to school with that guy!’ The fact

that I’m in one is just amazing.”

Also amazing? That being on the

road all the time while touring with

WWE hasn’t got in the way of Woods’

PS4 time. He isn’t just the 2K Video

Game Champion – earned by being a

legit badass in the virtual ring as well

as the real one – but a dab hand at

role-playing games as well.

“I have this case called a GAEMS

case, which is a briefcase that I

carry with me when I travel. It has

a built in 19-inch TV, and my PS4

straps inside along

with the controllers

and cords on the

sides. When I get

to hotels I pop that

open, I get on the

internet, and I play

Final Fantasy XIV

until I pass out. It’s a sweet MMO,

and I’m a Final Fantasy guy so that’s

what I’m playing right now.”

And the root of his PS4 love? It

all stretches back to his childhood: “I

wasn’t very social as a kid, but

videogames were a good way of me

connecting with other kids because

they liked videogames and as we’d

play I started talking.”



■ Woods can currently be found

roaming Eorzea as a level 45 Bard.



Is WWE 2K16 incoming? Zack Ryder

revealed his body was scanned in March…
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show stealer



Every year we look for one game

to nab that E3 spotlight. In 2014,

Uncharted 4, Far Cry 4, No Man’s

Sky and Rainbow Six Siege all

shone. This June, all eyes are on

Bethesda’s first ever conference…



STorieS everyone’S Talking aBouT



just one more question…

10

the team debate this month’s burning issue

Fallout 4 rumours aside, what do

we want from e3 next month?
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phil iwaniuk

games editor



dom reseigh-lincoln

production editor



matthew pellett

editor



dave meikleham

news editor



bethesda’s debut

e3 conFerence

has me daedra

dreaming…



Forget Fallout 4:

i want to be

blinked all the

way to dunwall

For dishonored 2.



gta V needs

an open-world

challenge – and

i’m waiting For red

dead to bring it.



i know you think i’m

some raving lunatic for

not wetting myself at

the thought of another

post-apocalyptic

adventure, but truth be

told, the one game i really

want to see at e3 is a

decidedly more teleport-y

bethesda property. i want

corvo round two. the

first dishonored was

incredible – a lavishly

violent assassin sim that

conjured the spirit of the

old thief games better

than that borked reboot

ever could. and with ps4

filling d2’s stealthy boots

with raw power, arkane

could peel the world of

dunwall open in all its

murdery glory. give me a

current-gen corvo over

a ps4 pip-boy any day. n



on the final day of

e3 this year it will be

exactly five years and

one month since red

dead redemption first

lassoed our hearts. the

wait for a follow-up has

lasted long enough, don’t

you think? Just imagine

galloping across the

ps4-powered frontier,

chasing after stage

coaches and duelling your

way through each town…

hell, even i – notorious

remake grumbler –

wouldn’t begrudge a

ps4 red dead revisit if

the remastering job is

as significant as gta V’s.

red dead needs to return

with ps4’s extra *ahem*

horsepower, and claim

the title of the greatest

sandbox ever made. n



i miss my FaVourite

bald, minotaurgutting Fallen

demi-god. it’s time

For god oF war iV

to shine.



there aren’t many places

in skyrim i haven’t been

by now. at this point

i’m basically pouring the

dust at the bottom of its

packet down my throat

and licking my fingers

clean, and that’s not bad

for a game that came out

in 2011. i might be just

about done with tesV’s

particular nordic power

fantasy, but i’ll never

grow tired of glitching

up mountains or

electrocuting market

sellers. i’ll always want

more elder scrolls.

i’ve been humming the

precise cosmic frequency

which indicates that

sentiment each night, so

i’m pretty sure bethesda

must have sprung into

action by now. roll on

that e3 conference. n



man, i’m longing for

kratos. that perfectly

shiny dome. that ever

so taut, claret-soaked

loincloth. those ancient

greek abs you could

shave truffles with… well,

this went to a weird place

quickly, huh? the point is,

i’m desperate for god of

war. the announcement

of gow iii’s upcoming

ps4 port has reminded

me there’s nothing on

sony’s current-gen beaut

that can yet match the

savage scope or super

bloody theatre of kratos.

sony santa monica

is perhaps the most

technically gifted studio

out there. i can’t wait for

its godly first full-blown

project on ps4. n



advertorial



Borne

ready



supercharge your playstation

experience with

Xperia™ Z3 from

sony and PS4

Remote Play
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ou’ve already got the world’s

most powerful console

nestled under your television

set, but did you know that

PlayStation gaming extends far

beyond the big screen? With the

Xperia™ Z2 and Xperia™ Z3 series

from Sony, you can continue to play

your favourite games around your

home thanks to Remote Play.

The only smartphone and tablet

range compatible with PS4 Remote

Play, the Xperia™ Z2 and Xperia™



Z3 series enable you to play the best

PlayStation 4 games when somebody

else wants to watch television. By

pairing your Xperia™ Z3 device and

your DualShock 4 with the Game

Control Mount GCM10, and syncing

up to a PS4 on the same WiFi network

via the PlayStation App, you’ll be

able to slay Bloodborne bosses in

the bedroom with the best of them,

or beat your friends’ lap times in

Driveclub while relaxing outside in the

garden, under the summer sun.



Bloodborne, jinking past defenders in

PES 2015 for a mazey wondergoal or

drifting millimetres from the barrier in

Driveclub, Remote Play on Xperia™ Z3

ensures you won’t miss a beat.

After a bigger impact? Try the

Xperia™ Z3 Tablet Compact. Boasting

an 8” TRILUMINOS™ display, Xperia™



“beat your friends’ lap times in

driveclub with remote play on

the xperia™ z3 from sony.”



Introducing the family: Xperia™ Z3, Xperia™ Z3

Tablet Compact and Xperia™ Z3 Compact.



Remote Play enables you to master

even the most demanding of games.

DualShock 4 compatibility means

you can continue to play without

worrying about button-mapping or

remembering any new touchscreen

inputs. And whether you’re rolling

away from swift enemy attacks in



Z3 Tablet Compact will supersize your

Remote Play experience no matter

what room you’re in. And when you’re

out and about, you can even browse

the PlayStation Store on your Xperia™

Z3 smartphone and push downloads

straight to your PlayStation 4 console

ready for when you return home.
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Survival Of

The fiTTeST



The search for the

ultimate Bloodborne

Remote Play champion

last month, over 100 gaming

elite ascended london’s

millbank tower to take part

in the ultimate xperia™ z3

bloodborne survival challenge

in the hopes that they might

be crowned remote play

champion. a gruelling

two-round competition

powered by remote play on

the xperia™ z3 from sony

saw entrants tasked with

slaying the cleric beast in the

quickest time possible, with a

limited set of blood vials at

their disposal. the fastest

four then went head-to-head

in a three minute final round

in front of a raucous crowd in

a race to fill their pockets

with the highest number of

blood echoes from

yharnam’s streets.

where dozens fell by the

wayside, master bloodborne

hunter fang lim rose to

the challenge to first fell the

towering beast in a brief 2

minutes and 55 seconds and

then wipe off the monster’s

blood and snag a dizzying

1112 blood echoes in the final

showdown. congratulations

to fang, who bagged an

xperia™ z3, a ps4 and a copy

of bloodborne for his skills.



Xperia™ Z3’s screen

will show off the full

beauty of your favourite

PlayStation 4 titles.
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WhaT SeTS The Xperia™ Z3 family aparT frOm The reST?

Discover the future of gaming technology, today



Run through

walls



Silence

crowds



Stay awake

for days



Shape

tomorrow



See in

the dark



Hear things

others can’t



Survive

under water



use xperia™ z3

from sony to play

any ps4 game in

another room with

your dualshock 4.



built-in digital

noise cancelling

technology blocks

out nuisance

sounds nearby.



up to two-days

battery life will

keep you gaming

and connected

for longer.



pair xperia™ z3

and smartwatch 3

from sony to

revolutionise

your lifestyle.



take stunning lowlight photography

and capture jawdropping 4K videos

on xperia™ z3.



high-res audio

gives you studioquality sound for

an immersive

gaming session.



waterproof design

lets you take

snaps in a

downpour without

a drop of fear.



rePlieS

F facebook.com/OfficialPlayStationMagazine t @OPM_UK W gamesradar.com/opm e [email protected]



#109 The future of PS4



plus Bloodborne and BF

Hardline reviewed.



bed, yet I still love gaming.

But I struggle with hard

titles. I’ve bought games

I’ve heard good things

on or I thought look good

only for that money to be

wasted as I struggle to

play it. I want to try Alien:

Isolation too, but I worry

it’s too difficult… Could

you add a meter in your

reviews that shows the

difficulty of game? Your

reviews are the ones I

always turn to.



can I get a Rt?

Tweet gold (and one troll) from

this month’s @OPM_UK timeline



@Iamxero

Right Bloodborne done.

Now I need to play

something to calm down…

Bloodborne NG+ it is.

@pg_jp

I’m gonna spend so

much money on Lego

Dimensions… :)



trevor Hardy via email
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Les Stephens via email



PS Plus isn’t just about

offering older games, it

offers new ones such as

9/10-scoring OlliOlli 2.

and remember, the free

games are just a bonus

of PS Plus’ features…



Blood loss



Been looking forward to

Bloodborne for a very long

time, but now all I hear is

that it’s really hard. This is

putting me off buying it as

I’m not an all-day gamer

– I play for few hours at

night when the kids are in



Remaster class



The debate in OPM #108

got me thinking. I’m not

defending publishers

who remake games

simply to put a foot on

every platform; I’m here

to argue that educating

new players isn’t a bad

thing. We need these HD

remasters so gamers



WE NEED REMASTERS SO

GAMERS CAN EXPERIENCE THE

THRILLS THAT SET THE GAMES

OF TODAY IN MOTION.



Star letter A therapy for games



I just read the editorial by Johnny Cullen in OPM #108.

Reading it moved me to want to send in this letter

about how gaming helped me. In 2008, my father died

suddenly from a heart attack, which came as a great

shock at the age of 36. In the same 12 months, my

wife was diagnosed with breast cancer. It was a very

difficult time, but games kept me sane. Just to be able

to spend a couple of hours gaming here and there

while my wife rested helped so much. My PS3 became

a reliable friend over those months. On a positive note

my wife has now made a full recovery.

Shane Rogers via email



We owe a huge thank you to everyone who wrote

in about Johnny’s opinion piece. Shane, we were

humbled by your tale. a year’s sub to OPM is yours.



@brutal_atlas

My most wanted: Persona

5, JC3, Deus Ex: Mankind

Divided, TESO, FFXV. I’m

sure there’s others, too.



can experience the thrills

that set the gaming of

today in motion. I’m right

there with Dom – don’t

pass up the opportunity of

letting a new generation

try the greatest games

PlayStation has to offer.

Laura Lovelady via email



the argument for and

against those pesky

HD remasters rages on,

but with some big PS4

hitters arriving in the

next 12 months, we’re

sure the naysayers will

soon be too preoccupied

to really care.



troll of the month



Plus/Minus



I noticed there was

a recent PSN sale on

Rockstar games and I

hoped GTA V had finally

come down in price.

Sadly, it didn’t cover PS4.

When is Sony going to

reward us for buying

this console? If PS Plus

is £5.49 a month and

there are almost 8

million subscribers then

it doesn’t take a genius

to see Sony is making a

fair bit of cash. So surely

it can offer a decent title

in the monthly games or

give us discounts on good

games, not the rubbish

ones people played ages

ago. Stop trying to flog us

old titles no one wants!



@MISSTERIOUS_GAL

I am finding Battlefield

Hardline quite fun, but

it’s not because I’m any

good at it!



While hard, Bloodborne’s

very doable. Don’t be

put off and really take

your time. and a visit to

p56 will cure you of that

alien: Isolation itch, too.



@autofaux

I wonder whether I should

set aside a whole week to

play The Witcher 3. That

game will take me over.

@theaveragejoe16

The Rainbow Six Siege

Alpha is a bit rough,

but it’s still fun as hell!

Definitely buying it.

@psychtyson

Finally, first-person Guitar

Hero. You can now watch

a bottle of piss fly towards

your face as you mess up.



@tormesser

Hotline Miami 2 has been

fun so far, but man, the

over-reliance on guns and

shooting is downer.

@thedazeel

Abe’s Exoddus is my fave

of the original Oddworld

games. It expanded the

world and set the bar.

@Stealth___

Mortal Kombat X is

so violent it makes the

uproar over the original

seem silly by comparison.



best comments from facebook.com/officialplaystationmagazine



“i don’t ‘identify’ with player characters at

all. a person is far more than their ethnicity,

religion, gender, sexual orientation or race.”



“For all the broken

bits when it came out,

it’s a superb game.”



jamie rodriguez shoots on tekken 7’s roster.



evan harris hearts driveclub.



ReaDeRS’ MOSt WanteD

1



Which games are bleeping loudest on your radar?



5



Batman: arkham Knight



Even a slight delay to the Dark

Knight’s current-gen debut wasn’t

enough to knock it out of your good

books, with the B-Man leaping from

second place to first in a single

month. Hungry for extra? Head

over to p38 for more info on

all things Arkham Knight.



FORMat PS4

eta 23 jun



2



The White Wolf himself

rides from last month’s

fourth place and bags

a silver medal for

his troubles. Thinking

about picking up The

Witcher 3? Join us in

next month’s issue (out

5 June) for our official

Geralt verdict.
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Tell us the five games

you can’t wait to play at

[email protected].



FORMat PS4

eta 19 May



3



We imagine your heads

hurt as much as ours

when trying to calculate

just how long it’ll take to

explore the vast swathes

of space in No Man’s Sky’s

procedurally-generated

universe. Still, that hasn’t

stopped Hello Games’

sci-fi extravaganza from

holding on to fifth place

for another month.



FORMat PS4

eta 2015



vOte

nOW!



the Witcher 3

Wild Hunt



no Man’s Sky



4



Uncharted 4:

a thief’s end



Eternal man crush Nate’s

next adventure may be

off the 2015 schedule,

but that hasn’t stopped it

from staking its long-term

claim in your top five Most

Wanted games. Look out

for our chat with Nolan

North in an upcoming mag.



MgS v: the Phantom Pain



While the muddled mess with Kojima and Konami

may have helped in MGS V’s fall from first place

to third in your Most Wanted list, the Septemberbound The Phantom Pain is still one of your most

anticipated titles for 2015.



FORMat PS4/PS3

eta 1 SeP



exIt

POLL



Our Facebook

fans answer a

final question



FORMat PS4

eta SPrinG 2016



10% Find their



Which Mortal

Kombat fighter

tests your

eternal might?



eyes glowing at

the thought of

veteran asskicker, raiden.



15% Serve and

protect (mainly

with their nightstick) via Stryker.



42%



Pledge their

allegiance to

demonic ninja,

Scorpion.



20% Get chills

every time they

play as frosty

fighter Sub-Zero.

5% love to dole

out damage as

scaly deathdealer, reptile.



8% Will Bicycle



Kick their way to

immortality with

liu Kang.



next

MOntH



Get in touch and

tell us what you

think of Mortal

Kombat X, the

new COD and the

coming of Star

Wars Battlefront.



OpiniOn



Rich Wordsworth



The people on my pSn

liST have jobS. So i’m going

To be playing The DiviSion

wiTh STrangerS pluckeD aT

ranDom from The voiD.

I’ve saved the world solo for years, so why do I now need help?
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race yourself, now: I loved

Far Cry 3’s Jason Brody. I

don’t think anyone else

did, but we were smitten.

We went hang-gliding

together, made ourselves a

backpack out of shark, blew up a pig

with a landmine – a solid, five-outof-five on TripAdvisor. Never once

in those halcyon days spent on the

Rook Islands’ beaches or splashing

coquettishly together in the shallows

did Ubisoft suggest I was a loser

for not wanting three of my mates

milling in the background, throwing

grenades at a sand castle or skeet

shooting the seagulls.

But that’s the only way I can take

a post on Ubisoft’s website for The

Division, which grudgingly concedes

that: “It’s important to note that The

Division is fully playable solo. So you

lonely types, go on… play it as you

like. But for the rest of us, The

Division promises a rich, varied and

seamless multiplayer

experience…”

You see, the bitter

truth is that all the

time we’ve spent

thinking we were

having fun with

single-player games has

been nothing but

pitiable self-deception.

A Matrix simulation to

distract us while the

Machines harvest our souls.

The tabloid press was right

all along: playing

videogames alone is what

you do when you’ve got no

friends, in between

downloading pornography and



Writer bio

Rich Wordsworth is a freelance writer who

has a total of eight mates and two strangers

on his PSN friends list. Oh and he doesn’t talk

to any of them. He writes for OPM, Kotaku, IGN

and Red Bull. He usually does this on his own,

behind a locked door, in fits of tears.



plotting a series of grisly murders.

Ubisoft’s snarky camp counsellor

tone aside, it’s the disingenuousness

of this everything’s-better-withfriends marketing twaddle that ruffles

my bristles.

I don’t

begrudge anyone

their multiplayeronly games.

But suggesting

they’re the gilded

passage to a social

gaming Utopia is – and

really we all know it is

– utter claptrap.

Before Evolve came out,

I spent some time playing an

early build with the people at

2K. Over and over again,

I was advised that the key to

playing well as the Hunters

was communication. “Use



your headset – talk to your team,”

they reminded me, gently, every time

I was eaten by a carnivorous plant on

the wrong side of the map. In the time

I’ve owned Evolve, I’ve heard three

people use the headset. I don’t even

know where mine is.

And so it will be for The Division.

I watch that E3 footage of the four

players co-ordinating with mics and

try to imagine what any of my friends

would say if I were to unironically

order them into a flanking position, or

to, “watch my six,” or anything other

than, “shoot that d*ck over there with

the machine gun.” Just imagine barking

that at a stranger. That crinkling

feeling under your fingers is me

cringing at you through the pages.



stranger danger



That’s if you can find any friends

online to play with in the first place.

I know in the glitzy Sliders universe of

videogame console TV adverts we are

all besieged by legions of supermodel

friends, none of whom have anything

else to do, ever, except bleach their

teeth and play videogames with us.

But in real life I have fewer than a

dozen people on my PSN list and most

of them have jobs. So I’m going to be

playing The Division with strangers

plucked at random from the aether

who will, based on my experience

with other multiplayer components,

speak only in profanities, or not at all.

‘Playing solo’ doesn’t make

me lonely, Ubisoft. It makes me

discerning. We must resist the

self-interested jostling of the

marketers. ‘Single-player’ is not a dirty

word – no matter what publishers and

all their cool friends might say.



OpiniOn



Phil Iwaniuk



Tamoor Hussain



The orDer: 1886

waS a DiSTincT failure –

anD iT DeServeS

a proper Sequel.



iT’D be a real Shame if

kojima only maDe meTal

gear gameS anD pT iS

proof of ThaT.



Strip away the disastrous content and you’ll

see a rock solid franchise foundation



It’s time for the father of Solid Snake to finally

spread his wings and try something new



G



enerally, I’m

against the idea of

franchise-building.

It’s a transparent,

financially-propelled

imperative that dilutes a

good 350 pages of novel into

a trilogy of Hobbit films,

and dictates that whatever

good ideas Ubisoft Montreal

has must forevermore be

dressed up in a dozen fancy

belts and a hood.

Marketing types might

argue that it’s somehow

immature or naïve to ask for

creative media to stand on

its own two feet rather than

rest on the crutch of a roman

numeral or ostentatious

subtitle. But they would

say that, wouldn’t they?

However, in the case of

The Order: 1886, I ally with

my marketeer foes. As a

videogame it’s an inarguable

letdown, but of a very specific

type: technically spellbinding,

built on a fascinating

alt-history universe, and

almost entirely bereft of

engaging content. There’s

another proviso: RAD’s

previous output with the God

Of War franchise on PSP was

demonstrably better. It’s not

like the studio’s incapable of

making its games fun to play

and look at.



The Order’s bizarre pile of

QTEs and gunfights smacks

of time constraints getting

the better of a big project, but

it’s impossible not to notice

the imagination and creative

vision laying underneath the

rubble. On those grounds you

could argue it’s more worthy

of a sequel than the superior

Far Cry 4. At this point you

know with unerring certainty

that you’ll be turning wildlife

into wallets and climbing

signal towers in a new and

dramatic natural environ in

the near future, but a followup to The Order is a much

more interesting proposition.



galahad a go



Public opinion dictates the

direction of the industry to a

greater degree now than ever

before (thanks, Metacritic),

which means Sony and RAD

have a Herculean PR job to

pull if they want to make

good on the first game’s

potential after the critical

panning (guilty) it received.

But The Order also earned

itself a lot of fans, and

perhaps if they shout loud

enough the powers that be

will be inclined to have one

more stab at making a return

on their investment that paid

for PS4’s graphical benchmark.



L



ately I’ve been thinking

a lot about Hideo

Kojima. In part due to

rumours he’s leaving

Konami soon, but also

because I’ve been going

through a gaming malaise

for the last few months. It’s

a strange state of disconcert

that’s unfamiliar to me. I’ve

always felt confident in my

love of games, it’s a big part

of my identity, but recently

I’ve been struggling to

connect with them.

These are games in genres

I love. Acclaimed experiences

perfectly aligned with my

tastes. Games that I should

enjoy, but can’t find a place

for in head or heart. At the

risk of being presumptuous,

I imagine Kojima might be

wandering equally murky

territory in relation to his

creative output.

Now in his 50s, Kojima’s

legacy is close to being

cemented as Metal Gear. It’s

an impressive legacy, but also

dangerously close to George

Lucas-esque pigeonholing.

Metal Gear is starting to

become the shadow (Moses)

under which he lives his life.

It’d be a real shame if he

only made Metal Gear games

and, for me, PT was proof of

that. While Ground Zeroes



was a comforting return

to a world, characters and

gameplay that I’ve always

loved, PT ignited a new

interest. Beyond a tryst with

the second game, I’ve never

concerned myself with Silent

Hill, but after a terrifying and

fascinating few hours with

Kojima’s take on horror I was

invested in its future.



Perfect transition



That, I think, is the mark

of someone who should be

freed to pursue all avenues

of expression and indulge

creative whims. Trapped in

the Metal Gear cage, Kojima is

wasted potential. Whatever

his plans are post The

Phantom Pain, I hope he

makes more games, directs

movies, writes a comic and

establishes a legacy broader

and more varied than MGS.

To shake my malaise I’ve

returned to the most resonant

experiences from my younger

years, one of which is the first

Metal Gear Solid. Whether

it’ll cut through the fog is

yet to be seen, but as I watch

Psycho Mantis dig deeper into

my soul, I’m convinced that

we can only benefit from

Kojima’s unshackled mind.

Now where’s my Castlevania:

Symphony Of The Night disc?



Writer bio



Writer bio



Wary of his own life resembling a franchise, games editor Phil Iwaniuk never

does the same thing twice, no matter how unorthodox that philosophy makes

his table manners. Has only ever played three rounds of rock, paper, scissors.



Contributing writer Tamoor Hussain learned to cancel into a shoryuken before

he learned how to walk. He also has an unhealthy obsession with Batman. You

can find him mostly posting cat pictures and quoting Wu-Tang Clan @tamoorh.
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Hiding



Hiding

Staying out of sight with PlayStation’s

craftiest creepers. Where’d they go?

1
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until dawn



Run, cheerleader from

Heroes! Run for your clichéd

horror life! Actually, best

hide yourself under a

bed instead – Until Dawn’s

clown-masked serial killer

boasts some serious cardio

powers. You’ll also want

a steady hand: the game

tasks you with holding your

DualShock 4 perfectly still to

avoid detection at key points.

2 siren:

blood curse



4



outlast



You don’t have to be nuts

to work here, but it helps.

Actually, you really do

have to be insane in the

membrane to do anything

other than cower in the

shadows in Outlast. With an

asylum’s worth of nutters

after you, the best thing

freelance journo Miles

Upshur can do is hide

and film the horrific sights.

What a brave Peeping Tom.

5



heavy rain



Why can’t those Shibito leave

Bella Monroe alone? Oh sure,

like the rest of Siren’s cast,

the ten-year-old is capable

of ‘Sight Jacking’ her foes;

a power that enables her to

see through enemies’ eyes

to help her evade capture.

But magic peepers or not,

the nipper still has to cower

under a lot of tables.



Aside from the most

mangled French/Yankee

Doodle accents you ever did

hear, Heavy Rain is famous

for being dang depressing.

Never more so than during a

harrowing flashback, where

a game of hide-and-seek

with a young Scott Shelby

and his bro ends in a tragic

drowning. All the feels.



alien: isolation



6 metal gear solid

3: snake eater



3



Don’t worry, we’re sure that

nasty xeno won’t be able to

spot you in that locke… oh,

you’ve gotten Amanda eaten.

Again. Well, surely it won’t

be able to find you crouched

under that des… annnnd it’s

shunted its tail through your

ribs. Great. Thanks to some

seriously nifty xenomorph

artificial intelligence, Isolation

is gaming’s hardest ever

hide-and-seek sim.



Snake’s ability to hide in

cardboard boxes begins

to stretch the limits of its

already strained credibility

in MGS3. Blending in with

a bunch of crates in an

Alaskan base we can buy.

But going unseen in Russian

jungles, which mainly consist

of grass and gavials, while

crouched under a cardboard

container? Hmmm. At least



creeping about in the

Subsistence version’s online

bases is a smidge more

acceptable. Just a smidge…

7 assassin’s creed

iv: black flag



Old timey outhouses

and small patches of

long grass have never

been quite as deadly

as in Edward Kenway’s

pirate-sympathising

wetwork sim. Both make ace

hiding spots that allow Eddie

to spring forth and deliver

swift wristblade justice.

8



the evil within



Another mental hospital,

another excuse to creep

around a bunch of large,

unhinged maniacs. Main

man Sebastian Castellanos

may be a crack shot, but

hiding from a seven-foot,

chainsaw-wielding psycho

seems a sensible tactic. If

a tad cowardly.

9 hitman:

absolution



“Hey, Manny. Is there

anything off about that bald

gardener with the shears?

I best alert the authoritie…

Manny? Oh, someone has

shoved shears through your

face. Wait, where did that

bald man go? Oh well, back

to my roses.” 47 loves hiding

in plain, homicidal sight.



Honourable mentions

resident evil 3



Try to blow the Nemesis up in a

gas cooker explosion or hide in

the basement? The basement!

The basement! THE BASEMENT!



manhunt



Hiding from Piggsy (and his

chainsaw) in a cellar may be

one of the most stressful boss

fights we’ve ever encountered.



2



octodad: dadliest catch



Who’d have ever thought a

clumsy cephalopod could ever

conceal his identity quite so

craftily? Kudos, Ink Boy.



Did we miss your fave hiding spot? Got a brilliant In The Mood For idea? Show and tell at twitter.com/opm_uk.



3
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PRESENTS



Blockbusting!

Your 148-page guide to the world of Minecraft



NOW

AVAILABLE

ON ANDROID!



On sale now!

In print. On iPad. On iPhone.

Find it on the GamesMaster Magazine App
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41 devil

may cry 4:

special ed



dante and god handwielding nero arrive on

ps4 in this hd remaster.
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There are nine races to

choose between. You’re

picking the evangeline

Lilly-esque elf, aren’t you?



Preview



“teSo iSn’t that

intiMidating for

uS SiMPle, MMoShy PS4 folk.”

FormaT PS4 / ETa 9 Jun

PUb BetheSda SoftworkS / dEv ZeniMax online StudioS



EldEr ScrollS

onlinE: TamriEl

UnlimiTEd

Skyrim + Destiny = all the happy?

Whoa there. Where do you think

you’re going, buster? Get back

here. There will be no ducking of

the next three pages just because

your MMO Warning Meter is

buzzing like crazy. Terrified of all

things massive and multiplayer? We don’t blame

you. Aside from a scarce few exceptions, it’s a

genre that’s historically always been much more

at home on PC. Relax: The Elder Scrolls Online

really isn’t that intimidating for us simple, MMOshy PS4 folk. Promise. Let us guide you through

our first few hours in Tamriel ahead of the game’s

launch next month.

Predictably enough, first impressions of TESO’s

Beta are that it feels like being stuck in a car with

Destiny and Skyirm; the two squabbling over the

wheel while deciding which off-ramp to take you

down. There’s still a lot of lonely exploration while

wandering Tamriel’s varied topography, sure. Yet

there’s also a social side very much akin to buggering

about with other Guardians in the Tower, or taking

down Patrol missions with pals at your side.

Half an hour or so in and our hero Vestige –

as Michael Gambon’s rambling Prophet calls you

– shuffles into the port town of Davon’s Watch,

though the opening city varies depending on which

of three factions you choose to join at the character
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Preview

left TeSO loves itself a good

moodily lit cave network.

There are a ton of them to

stumble upon in Tamriel.

right ‘Cheap’ mounts will still

set you back a few thousand

gold coins. Skinflints best

get used to walking. A lot.



The game’s faction PvP

matches take place in

Cyrodiil (of Oblivion)

and feature huge battles.



Keeping it Tamriel



What to expect from TESO’s early hours



1



One of your first jobs after

awakening from a nasty case

of memory loss is to rescue

Michael Gambon’s Prophet from the

wailing Prison at Coldharbour.



2



A journey into another realm

kicks off a flashback that

reveals one of the game’s evil

doers, Mannimarco. There’s a lot

of talking to get through, though.



3



One of TeSO’s early successes

is just how bustling its towns

currently feel. You constantly

spot all manner of races darting

about looking for quests.



4



willing to break out your gold?

Then you can splurge on a pet

that follows you everywhere.

These include dogs, majestic big

cats and… er… horned demons.



Preview

creation screen. It also wouldn’t be an Elder Scrolls

game without a dab of amnesia, so of course our

discombobulated warrior’s memory is banjaxed. Next

stop: Exposition City! Well, at least we have some

company while all those NPC quest-givers stand

there and explain our ears off.



moUnT PlEaSanT



above There are some wonderful monster names – our fave is a land jellyfish

known as Betty Netch. This here is a, sadly combine-free, Harvester.



“ZeniMax haS

MaStered SoMething

BetheSda never

Could: Making

third-PerSon viaBle.”



Our first steps around this King’s Landing-esque

burg are sure intimidating. For one thing, there are

other players everywhere. Some are big ol’ cat people,

others beardy Nords, while the odd Argonian lizard

dude is never far away. Certain players bomb around

on horsey mounts, while a couple of lucky toerags

are accompanied by their very own black panther

sidekicks. We want a black panther sidekick!

Once we get into the meat and potatoes

adventuring, it’s all very Skyrim. That same straitlaced, quest-seeking lifeblood of the Dragonborn’s

journey is splattered all over TESO. It’s just that

this time, we often find other players randomly by

our side as we tick off the same objectives. Ooh,

you’re helping a cowardly lizard banish some ghosts

over at the crypts of the Necropolis, are you? Mind

if we join? Thanks to a console-friendly interface,

private chatting, trading and joining other players’

groups really is a winningly unfussy experience.

Now, someone come help us burn

these trebuchets down on the beach.

Not that we’re forced to be Sammy

FacTricK

1. crown iT oUT

Sociable all the time. There’s still a lot of

wandering barren plains punctuated by

the game’s Crown Store

enables you to buy mounts, the odd house-sized mushroom or ashen

time-saving items and

mountain bustling with giant crab beasties

costumes for real cash.

with not another person in sight. It’s at

2. Pc doES iT

for 30 days from 9 april, PC moments like these we could easily be

playing an offline continuation of Skyrim.

teSo players were able to

pre-purchase a digital PS4

copy for only £12.99.

3 . b o aT m i S S E d



One thing ZeniMax has managed that

Bethesda could never master is making the

third-person viewpoint a viable option.

While many may still prefer to play in

first-person, pulling the camera behind your

hero is no longer the mangled mess of limbs it was

in Fallout 3. Animations are markedly less awkward

in TESO and viewing the game’s chunky swordand-shield combat in third-person no longer elicits

sniggers. Hell, there’s even a semi-graceful combat

roll (pulled off by pressing p and q) that has a

touch of Uncharted about it. Yes, the engine is a tad

plain if we’re honest, but the mechanics have evolved

over Bethesda’s older RPGs.

As with any MMO worth its sodium chloride,

TESO’s fate will lie with the legs of its endgame.

Destiny continues to pull punters in through its

weekly reset; the dangled promise of plucking Exotic

guns from the Weekly Nightfall or new gear from a

Raid proving to be a repetitive yet super-tasty carrot.

Here, that longevity comes from clearing four-player

dungeons (a challenge best left until you hit around

level 20), spinning through public Dolmens (a wave

mode) and banding together to beat bosses.

In truth, we’ve not played enough of the above to

confidently predict how long-lasting TESO’s appeal

will be. The level cap is at least set to a beefy 50,

while ditching a subscription model gives the game

a chance to build a fanbase on PS4. Mechanically, we

like TESO, but it’s destined to live and die by how

long ZeniMax can keep its community engaged.



the above deal let you

transfer your PC teSo

account to console. Sadly,

this is no longer possible.



above Here at OPM we play as a Khajiit, because giant cat

people rule. Let the ThunderCats fantasies commence.



above Giants are back to bat you into the sky with their mighty

clubs. where’s a BFG (not the Doom kind) when you need one?



Third claSS ciTizEn
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Preview



FoRMat PS4 / eta 2015 / Pub Daybreak Game ComPany / dev Daybreak Game ComPany



Planetside 2



There’s too many of them… No, really
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They say a camel is a horse

designed by committee. The

inference there being that when

you get a whole bunch of folk

together, attempting to focus them

on any one element of a task will

likely lead to sub-par end results. That’s a load of

old guff if PlanetSide 2 is to be believed, as during

our hands-on we found ourselves teaming up with

hundreds of players at a time to optimally achieve

our base-capturing objectives.

But, just like the humble camel may be handy

in a desert and yet equally liable to spit in your face,

PlanetSide 2, at this admittedly early stage of PS4

development, has a few less endearing qualities.

The most immediately obvious is that this is not

the shooter you’ll present when attempting to show

off your PS4’s graphical capabilities. With all those

many hundreds of players milling about

across the vast maps of Auraxis, the visuals

take a hit. Character models are basic,

FactRick

1. Rival schools

lacking the instantly recognisable qualities

PS4 and PC players won’t be which might enable you to distinguish

sharing servers, so there’ll one class from another with ease. Also,

be a more natural balance of

the environments themselves could pass for

users at launch.

an above average looking PS3 era shooter.

2. soe last week

Daybreak (formerly Sony

online entertainment) is

also developing future PS4

mmo everQuest next.



Mind gaMes



But once your retinas have settled the bill

with their therapist, there’s plenty about

3. stout eFFoRt

the design of these sci-fi landscapes to

PlanetSide 2 set a Guinness appreciate. As we join forces with our

World record on PC for

having 1,158 gamers fight in fellow closed Beta soldiers, we capture

a single FPS battle.

sprawling metallic fortresses, with multiple

turreted vantage points and tanks, quad

bikes and APCs all over the shop. It’s the scope of

the place that impresses more than anything else.

Huge people-carrying Galaxy airships come laden

with vast vats of responsibility for select players.

If you do end up in the pilot’s seat of one of these

things, you’ll hold the lives of up to 11 other soldiers

in your hands – enough to affect the outcome of

a smaller territory skirmish, which could be the

tipping point for the whole thousands-strong battle

– as you transport said troops to their destination…

There are smaller fights, too. It’s possible, and

feels incredible, to become a lone warrior, holding

out amid the chaos via tactical wizardry and mind



games. More than once we find

ourselves woefully outnumbered (our

own fault for not analysing the flow of

the battlefield from the map system’s

densely-packed info) and hiding

among rocky outcroppings as a group

of infantryman, all player-controlled,

marches on by. There’s something

incredibly satisfying about sending a

headshot into such a rabble, watching

as they weave and bob in panic.

But this is most definitely a game

to be played with friends. It can be

an awfully lonesome experience when

you aren’t a part of a squad. Figuring

out the puzzle of where to go next, as

well as where to lend your collective

strength in your alliance’s cause, is

always more interesting when you’ve

got buds on either side.



Red lag



There are a couple of elements of

PlanetSide 2’s shooting that have us

less than 100% convinced. It’s so

important, especially after the rock

solid launch of Destiny, that lag be

kept on a leash. The aim is 30fps

here, but, especially during the more

populated clashes, irritatingly jerky

movement creeps in. This criticism

comes with the hope that such prelaunch Betas show a willingness to get

this sorted in time for launch.

Another concern that we’re wary

of, but unable to make a call on, is

the payment system. PlanetSide 2

will be the most prominent free-toplay game on PS4, but it’s got plenty

of weapons and benefits set aside

for those who fork over money for

advantages, and this system could

fracture the community. Nailing the

balance between paying and playing is

going to be critical, because when it

comes to firing bullets at digital people

there’s nothing in PlayStation history

– not even MAG – that’s done what

Planetside 2 is aiming to offer.



Preview



The wider battles nicely convey the game’s scale, but you can press w in the deploy screen to teleport instantly to a location where a fight is kicking off.



“aFter DeStiny’S

SoliD launCh, it’S

imPortant laG be

kePt on a leaSh.”
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Terran Republic weapons

forgo stopping power in

favour of rates of fire and

larger magazines.



above We’re hoping the lengthy tutorial that

preludes the PC version makes it to PS4, as

PlanetSide 2 can be quite intimidating for newbies.



Preview

After stopping a speeding

evil doer, Bats decides to

put a hurtin’ on this poor

crim’s hand. The meanie.



Above The game’s character models have taken a big step up since the PS3

days, while Gotham has never glistened with more Gothic splendour.
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“all the brutal

ligament damage

aside, there’s

a persuasive

seamlessness

to the action.”



Gordon now sports a

more sinewy frame in

line with Gary Oldman’s

take on the character.



Above Diving into Bruce’s ride from above is easy thanks to a Bat Signal icon.



FormAt ps4 / EtA 23 june

Pub warner bros / DEv rocksteady



bAtmAn:

ArkhAm knight



Caped Crusader makes you wait to save

the day as he glides into yet another delay

Here’s a spot of advice: if you ever

find yourself in need of swift rescue,

best not phone the Bat. That guy

takes aaaaages to do anything. Yes,

in case you missed it last issue, Rocksteady has

announced Arkham Knight has been delayed.

Again. Thankfully, the latest setback only pushes

the game’s release by three weeks, with Wayne’s

‘trilogy’-closer now set to hit PS4 on 23 June.

While you tap your watch waiting for the tardy hero,

you can at least take solace in some fresh Gotham

heroics. Recent footage – captured in real-time

on PS4 – chronicles the Dark Knight saving GCPD

keester in a demo that moves with real purpose

and grace. The ‘Officer Down’ footage sees the

Dark Knight chatting with Jim Gordon, indulging

in a daring street chase courtesy of the Batmobile,

dishing out all the beatings to a group of thugs and

carrying out a bone-breaking interrogation. There’s

no justice quite like ‘shattered wrist justice’.

All the brutal ligament damage aside, there’s a

persuasive seamlessness to the action. Calling the

Batmobile to your side is as simple as pressing a

single button, combat still oozes from the screen

with a muscular fluidity, and that trademark gliding

looks even more free-flowing than ever. Bats may

have kept us waiting, but we’re sure everything is

going to be alright on this particular Knight.



Above Can the Batmobile live up to expectations? Not long to wait now…



Preview

Uriel’s mysterious DLC

quest has something to

do with the nature of the

origins of the internet.



“this chinstroking puzzler

was a surprise

when it hit pc...”



FormaT ps4/ps3 / eTa tBa 2015

Pub Devolver Digital / Dev croteam



The Talos

PrinciPle



Enlighten your wallet with this puzzler

Not all that long ago, Croteam was

synonymous with knowingly silly

shooter Serious Sam and teasing game

pirates with invincible pink scorpions.

So this chin-stroking first-person puzzler was a

surprise when it hit PC late last year, especially

when it turned out to be bloody clever. And

bringing the game to PS4? That’s even smarter.

above Talos’ mishmash world of ruins and tech is built on Serious Engine 4. Ooh, sunny.



sacred wits



Three tools you’ll need to master in Elohim’s world



1



Ah, companion cubes.

Er, we mean boxes.

The most conventional

entry in Talos’ toybox finds

new uses in herding lethal

landmine-like drones.



2



Slightly trickier

to control, these

refractors allow you

to direct the path of laser

beams to open doors and

power objects. Be careful.



3



When planted, a

jammer can hold

enemies in place,

disarm turrets and block

force field doors open.

They’re often used in pairs.



No mere Portal clone, you awaken in the gardens of

self-proclaimed god Elohim, who sets before you a

series of challenges and one commandment: do not

ascend his tower. Over 100 increasingly taxing puzzle

chambers await, and you’ll work your way up from

manipulating humble boxes to time itself in order

to plunder the colour-coded Tetris pieces within. If

you’re obedient, you’ll use these to then unlock the

doors between worlds – the Romanesque gardens, an

Egyptian pyramid complex and a medieval fort – and

to obtain new gadgets. Rebels, however, can spend

red pieces to climb Elohim’s spire towards the truth.

Incoming DLC, Road To Gehenna, also furthers

the mystery. It follows one of Elohim’s devout

messengers, Uriel, spreading his will to a new part of

the world; one with its own culture and a sacrifice to

make. And praise be, it’s due to launch alongside the

main game when it hits PS4 later this year.



Preview



“ego is more than

a pretty face;

it’s a revitalised

driving model.”



on

the

box



judged only by

their covers



j-stars

victory vs+



Various anime and manga

characters combine to

throw the most bitchin’

house party ever. With such

a large gathering, punches

are quickly thrown when the

cheese and biscuits run out.



As a bonus, Codies

is including the

entire 2014 F1 World

Championship to play.



Format ps4 / Eta 12 Jun / pub codemasters / DEv codemasters
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Format ps4/ps3/psv Eta tbc



F1 2015



Codies spray victory champagne all over your face

We’re just waiting on one of these

guys’ lawyers to sign off on it,” says

a Codemasters developer at a recent

F1 2015 showcase, pointing to the

game’s box art. “Can you guess which one?” Well,

let’s see. There’s Vettel, looking all lovely and

approachable, and next to him stands the suave

Alonso, typically bearded. And then, sandwiched

between them, is poster boy Lewis Hamilton,

strangely sullen and unkempt like he just rolled

out of bed. Why so grumpy, chap?

Does your Rolex snag your arm hairs? Have they

not got around to mapping your mansion in Google

Earth yet because it’s been built too recently? Maybe

it’s just a bad photo. Whatever the cause, it can’t be

anything to do with F1 2015’s quality because its PS4

debut is looking glorious.

Built from the ground-up with a brand new engine

(EGO 4.0) Codemasters is striving towards complete

visual realism. We take our shiny Mercedes for a

spin around a drizzly Singapore and marvel at the

raindrops streaming down our visor and the rear

lights shining through wheel spray. Because racing

games always look better when wet.



stops look particularly tasty, with your

mechanics swarming madly around

your vehicle armed with tools.

But EGO is more than a pretty face;

it powers a revitalised driving model

featuring more detailed aerodynamics,

force feedback, fuel consumption and

a brand new tyre physics model. Grip

is affected by temperature changes,

wear, debris and weather conditions,

resulting in a strategic racer in which

drivers need to manage their motor as

well as making it go ‘brrrum!’

You can even use PlayStation

Camera to issue voice commands to

your engineer. Want to yell at your

screen? Then enquire about fuel levels,

tyre wear, weather conditions and lap

times, or consider requesting front

wing tweaks at your next pit stop.

So cheer up, Lewis. You may look a

bit sad on that box, but there’s plenty

inside it to smile about.



photo Finish



Broadcast quality is ramped up too, with fresh

stadium fly-bys and new podium and grid sequences

all cultivating a race day atmosphere. Between

showdowns in career you’ll see scenes in which

your fully modelled driver struts through the garage

pointing at telemetry on monitors and ordering

his less detailed crew about. Newly mo-capped pit



GoDzilla:

thE GamE



In this interpretive art

adventure, you take control

of an irradiated iguana

who brightens up Japan by

spraying harmless black

ink everywhere. Watch out,

Picasso: G-man has this art

lark down to a ‘T’.

Format ps4/ps3 Eta summer



naruto

shippuDEn:

ultimatE ninja

storm 4

above Pro Seasons offers a new challenge by

ditching assists and forcing cockpit cam use.



Japan gets round to making

its PS4 Zoolander tie-in.

Copious catwalk-strutting

and sexy pouting ensues.

Format ps4 Eta autumn



Preview



“itS Strafeheavy Slaughter

remindS uS of

bloodborne.”



As ever, keeping demons

in the air with well-timed

juggle combos is crucial

for nailing SSS ranks.



forMat PS4 / eta 18 Jun / pub CaPCom / Dev CaPCom



Devil May Cry 4: SpeCial eDition

Dante hits his peak with PS4 remaster



Capcom really has this HD redux

malarkey down. Earlier in the year the

Resident Evil remake (aka REmake)

damn near scorched our corneas off

with pure pretty – hi-res Hunters are definitely

‘pretty’, right? Now, Dante and fellow platinumhaired hero Nero want to rock up to the 1080p

party in another blistering update. And this time,

the cocky demon hunters are bringing some pals…

Know Devil May Cry 4 like the back of Nero’s

massive demon mitt? Then the most alluring feature

of this PS4 Special Edition is surely the inclusion

of three new playable monster murderers. While

the contents of the campaign remain untouched, you

now have the option of slicing and dicing through

the city of Fortuna with the first game’s former

villain Trish, Devil May Cry 3’s Lady and Dante’s

moody twin bro Vergil.

Happily, each of these bonus characters feels

different enough to warrant replaying levels with all

of them. Lady can swap between a guttural shotgun,

meaty bazooka and pistols with a tap of p, while

her melee attacks are much weightier than DMC4’s

original white-haired warriors. Vergil, meanwhile, is

like super-murdery greased lightning in full flight;



his dizzyingly nippy Yamato katana

combos complementing his fancy

teleporting powers on e perfectly. Oh,

and may we recommend his Beowulf

gauntlets? Talk about a perfectly

punchy ice-breaker.



if lookS CoulD thrill



It’s really something just how well

Capcom’s original art assets have held

up in the seven long years since its

first release on PS3. Character models

and environmental architecture have a

wonderfully clean solidity about them.

Considering we reviewed the original

version all the way back in OPM #16

– yes, we really went and checked

– the fact those visuals scrub up so

nicely is no mean feat.

Combat has also aged somewhat

respectably. We’re actually surprised

at how much DMC4’s aggressive,

strafe-heavy slaughter reminds us of

Bloodborne. As far as compliments go,

you really can’t get much higher (or

homicidal) than that.



above Vergil, Trish and

Lady’s contrasting styles

are pretty striking. We’re

more than a bit in love with

Lady’s bazooka.



God, it’s pretty, ain’t it?

Orphan cleverly combines

actual photography into

its rugged backgrounds.



Preview



“it looKS a lot

liKe a certain

Purgatory-loving

Platformer.”



fOrmat PS4 / eta Jan 2016 / pub Windy Hill Studio / Dev Windy Hill Studio
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Orphan



War of the worlds is child’s play

Alright, let’s get this out of

the way. Yes, it looks a lot

like a certain purgatory-loving

platformer. “I knew immediately

it looked like Limbo,” admits

Brandon Goins, founder of the

one man operation Windy Hill Studio. “But I

never set out to emulate Limbo. In fact, the first

game I can remember seeing such a style in was

Oddworld: Abe’s Oddysee, which is one of my

prime inspirations,” he tells us during our chat.

Whether it owes more to a legendary Mudokon or

a silhouetted sprog, there’s no denying Orphan is

an astoundingly pretty 2D platformer.

It’s been quite the couple of months for

factrick

1 . s h a k e t h e b O O m Goins and the diminutive star of his indie

adventure; a small boy who’s somehow

the orphan can throw

explosives from afar to

managed to survive an overnight alien

topple aliens, who often

invasion. First Orphan surpassed its initial

drop unique weapons.

Kickstarter funding target with ease, then

2 . ta k i n g t h e k i c k

it went on to snare its stretch goal – a

the game initially raised

$36,889 on Kickstarter, with feat that ensures the game will hit PS4. “I

pledges coming from 1,146 jumped on the boat with PlayStation back

backers. How generous.

when Final Fantasy VII was announced,”

3. manic miner

Goins says. “And I stayed a fan thanks to

in a nod to retro

games like Castlevania: SOTN, Metal Gear

platformers, the game

contains a mine section with Solid and, of course, Abe’s Oddysee.”

a runaway saw machine.

Goins is clearly a huge fan of the farting

factory worker, but his titular Orphan is

more concerned with slaying aliens than saving

them. Set in the verdant hills of Appalachia – Goins’

home region – Orphan’s platforming action is

spliced with stealth elements and item collection.



Like Limbo, the main lad is intensely

vulnerable and must hide from his

would-be captors by ducking behind

shadowy rocks and trees. Unlike

Limbo, he can eventually unlock laser

guns, anti-tank mines and an M72

LAW anti-tank missile to help fight

the HG Wells-style intergalactic

meanies. If only we’d have had one of

those for that bloody Limbo spider…



picture perfect



While the Orphan is setting mine

traps or going prone in the shadows,

you’ll be drawn to the game’s striking

art. Though it certainly leans on

some of Limbo’s stylistic sensibilities,

the game’s design is actually quite

unique; combining elements of realworld photography and pixelated

‘raster’ graphics. “Having worked as a

photographer for a long time, I have a

huge stockpile of images to pull from,

which is really helpful when starting to

build a scene,” says Goins.

Indeed, the indie dev is one

seriously talented chap. Orphan is the

definition of a one-man job – Goins

isn’t only designing and crafting the

entire game, he’s also composing the

score. “I’ve always been an amateur

musician,” he says modestly. Let’s hope

his virtual nipper is on song when

Orphan hits PS4 early next year.



above As you journey

through ruined Appalachia,

the Orphan takes advantage

of alien tech, such as this

useful force field.



Preview

Orphan differs from

Limbo in that it’s more

combat-focused. Take

that, alien death rays!
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four signs mars has attacked

How aliens are wrecking Appalachia



1



The first sign of Orphan’s

alien invasion probably comes

with, oh… ALL THOSE FRIGGIN’

UFOs! Thankfully, the kid can get

weapons to stave off probing.



2



Ah, the humble pod. Cosy

home for all those horrifically

grown alien experiments and a

sure sign those little green men are

messing with forces they shouldn’t.



3



The really big aliens are

called Destroyers. Predictably,

they’re super good at… well,

tearing shizzle up. Keep pumping

those calf muscles, kid!



4



Armoured Seekers can spot

the Orphan in the dark thanks

to their flashlights. Hmmm,

perhaps cowering behind that tree

will save your bacon rashers?



Left As the Joker would

say, “everything burns.”

Especially when you’ve got

spaceships pelting forests

with constant laser fire.



above There’s nothing quite

like a moonlit stroll during

an alien apocalypse. Those

backdrops really are the

star of this charming indie.



Preview



preview

round-up



We sign off this

month’s Previews

section with a slew

of upcoming treats.

This issue’s pages

include a gentrified

puzzler, a party game

that hasn’t grown

out of its goth stage

and a racer that

whiffs of F-Zero. You

lucky devils, you…
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hollowpoint

Format PS4 / eta 2015

pub Paradox InteractIve

dev ruffIan GameS



So as not to stick out like a

sore thumb when it arrives

on PS4 later this year,

team-based shooter

Hollowpoint has already

ticked that most currentgen of boxes: procedurallygenerated levels. Yes,

because pre-designed

layouts are soooo last

gen. With up to three other

players, you’ll fight your way

along a counterSpy-esque

2.5d plane, clearing through

an endless stream of

random enemies and

environments. the big

selling point is the ability

to switch out of the 2.5d

plane at the touch of button

and engage baddies in the

background like a militaristic

shooting gallery.



the division



Format PS4 / eta tbc / pub ubISoft / dev ubISoft

maSSIve/ubISoft red Storm/ubISoft reflectIonS



things have been a little quiet on the

division news front, but a few bits of

information have been slowly trickling

out of the trifecta of studios working on

the post-apocalyptic shooter. In a recent

interview with crave online, audio director

david Polfeldt from ubisoft massive admits

to being confused at the number of games

being released with issues. “this generation

of consoles is in fact easier to develop for,”

he tells crave, hopefully indicating that the

division’s delays will result in a game that

feels utterly complete come day one.



the escapists qube:

smuggleFormat PS4 / eta tbc

craFt

director’s

cut

pub team17

dev mouldY toof



after causing quite a stir

on Pc, prison simulator the

escapists is finally sneaking

a path to PS4. okay, the

words ‘prison simulator’

don’t exactly exude the

most palpable sense of

excitement, but there’s an

addictive essence of danger

that comes with planning

your escape from the

slammer. With its top-down

perspective giving you a

map-like view of your

high-walled home, you’ll

have to plan your exit while

avoiding the gaze of guards.

Slipping away and searching

cells as well as trading with

other inmates enables you

to craft tools and weapons

as you scout the prison for

a path to freedom.



Format PS4/PS3 / eta

Summer / pub GrIP GameS

dev GrIP GameS/toxIc GameS



Format PS4 / eta tbc

pub HaPPY badGer StudIo

dev HaPPY badGer StudIo



It’s been locked to Pc

and mac since 2011, but

first-person puzzler Qube

is preparing to make its

PlayStation debut. Grip

Games (the dev behind

unmechanical extended and

fPS romp tower of Guns

– reviewed on p88) has

taken over porting duties

from original studio toxic

Games – and the Praguebased team has packed it

full of extra features.

alongside a fresh 1080p

resolution running at 60fps

(for the PS4 version only)

there’s a new story mode

written by rob Yescombe

(he of Haze fame) and a

new time trial mode called

‘against the clock’.



Starting out as nothing

more than an idea for a

mobile game, this oddball

hovercraft racer from

St louis-based dev Happy

badger Studio has morphed

into a PS4-bound curio.

rather than building

a regular racing setup

with a list of normal tracks,

Smugglecraft instead offers

a series of procedurallygenerated routes. each

track will also have a set of

quests that task you with

picking up contraband. What

these quests are and how

they’ll benefit you in the long

run remains to be seen, but

its clean art style and lofty

ambitions have certainly

piqued our interest.



Preview



ironcast



nom nom

galaxy



Format PS4 / eta 2015

pub dreadbIt / dev dreadbIt



Headed up by lead designer

(and media molecule

alumnus) dan leaver, the

Kickstarted puzzle-gamecum-war-sim Ironcast is

headed to PS4 later this

year. “a puzzler and a war

game?” we hear you cry. It

might seem odd, but its

bust-a-move-esque

presentation hides a much

deeper experience than

your average game of

bejeweled. leaver brings

years of experience from

working on the lbP

franchise and on tearaway,

and his chums at indie

studio dreadbit have set

their game in a steampunkstyle alternative history

where victorian era snobs

wage war on one another

with gilded mechs.



radial-g



Format PS4/PS vIta / eta

tbc / pub double eleven

dev double eleven/

Q-GameS



first the good news: futuristic

racer radial-G is making its way

to PlayStation 4. However (here

comes the inevitable bad news),

indie studio tammeka Games says its focus

is solely on the Pc version at the moment,

with a PS4 port planned for a later date. a

bit of downer for sure, but radial-G has been

attracting a huge amount of buzz on the

event circuit with its f-Zero Gx-aping tubular

track designs offering 360° of choice when it

comes to finding the best racing line. not only

that, but tammeka Games is even building a

vr incarnation for use with oculus rift on Pc.

okay, don’t start panicking, we haven’t gone

all multiformat on you, but that rift news is

crucial because a morpheus version’s been

rumoured, so when it finally arrives it could

be perfectly tweaked for PS4 vr too.



coming from the collective

minds of Japanese studio

Q-Games (which also

brought you the PixelJunk

series) and double eleven

(lbP vita), nom nom Galaxy

is a colourful oddity that’s

just as weird as the outings

that made its developers

famous. You play the poor

soul tasked with building an

intergalactic soup kitchen,

with gameplay combining

tower defence elements

with resource management

and sandbox exploration.

there’s also a big focus on

co-op play, with the aim to

have PS4 and PS vita

players exploring on the

same servers.



Format PS4 / eta tbc / pub freeStYle

InteractIve / dev tammeKa GameS



saint seiya:

soldiers’

soul –

Knights oF

the Zodiac



Format PS4/PS3

eta autumn / pub bandaI

namco / dev dImPS



featuring a roster

populated with veteran

Saint Seiya brawlers

and newcomers alike,

the hyper-stylised fighting

series is back. It’s also

the first time the Gold and

Silver Saints have appeared

on current-gen, with its

Greek mythology-themed

roll call throwing down over

something called the God

cloth. for the uninitiated, it’s

essentially a cross between

the armour-clad battles

of Soulcalibur and the

over-the-top theatrics of

JoJo’s bizarre adventure.



brawl



Format PS4 / eta tbc

pub bloober team / dev bloober team



alienation



Format PS4 / eta 2015

pub HouSemarQue

dev HouSemarQue



diablo with laser guns

– that’s the top line for

Housemarque’s new

project. over a lengthy

hands-on playtest, we find

much to be encouraged

by from this upcoming

isometric blaster – including

a successful translation

of the studio’s bullet hell

sensibilities to a squad

shooter. massive explosions,

environmental damage and

retina-shattering weapon

projectiles are all very

res0gun (with a splash of

dead nation). likewise the

fast pacing of combat and

your constant scrabbling

for power-ups to keep a

score multiplier going. level

layouts easily confuse in

the early build, though.



street Fighter v

Format PS4 / eta SPrInG 2016

pub caPcom / dev caPcom



When Sf overlord Yoshinori ono

tells you his next project will be,

“something nobody is expecting,” you

can be sure the PS4 fighter is going to be

more than just an upgrade over SfIv. In an

interview with our sister mag edge, onosan is excited for the future: “With Street

fighter v we have a fantastic opportunity

to create something with a larger scope,

a game that encompasses all that Street

fighter has become in the last few years,

but which also expands on that to become

something it has never been before as well.”



Horror. Party games.

three words that were

probably never meant

to sit together in a

sentence. or two sentences, even.

Well, tradition be damned because

Polish studio bloober team has

thrown the two genres together

with wanton

abandon

and come

up with a

cross

between

bomberman and one

of those Goth club

nights where neon and

black rule like sad-faced

kings. In fact, it’s a lot like that

seminal multiplayer series with

a top-down perspective, a

maze-like arena and… well,

lots of bombs. We’re promised

eight different characters, each

with special abilities (including

teleportation and the ability to

freeze enemies with a medusaesque stare), a story

mode and the option for

local/online multiplayer.
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black

to the

future

046



In Black Ops III, high-tech ‘bio-augmentations’ give you

unparalleled control over your body in the most open and

freeform Call Of Duty to date. We travel to developer

Treyarch to test this bold step forward first-hand…



S



ometimes you’ve got to

just come out and say the

unsayable: Black Ops is

the secret best Call Of Duty

series. It’s the series that

gave Treyarch (previously considered

a ‘B-team’ studio that dutifully

filled in the gaps in Infinity Ward’s

schedule) the chance to break out

and make its own mark on the COD

brand, and it didn’t just grasp the

opportunity – it dual-wielded it.

Indeed, you could easily make the

argument that thanks to the success

of the Black Ops series, Treyarch,

more than any other of the studios in

Activision’s stable, is the one that’s

truly spearheading Call Of Duty’s

future direction.

Not sure you agree? Then consider

all the various features, modes and

innovations that that first took a bow

in Treyarch’s previous Black Ops

entries – the ‘Pick 10’ system,



Call of duty: blaCk ops III
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game director Dan Bunting. “It’s not

one thing – it’s lots of little things

combined together. We wanted to

break some of the rules we ourselves

had invented.”

To do this, the team spent several

painstaking months switching off

every last perk, weapon and skill in

turn, to determine which elements

were essential and which were dead

weight. Their findings informed the

design in dramatic ways. In particular,

how your soldier moves around the

environment, and how he or she

interacts with it. Treyarch’s initial wish

was to make locomotion as fluid and

intuitive as possible, freeing the

player’s brainspace to concentrate on

what really matters: the gunplay.

To that end, players now have

unlimited sprint – there are no longer

perks such as Marathon, so you can



which gives players the flexibility to

pick a loadout that suits them by

sacrificing weapons and perk slots they

don’t use and reallocating their points

towards beefing up the ones that they do.

Customisable face camouflage. Theater

mode, which enabled players to record

their matches and then share them with

an audience, long before Twitch was even

a thing on consoles.

And then, of course, there’s Zombies –

the cult survival mode with a surreal

edge, that actually first appeared in

Treyarch’s COD: World At War, but

was popularised in the Black Ops

franchise to the extent that it now

celebrates equal billing with the

series’

big

campaign

and

multiplayer modes.

Despite this, Zombies is pretty

much the only thing Treyarch isn’t

willing to talk about during our

hands-on session with Call Of

Duty: Black Ops III at the

studio’s glass palace HQ in

Santa

Monica,

California.

Except, that is, to say that it

will be returning, with the

intriguing tagline ‘Only The

Cursed Survive’, and that it will

feature an XP-led progression

system, significantly expanding

on the replayability of its singleplayer offering.

Treyarch might have boarded up

the windows to its latest Zombies

experience, but the doors for the

other two thirds of Black Ops III’s

three-punch combo – campaign and

multiplayer – are wide open. In

particular, the studio’s keen to impress

that, because Activision has given the

developer three years to make Black Ops

III (a full year longer than either of its

predecessors), the team has had the time

to completely deconstruct the game down

to its bare bones in order to determine

what parts of Call Of Duty are essential to

series’ success. And, on the flip side,

which parts are simply detritus that have

been rolled up into the franchise’s makeup

year after year, and remained simply

because it had always been that way.

“What is the secret sauce that makes

Call Of Duty’s multiplayer work?” asks



It’s intuitive, fun and proves this is the

way it should have been all along.

Before we move on, another quick word

on Hunted – the map’s dominant feature

is a lush waterfall that cascades down

towards the centre of the map, creating a

lake. In previous Call Of Duty games, this

would have caused an impasse, but in

Black Ops III, you can hop right in and

resume the battle beneath the surface.

(Although only for a limited time – you

only have so much oxygen.) Underwater,

all your weapons and equipment work

as normal, so as far as we can tell.

Yes, it’s something of a gimmick,

but it’s one which allows players to

lie (well, tread water) in wait before

breaching the surface and launching

a surprise attack on any unwitting

landlubbers passing by.

Sprint may be unlimited, but the

remainder of the new special

abilities are governed by

individual

power

meters.

These meters limit each skill’s

duration, but not how many

different skills can you string

together, one after another.

Like Black Ops II and

Advanced Warfare before it,

Black Ops III is set in the

future, and this means your

powers once again border on

the

fantastical.

Cybernetic

augmentations are Black Ops III’s

jam – and they see the COD series

veer ever closer into the realm of

EA’s mech shooter, Titanfall.

To match Advanced Warfare’s Exo

Boost, there’s the Thrust Jump –

essentially, this is a double jump

technique that allows you to reach the

higher echelons of the maps without

using laughable early 21st century tech

such as ladders. In practice, however, it’s

far more versatile than Advanced

Warfare’s one-note double-bound. You

can chain together multiple ‘flutter-jumps’

into a single leap for as long as the meter

will allow, and you can change direction

mid-flight like a ’90s platforming hero.

Things get more interesting still if you

jump towards a flat vertical surface at an

angle – your soldier will wall-run across

it, again for as long as its analogue



“SprInT may Be

InfInITe, BuT The reST

Of yOur aBIlITIeS are

BaSeD On meTerS.”

happily bomb around the map like

Forrest Gump without ever running

out of puff. You can duck in and out of

interiors without losing momentum,

too – when approaching low-level

cover, players can simply run towards

it and bound over it with a well-timed

jump, removing the need for awkward

button prompts. The change makes it

easier to transition between interiors

and exteriors, and the new maps use

this fact playfully.



Treyarch d’Triomphe



Hunted, for example, is a big-game

hunting lodge located in the rugged

terrain

of

Ethiopia.

Important

chokepoints

are

separated

by

hollowed-out outposts, and the new

auto-mantle

system

actively

encourages you to nip in and out of

these buildings and use them as

shortcuts to out-flank your opposition.



a b r i e f h i s t o r y o f Wa r

What’s missing from your collection?



f



rom a stunning recreation of allied troops

storming the normandy beach, to far-flung

depictions of enhanced supersoldiers

bouncing around San francisco like exoskeleton-ed

fleas, the Call Of Duty series takes us on a journey

not just across the world, but across time, too.

here’s our rundown of every Call Of Duty game to

poke its head about the playStation parapet...



2004



2005



call of duTy:

finesT hour



call of duTy 2:

big red one



pS2 / Spark unlImITeD

a rather tepid debut for COD on playStation.

at this point in time, Infinity Ward and Call Of Duty were

pushing the boundaries of technology on pC, and both

Spark unlimited and the rapidly-ageing pS2 tech struggled

to keep pace with such lofty progress.



pS2 / TreyarCh

Treyarch’s indecently-named debut actually

refers the 1st Infantry Division – the oldest continuouslyserving division in the uS army, and recognised by the

huge, red number one on their patches. and not because

the game was, by the series’ standards, pap.



the gritty, near-future

narrative gives treyarch

the chance to introduce a

new cast of enemy types.
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Meet the spike launcher –

its projectiles are capable

of penetrating steel, making it

an ideal anti-tank device.
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2006



2007



call of duTy 3



call of duTy:

roads To VicTory



pS3 / TreyarCh

The mainline debuts on playStation with

the most underrated and unsung entry.

Call Of Duty 3 is unusual amongst WWII-era CODs in that it

centres around one specific storyline – the allied forces

pushing into rural france to mop up German resistance

after the battle of normandy.



pSp / amaze enTerTaInmenT

The first – and last – COD to appear on pSp

struggled to squeeze dual-stick controls onto the handheld

console, but it was a brave attempt at adapting the series

for portable play, with bronze, silver and gold medals

encouraging players to revisit and master beaten levels.



Call of duty: blaCk ops III



as part of a crack black

ops team, your squad has

access to cutting edge

(and prototype) tech.
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iii c a r b i n e c r a f t

how the new Gunsmith mode enables

you to build your dream weapon



M



ultiplayer loadouts

still use the ‘pick

10‘ system first

introduced in Black Ops II

– you can sacrifice, say, a

grenade or your

secondary weapon for an

extra perk or weapon

attachment, and vice

versa. But amid the

tinkering chaos it’s easy to

lose your favourite

weapon set-up as

attachments fly in and out

of favour in the search for

the perfect set-up.



Step forward Gunsmith

mode, which offers a

chance to save a favourite

weapon, along with your

preferred optics and

attachments, so you can

instantly introduce it into

an experimental loadout.

here in Gunsmith, you can

also customise three

separate sides of a gun

with up to 64 layers of

decals per side, meaning

we should see some really

intricate cannabis leaves

in month one… additionally,

you can tweak weapon

camo and give it a name.

We called ours ‘Steve’.



all those layers of

customisation enable

you to construct the

ultimate Cod weapon.



2008

call of duTy 4:

modern warfare



pS3 / InfInITy WarD

Infinity Ward’s playStation debut hauled

COD kicking and screaming out of its played-out World War

II origins and into the modern day, replacing misfiring rifles

and spluttering shotguns with laser-sharp, high-tech

weaponry with pinpoint accuracy.



call of duTy:

world aT war



pS3 / TreyarCh

In which we pay one final mainline visit to

World War II before the series sets sail for more modern

climes for good; this time centring around the pacific

theater of war. Today, World at War is perhaps best known

as the entry that introduced the zombies mode.



call of duTy: world aT

war – final fronTs



pS2 / reBellIOn

The name is similar to World at War, the

locations are broadly the same and, heck, the boxart is

identical – but this is a completely separate game to the

pS3 title, with a brand new set of missions and WWII-based

set-pieces. Oh, and no nazi zombies, either.



Call of duty: blaCk ops III

meter will allow, giving rise to easy

transitioning between high ground and

low without breaking your stride. It’s even

possible, we discover during one panicked

exchange, to leap out of a wall-run, do a

180° turn in mid-air and leg it back

whence we came.

Finally, there’s the power slide. We’re

going to miss using Black Ops I and II’s

‘dolphin dive’ to flop all over the shop, but

it was an essentially useless technique. In

its place is a far more offensivelyminded way to transition to a lower

stance: a foot-first slide, again

restricted by a power meter, which

enables you to change direction

mid-skid (even around 90° bends).

The main benefit to the feetfirst stance is something it shares

with the Thrust Jump and wall-run

– you keep your gun in front of

you at all times, meaning you’re

never defenceless. Indeed, while

wall-running, you can even aim

down your weapon’s sights.

It means you’ve got the tools

to terrorise the opposition at

all times – no matter what

you’re doing. And online maps

play up to these new abilities,

enabling you to chain them

together almost indefinitely,

like a Tony Hawk combo run.

Another multiplayer map we

test, this one named Combine, is

set on a sustainable farming

complex in the Egyptian Sahara. It’s

packed with futuristic solar panel

designs that come in the kind of

shapes and arrangements that would

make Tony Hawk dribble down his

Rip Curl tee. During the few hours

we’re running loose inside multiplayer,

we find that old conservative COD habits

are hard to break – but once we learn the

lay of the land and begin to experiment,

we discover that the new locomotion

systems open up a whole new world of

opportunities to rain death down on foes.

Black Ops III’s cybernetic enhancements

make Advanced Warfare’s Exo abilities

seem like blunt tools in comparison.

Thanks to these skills, you’re in complete

control of your soldier’s body at all time.

What, you’d be justified in thinking, is



the storyline reason behind having this

degree of control? The answer lies in

something the Black Ops series has

relished doing since its very inception:

messing with your mind.

Brainwashing,

confusion

and

misdirection are the bedrocks on

which the Black Ops trilogy’s twisting

storyline is built. Remember Alex

Mason? We haven’t seen someone

have that much problem with ‘the

numbers’ since, well, since we last

tried to change our gas tariff.

And even before Black Ops III was

officially announced, the signs were

clear: that the three-quel would

continue the series’ proud tradition of

mind-screw-ery. In early April, players

who logged in to Black Ops II’s

multiplayer were surprised to find that

the long-dormant game had received a

shock update.



As a result, the US and her allies have

invested money and time into renovating

that most unhackable of weapons – the

troops on the ground. Elite soldiers are

equipped with subdermal implants that

connect directly to their spines, allowing

them complete control over their body –

from the speed at which they heal, to

their hand-to-eye co-ordination, to how

they regulate their adrenaline levels. The

result is that these soldiers are ultimate

fighting machines and, better yet, are

completely unhackable. Or are they?

“Sorry, I must have blanked out

there”. Our hero’s opening line

foreshadows the answer to that

question – someone, somewhere is

interfering with his/her (we’ll get

to that) implant, and thus their

consciousness, it seems.

If we were a betting magazine,

we’d put our pennies on a certain

Dr Salim – who, not coincidentally, we have an

appointment with as the level

begins. We’re on the Ramses

Station, a hulking, ugly

defence facility that towers

imposingly over the calm

dunes on the edge of Cairo

City, Egypt. Dr Salim is a

prisoner, and we’re here to

interrogate him.

But no sooner do we reach his

holding cell, than our hero begins

to black out again. When he or she

comes to, we discover Salim has

bolted, and a terrorist group has

used the manufactured confusion to

attempt to move in and threaten the

troubled Egyptian capital.

And so the action spills out onto the

streets for our first taste of the

traditional Call Of Duty gunplay, Black

Ops III-style. In some years, we’d be at a

loss for new things to point out to you,

but not this time. One of the first things

you’ll notice is the things at which you’re

pointing your gun aren’t necessarily

human. Bipedal robots make up a healthy

population of the enemy ranks, and this

new foe poses challenges that are quite

unique within the COD universe.

Firstly, they’re far more tenacious, being

untroubled by pain or bleeding out or



“The neW pOWer

meTerS GIve yOu The

TOOlS TO TerrOrISe

aT all TImeS.”

At first, it seemed like nothing had

changed – until eagle-eyed sleuths

found the Snapchat equivalent of QR

codes dotted around various maps.

When scanned in, each of these codes

took us to the account of a ‘Dr Salim’

– and each video contained tranquil

imagery overlaid with the same

numbers that gave Mason the shakes

back in 2010.



cairo-maniacs



And wouldn’t you know it? A certain

‘Dr Salim’ is a key figure in a singleplayer level that Treyarch walks us

through. Some background, before we

launch in: the plot takes place shortly

after the cataclysmic events of Black

Ops II. In that game, a miscreant

named Raul Menendez managed to

hack into the United States’ defences

and turn their own, highly-robotisied

army against them.



2009

call of duTy:

modern warfare 2



pS3 / InfInITy WarD

from an airport massacre to a

hovercraft speed chase to the uSa getting walloped with a

freaking nuke that took out all their communications… this

was the game that finally cemented Call Of Duty’s tonal

shift into hollywood bombast, and the fans loved it.



call of duTy classic



pS3 / InfInITy WarD

upscaled version of the original

instalment of Call Of Duty, released

on pC and mac way back in 2003. It was given away via a

free download code in the hardened and prestige versions

of modern Warfare 2, but could also be purchased over on

the playStation Store. It even got trophy support, too.
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any of that – shoot off their legs and

they’ll continue to crawl towards your

location, spewing laser death as they go.

Secondly, their AI behaviour is quite

different to the fleshy rank and file.

They’re not so bothered about selfpreservation, and will gladly try to rush

you in suicidal phalanx formations in an

attempt to overwhelm you. On the plus

side, they clatter into bits in a most

satisfying manner when they fall –

someone’s clearly been taking notes

from Sega’s Binary Domain.

Once the final robot collapses in a

smoldering heap of nuts and bolts,

we find time to survey our

surroundings – and are surprised

to find that the levels are around

three times larger than the pokey

‘corridors’

we’ve

become

accustomed to in the series’ past.

COD is famed for delivering a

very

prescribed,

very

Hollywood style of combat,

with carefully managed setpieces that frame the action

and make sure you’re always

experiencing what the director

wants you to see. Black Ops III

sees the action open up into

larger areas, and actively

encourages ‘off-rails’ behaviour,

with players identifying the path

they want to take to blast on

through to the next checkpoint.

The real reason Treyarch has

crafted these huge, open areas,

however, represents a returning

feature from World At War: you can

play the entire campaign in co-op

with three other recruits over PSN.

Gather three extra players and the

balancing shifts accordingly – enemy AI

now understands that it has extra targets

to keep track of and will start to anticipate

flanking tactics, while simultaneously

ramping up the hostility to counteract the

greater number of humans posing a threat.

(If you die, teammates have a short

window to revive you. If all four human

players bleed out, it’s back to the last

checkpoint you go.)

Let’s revisit to those subdermal

implants we mentioned earlier. Seems we

undersold them slightly. They don’t just



give you heightened control over your

own body – they enable you to

directly link with your surroundings

thanks to a range of cybernetic

modifications that can be made

between levels in an explorable hub

called the Safe House. Here, you can

also customise your soldier, read up on

in-game fiction, or access the game’s

yet-to-be-revealed social features.

You can bolt two different types of

modification onto your soldier. Cyber

Cores are your offensive skills. With

one you can remotely hack an enemy

drone and turn it against its creators.

Another allows you to chain together

melee strikes. A third Cyber Core

enables you to go full-on Bioshock,

firing a swarm of robotic fireflies that

immolate anyone they can overpower,

and generally cause chaos and

confusion among the enemy ranks.



“yOu Can, OnCe

aGaIn, play The

CampaIGn In fOurplayer CO-Op.”

Cyber Rigs, meanwhile, are more

passive upgrades, providing a range of

defensive and movement upgrades to

your soldier. Black Ops III is built for

replayability in a way that previous

Call Of Dutys were not – you can

replay earlier levels at any time using

Cyber Cores or Rigs that weren’t

available first time, opening up new

pathways and possibilities. Don’t

expect a repeat of Black Ops II’s

branching storylines, however –

Treyarch is concentrating on telling

just the one story this time round.



specialisT k



Before we go, we need to address that

whole ‘his or her’ thing, don’t we?

Well, we’re not sure what’s become of

the Alex Mason gang, but the lead

character in Black Ops III is… you. Or,

to be more precise, your customised

loadouts, weapons and costumes, built



on top of one of one of nine default

avatars. These nine ‘Specialists’ also return

in multiplayer, and each has two special

abilities – one offensive and one

defensive. You have to choose just one of

these powers before each round, and then

build your loadout around this ability.

We chronicle the four announced

Specialists and their powers on the right

(see Specialist Attractions), so let’s just

get stuck into how the system works, and

why it’s there. The Specialists feature is

designed to give even the lamest COD

player an opportunity to access the

equivalent of a high-end scorestreak

at least once per round. Your

Specialist ability is accessed when a

slow-filling meter in the bottom

right-hand corner of the screen

maxes out. Even if you don’t move,

it will fill up in four minutes.

Skilful players can accelerate the

meter’s growth with kills,

assists and the like, meaning

good performances are still

rewarded. Once the meter is

full, you can activate it by

pressing o and u. Sound

familiar, Destiny players?

Depending on the skill, the

meter either depletes over

time or with usage, and if you

die, you’ve blown it.

It’s a great addition. The breadth

of powers available (18 in total

come launch) gives you further

agency to customise your playing

style and bolster your strengths.

Rubbish players get a chance to feel

useful at least once per round, and

expert players can bank a formidable

skill that they can save up for extra fun

as a round builds to a climax.

An awful lot has changed for this

year’s entry, but the key takeaway is that

Black Ops III continues the FPS

multiplayer sphere’s general trend of

ramping up the speed, fluidity and energy

of its skirmishes, while continuing to

promote a playing style that favours

kineticism over camping. And that

Treyarch has managed to do so without

compromising the ‘feel’ of Call Of Duty is

plain messing with our heads. But then,

that’s what Black Ops does best, isn’t it?



2010



2011



2012



call of duTy:

black ops



call of duTy:

modern warfare 3



call of duTy:

black ops ii



pS3 / TreyarCh

Treyarch was rewarded for its work on

World at War with a bigger budget and the creative

freedom to craft its own series. The Cold War plot was as

much miss as hit, but there were important innovations

online, including recordable video clips and in-game cash.



pS3 / InfInITy WarD

after several high-profile departures, the

remnants of the depleted Infinity Ward studio were left to

wrap up the trilogy’s story with an uncharacteristically

unsatisfying campaign – although the epic final battle

between price/makarov certainly provides some closure.



pS3 / TreyarCh

Buoyed by the success of the original

Black Ops, Treyarch built the most ambitious Call Of Duty

storyline yet, with multiple different endings depending on

the decisions you made in the heat of battle at key points.

also: a mission where you fire rpGs on horseback. yes!
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Meet Ruin – used wisely,

his Gravity spikes can

make it rain scorestreaks,

hence the clever name.
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iii s p e c i a l i s t at t r a c t i o n s

The four specialists we know of so far – and how they command the battlefield



ruIn



Seraph



OuTrIDer



reaper



The mardy russian pictured above loves

war. We mean, he loves it, loves it. So much

so that he voluntarily had his arms ripped

off and cybernetic replacements plugged

into the holes. now that’s dedication.



Seraph grew up in Singapore’s quarantine

zone, where she learned how to fight

through prolonged exposure to the

criminal underground. everyone’s got a

sob story, haven’t they? Boo hoo.



an assassin’s Creed-esque warrior who

learned her craft by bouncing from favela

rooftop to favela rooftop, like she thinks

she’s Brazil’s acrobatic answer to aladdin

or something.



a bipedal robot who was forged for war.

But… can he feel human emotions such as

fear? Or love? as far as we can tell, this

isn’t resolved, at least not during a round

of kill Confirmed.



unique

power



unique

power



unique

power



unique

power



unique

power



unique

power



unique

power



unique

power



gravity spikes

Do your best

Hulk impression

and launch high

up into the air

before slamming

down to the

ground, killing

everyone who’s

standing nearby.



overdrive

Sprint like a

maniac for a

short space of

time. It looks a

little silly, but

it’ll make you

everyone’s best

friend during

Capture The Flag.



annihilator

Seraph has a

robotic arm,

and it’s the only

reason she can

fire her ultrapowerful, superpenetrative

revolver without

snapping a wrist.



combat focus

This boosts

the number

of points that

scorestreaks

are worth for a

limited period of

time. Tip: don’t

use it during a

quiet period.



sparrow

A compound

bow and arrow

that fires off

explosives that

stick and then

detonate. Expect

an instant kill for

landing a direct

hit on a foe.



Vision pulse

Enables you to

see enemies

through walls

as red blurs,

similar to the

high-end radar

scorestreaks in

previous Call Of

Duty games.



scythe

Reaper’s arm

can turn into

a giant gatling

gun capable of

mowing down

anyone in its path

– but it takes a

few seconds to

whir into action.



glitch

It seems part of

the story involves

playing inside a

simulation. Glitch

lets you reset

your position

five seconds

into the past.

Disorientating!



01 02 01 02 01 02 01 02



call of duTy:

black ops declassified



pS vITa / nSTIGaTe GameS

Why is it that fpS games and pS vita can’t

play nice? We were well up for this portable take on the

Black Ops universe with bonus touchscreen melee, but its

multiplayer maps are about the same size as a london

studio flat – and it has about the same number of bugs, too.



2013



2014



call of duTy:

ghosTs



call of duTy:

adVanced warfare



pS4/pS3 / InfInITy WarD

Call Of Duty’s current-gen debut largely

played it safe and steady, with the biggest innovation being

the introduction of canine sidekick riley – who would gladly

rip a bad guy’s vocal cords out in exchange for a handful of

markies and an under-the-chin rub.



pS4/pS3 / SleDGehammer GameS

Black Ops II and Ghosts had previously

dabbled with near-future military tech – advanced Warfare

went the whole hog and vaulted into the year 2054, where

cloaking devices, hoverpacks and projectable shields reign

supreme. It’s COD with a double jump, basically.
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W



hat a difference a

decade can make.

Turn

back

the

clocks and flick

back the pages on

the calendar and,

for the majority

of PlayStation gamers, Treyarch was

viewed as a team muscling in on Infinity

Ward’s baby. Now, the Black Ops creator

is widely regarded as the franchise’s

leading, most innovative development

studio. Two-and-a-half years removed

from its last entry, Call Of Duty: Black

Ops II, we catch up with the current

king of first-person shooters to find

out what else has changed.



opm: This is Treyarch’s first threeyear development cycle for a call

of duty game – what has that

extra time enabled you to do?

mark lamia: Without a three-
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year cycle, we wouldn’t have

been able to take the kind of

risks that we took on this game,

frankly. We would not have been

able to overhaul our entire AI

system, which supports the kind

of engagements in an open play

space like we have. We would

not have been able to overhaul

our rendering technology to be

able to render the size of the

environments, or the volume and

density of activities, art and effects

in that amount of time.

We wouldn’t have been able

to overhaul our entire movement

system, because what goes along

with that is a bunch of iteration

on map development that took

almost a year in and of itself. So

we wouldn’t have done

it because we wouldn’t

have been able to do the

two hand-in-hand, and

for us they’re so closely

connected; the reason to

have that sort of movement

is so you can use your

environment in the way that you want.



opm: robotic enemies that are less

focused on self-preservation obviously

changed those ai responses somewhat…

ml: That was fun to do that with the AI,



lord

of

war

Talking war with

Treyarch studio

head mark lamia



In those battles, we had to create

our own proprietary AI system that

had foundational rules, but then

allowed us to create archetypes for the

different kinds of AI.

And because we wanted to have not

just human players but robotics and

vehicles, and have them all interplay

and make them all dynamic based on

upwards of 40 agnostic abilities that

a player could enter a battle with, [AI]



because human AI needs to look smart,

which means it needs to take cover and

take opportunities to shoot at you. Robots

don’t worry about self-preservation like

humans do, so we could create more

interesting formations. You can almost

imagine them coming at you three-deep

as an effective strategy because so long as

there are enough of them standing, that’s

a penetrable force. But if they’re charging

you in that form or fashion… Or if you

can imagine them surrounding an asset

or that’s more vulnerable… Like I said,

they’re not as worried about their own

self-perseveration.



opm: Typically, call of duty has been

bound to humans and some vehicles as

foes – was that limitation a driving force

behind the inclusion of robots?

ml: One of our primary motivations



behind having the robotics is that we

can have a variety of gameplay that we’ve

never had before. We’ve made a lot of

Call Of Duty games. We started to dip

our toes into that [realm] with Black

Ops II by introducing some drones to

the battlefield, and having some robotics.

But these [robotics in Black Ops III]

are far more advanced and we can do

more complex AI interactions because,

fictionally, these are more complex

robotics. So it totally played into that.

The bipedal robots are really good

because if their legs are blown off, they’ll

keep coming at you. They can still fire,

so when stuff is on the ground you still

need to take it out if you haven’t actually

[eliminated it]. It introduces a lot of new

variety inside the gameplay.



“rOBOTS DOn’T WOrry

aBOuT Self-preServaTIOn,

SO IT’S mOre InTereSTInG.”



opm: you mentioned new ai systems –

how crucial was it to redo what’s been

a pretty consistent element running

through the series?

ml: Well, for us it was critical as soon



as we decided to make a co-op game,

because we [still] needed to make it feel

like a Call of Duty game, which meant

we needed to have a lot of stuff going

on to entertain the player at all times.



has to actually adapt and respond and

be emergent in those situations.

If we didn’t have that time to

work on overhauling the AI system

and letting that mature – and then

having the designers work with that

AI system – we wouldn’t have been

able to make the game like it is and

allow it to be the kind of game where

you can not just play through it once,

but go back and play differently with

level-agnostic abilities.



opm: how much do you

share things with the other

call of duty teams? is there

a degree of ‘i’m going to

keep this under wraps from

the other studios and we’re

going to focus on doing our thing’?

ml: From very early on we’ll share stuff



on all sides. I invited the other teams

very early on in this development, as

soon as I had what I considered to be a

representative prototype. It was nowhere

near as polished as what we have now. I

shared it with the other studios, but it’s

up to them to come up with their own

creative [ideas]. I think that there’s [an

outside] belief that you can take just

a feature and stick it in another game,
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our solo mission

begins in the bowels

of Cairo’s dusty

Ramses station.



but I think these systems are fairly

complex. You really have to look at them

holistically and make sure they make

sense for your stuff.

If you’re trying to come up with your

own stuff that works for your [game],

sometimes it’s actually not useful to look

at something else until you’ve exhausted

your own ideas because it could influence

you. And then, you might not come up

with the ideas you [otherwise] would.



opm: Treyarch was on the vanguard

of the series with streaming and the

Theater mode in the first black ops.

where do you think this side of gaming

is going to go in the next five or six

years? what will be the next social

advancement for the fps?

ml: So I think like everything else,



Cairo is feeling the

heat more than

most in a postMenendez world.



on the social front it’ll come down

to the content creators. And so

what our goal is, is to give the

content creators out there better

tools so that it’s democratised.

And then it’s just up to the

content makers themselves to

make compelling content that

attracts their audiences. That’s

what we’re focused on: on putting

the tools in their hands and then

seeing what they do with them.

And they usually do more with

them than we could’ve ever hoped

for and imagined, so that’s where

our focus is. Developing better

tools, more accessible tools, and

then getting it in their hands and

waching what they do…



opm: and finally, black ops

iii had an unusual reveal over

snapchat. were you surprised by

how quickly people were able to

decipher your clues?

ml: I was entirely not surprised by



say goodbye to cutscenes – exposition

is now told through

your implant.



what our fans have done. I mean, they

have proven time and time again that

they are engaged, passionate and really

resourceful! [Laughs] And that they solve

most of the riddles and puzzles we throw

at them… we know that, which is why

we keep making them and we hope they

have fun. This morning, we released a

Snapchat and I believe somebody found

a morse code embedded in it within six

minutes. It was embedded pretty deep!

The thing is, even though they’ve done

that, that’s actually just the start of the

game. All they’ve done is found one piece

of a puzzle. Some of these games are

fairly complex, but so is our team that’s

creating them…
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a renew



Edwin Evans-Thirwell visits the Star Wars Celebration to discover



star wars battlefront
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ed hope



why Star Wars Battlefront could be the saga’s best game yet
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a g a l a x y fa r , fa r away



How DICE has captured the look and feel of Lucasfilm’s universe



a



fter years of waiting,

Star Wars Battlefront

is back. The massmultiplayer wargame

has PS4 in its sights, and OPM

was invited behind the scenes

at the Star Wars Celebration in

April to see the new game from

Battlefield dev DICE in action.

The old Battlefronts were

somewhat bloated affairs, slopping

together four factions from two

movie timeframes. DICE’s reboot

clears the decks: the focus is



familiar faces from the original trilogy

will also appear, including ol’ fett here.



firmly on the original three films

– on Stormies and Rebels, blasters

and thermal detonators, with

nary a whiff of Jar Jar. It spans

at least five planets, including

Hoth, Tatooine and Endor, and

brings to life some of the trilogy’s

most cherished set-pieces – the

Imperial assault on Echo Base,

the Rebel attack on Endor…

It’s full-blooded fan service,

but there’s an element of universe

expansion, too. You’ll get to

explore areas and incidents that

have never been screened, ranging

from desperate struggles in the

shadow of a Jawa sandcrawler,

to a battle on Sullust, a volcanic

planet that crops up in dialogue

for Return Of The Jedi. There’s

also a free DLC map set on Jakku,

a brand new desert planet that

will appear in JJ Abrams flick The

Force Awakens – players will set



foot on it 30 years before the

events of the film.

Limiting the game’s

chronological scope has allowed

DICE to apply an unreal degree of

attention and finish to the classic

props and models. You might

be wondering whether April’s

reveal trailer is a match for how

Battlefront looks in-game.

We’ve seen a pre-Alpha version

running at 60 frames a second

on PS4, and the answer, so far, is

yes. The weapons, gadgets and

vehicles have all been rendered

using ‘photogrammetry’, whereby

pictures are taken from all

angles, then used to generate a

realistically weathered 3D object.

And DICE’s Frostbite engine has

been updated to support physicsbased rendering – materials have

naturalistic properties that affect

how light reflects upon them.



star wars battlefront

“It’s fuLL-bLooDED fan

sErvICE, as wELL as a

unIvErsE ExpansIon.”
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Given the Battlefield pedigree,

we’re half-expecting that

X-wing pilot to risk a sniper

shot from a freefall.



star wars battlefront



a fiel d of s ta rs



what the new game borrows from battlefield, and what it doesn’t



W



hen the new

Battlefront was

unveiled, there were

fears that DICE might

just reskin Battlefield – bolting

S-foils to all the helicopters, and

introducing Tuskan Raiders to

the hills of Caspian Border.

Here’s evidence that the

developer understands what made

the old games tick: you can switch

freely from first to the original

third-person view, in order to see

further when in cover or bossing

allies about. Iron sight aiming has

been kept to a minimum, too –

some blaster rifles have scopes,

but for the most part you’ll be

shooting from the hip.

This shifts the emphasis from

quickdraw and computer-enhanced



accuracy to agility, positioning and

good old-fashioned hand-to-eye

coordination. Hey, it’s just like

bullseyeing womp rats in your T16

back home, right?

That’s not to say Battlefront

doesn’t share DNA with DICE’s

other works. There are no longer

any classes, for one thing – you’ll

put together a unique loadout by

unlocking items with XP. Also as

in Battlefield, bonus XP is awarded

for headshots and streaks.

Lest this sound like the usual

progression grind, you can share

unlocks with less experienced

players via the new Partner system

– and many of the better weapons

or abilities spawn on the map.

You’ll punch terminals to summon

a Y-wing bomber run, scoop up
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“sHarE unLoCks wItH LEss

ExpErIEnCED pLayErs vIa

tHE nEw partnEr systEm.”



launchers to wield against ATST walkers, and even, if you’re

extra-watchful, reincarnate as a

legendary Hero or Villain character

and effectively become the boss.

Boba Fett has his charms, but

we suspect most will make a

beeline for Darth Vader himself.

His Force Choke and knack for

deflecting shots should put paid to

any number of objective campers…



The little chap on the left is a Sullustan –

could it be smuggler nien nunb?
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Endor is a smaller map

than Hoth, but large

enough to accommodate

speeder bike chases.



star wars battlefront



a r med a nd op er at ion a l

you’ve seen them take out an at-at. now do it yourself



l



et’s get the bad news out

of the way first – DICE’s

Star Wars: Battlefront

doesn’t offer space

combat, mainly because this

would apparently create too

extreme a divide between the

infantry gunplay and dogfights.

It does feature pretty much

every other form of vehicular

carnage, however, including giddy

X-wing vs TIE fighter engagements



The volcanic Sullust joins Tatooine, Hoth

and Jakku on the Battlefront map list.
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over Tatooine’s canyons, the

(suicidal-sounding) opportunity

to ride a speeder bike through

Endor’s forests, snowspeeder

escapades on the glacial plains of

Hoth, and air-to-ground strikes

aboard the Millennium Falcon.

Cockpit and external views

are in the works, so you’ll get

full enjoyment of those lushly

outfitted models. And what’s that

in the sky over Jakku – a Star



Destroyer? We’ll be very surprised

if you get to pilot it, but if the

trailer for The Force Awakens is

any indication, crash-landing it is a

definite possibility.

We saw just the one mode

in action behind closed doors

– Walker Assault, in which the

Rebels hold their own against a

relentless march of quadrupedal

AT-ATs and their chicken-legged

AT-ST brethren. The Rebels

appear hopelessly outgunned,

but have some nasty anti-vehicle

tools at their disposal, such as

deployable energy shields that’ll

buy you a moment to reload your

rocket launcher, or jetpacks that

put you within swinging distance

of an AT-AT’s weak spots.

It’s a chaotic affair, with 40

players (the maximum headcount)

duking it out at once, some

taking potshots from rope bridges

while others attempt to fortify a

stream bed. There are also smaller

skirmishes – the dinkiest are built

for eight players – that put the

spotlight on certain approaches,

such as fighting without vehicles.
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“a jEtpaCk wILL put you

wItHIn swIngIng DIstanCE

of an at-at’s wEak poInts.”
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Snowspeeders are flyable

– but can you lasso aT-aTs

with grappling hooks, à la

The Empire Strikes Back?
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mission improbable

prefer to play solo? Here’s what you’ll get up to



l



ike its predecessors,

the new Battlefront is a

multiplayer-led title, but

it isn’t devoid of offline

options. The only ones DICE

is talking about right now are

Missions: “crafted challenges”

featuring bots that are based on

the best bits from the movies,

with loads of custom options.



an aT-aT may seem like an imposing

sight, but every vehicle has a weakness.



PSN averse players can still

sample these co-operatively in

horizontal split-screen mode, but

you can also go it alone. Enemies

aren’t designed to offer quite the

same degree of challenge as online

players – DICE general manager

Patrick Bach compares them to

extras from the films. Think of

Missions, then, as quick-fix timewasters for when you lack the

stomach for an online brawl, but

still have a taste for some action.

It’s possible that some Missions

will start you off as Heroes or

Villains – such as Vader holding

a corner against the Alliance for

as long as he can – but the only

action we’ve laid eyes on so far

features generic Rebel characters.



Don’t forget that Partner

system: in co-op it’ll enable you

to see your ally’s location on the

HUD, and spawn on each other

to save travelling time. There’s no

campaign in the traditional sense,

which is perhaps sensible given

DICE’s wobbly track record with

Battlefield, but may deter those

who love Star Wars for its story.

Intriguingly, DICE won’t

confirm or deny the return of

the old Galactic Conquest mode

at the time of writing. This saw

players taking turns with the AI

to attack planets, unlocking midmatch bonuses – map modifiers,

effectively – for every planet in

your possession. We’d love to see

it make an appearance.



star wars battlefront

“spawn DIrECtLy on an aLLy

anD savE vaLuabLE tImE

wItH tHE partnEr systEm.”
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Energy shields are one of

several gadgets. There are

also portable shields for use

against lightly armed enemies.



star wars battlefront
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Much like the first two

Battlefronts, Vader will be

available for the Imperials for

a limited, force-choking, time.
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the empire strikes bach

DICE’s general manager patrick bach talks reviving battlefront



o



OPM: What’s your own

favourite moment from the new

Battlefront? Is there a particular

vehicle you love to use?

PB: It’s when it starts to feel like



PM sits down with DICE

head honcho Patrick

Bach to discuss capturing

the magic of the original

trilogy and why space battles

aren’t a consideration…



OPM: Will you include any areas

from the prequel trilogy?

Patrick Bach: The whole idea and



core focus for the game is to stay

with the first three movies. That’s

where we are. And then of course

we tie into Episode VII, with the

Battle of Jakku – you see the

aftermath of that battle in Episode

VII 30 years later. We give you the

actual battle, which you won’t see

in the movies.



OPM: Which elements did you

want to improve from the first

two Battlefront games?

PB: I think what we did was



instead of trying to

build upon the old

games, we went back

and said let’s start

over. Let’s analyse

the good and the

bad, like we did

with old games,

but it’s more about going

back to the core idea that

Battlefront stands for, and

then building up from

that. Because otherwise

you will create a version

of somebody else’s game,

and that’s not what we do! We

build our own games, we build

something that breathes ‘DICE’.

We wanted to take a fresh stance

on the concept of Battlefront,

rather than saying ‘let’s take that

feature and call it the same thing’,



Bach’s experience with the Battlefield

series puts Battlefront in good stead.



or ‘let’s remove that feature’. It

will just get messy. So you have

to see it as a reboot.



OPM: Why are there no space

battles in your reboot?

PB: We want players to stay in the



same [environment] – we don’t

want players to fly off and do

something over *here*. It’s about

the Battlefront experience, so we

want to keep you in-atmosphere

and fighting with the infantry.



Star Wars. That’s not a specific

moment, really. When you get

to a point where the lighting

and the elements of the world

come together, and nothing is a

temporary feature any more, and

you have the music, the sound

effects on top of that, and you

play and it’s like ‘this is exactly

how we wanted it to be’. And

you think - ‘look, there’s an

AT-ST, this is happening, that

is happening’, and it all just

comes together…

Because you get used to stuff,

you know? You do it over and

over again, and you have to

step away from it to see that

it’s working. I try to reset my

perspective. We’re

building more than

one game at the studio,

which is great for me,

because I need to move

between projects.

So I am often the

guy who comes in to

say: ‘No, this is right. Don’t you

worry, this is great’. It’s so easy,

when you have a lot of people

who are really good at what they

do in the office, to want to add

more time. [They say:] ‘I’m not

done. I’m not done’. We ship,

and they’re still not done. Which

means that somebody has to tell

them that ‘no, they are done!’ This

is good enough.

That’s a strength of DICE: we

have people who are that keen to

make the best possible game.



“wE want to kEEp you

In-atmospHErE fIgHtIng

wItH tHE Infantry.”

OPM: Do you worry about the fan

reaction to that kind of decision?

Do you think they’ll understand

where you’re coming from?

PB: I sure hope they’ll understand



where we’re coming from!

[As a studio] we have to start

somewhere. You can’t do

everything at once. We want to

build something that’s great for

what it is, and have a holistic view

on what we’re trying to achieve,

rather than tossing everything in

there from the very start.
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at

wit’s

end

With development of its

marquee puzzles finally at

an end, the long-awaited

follow-up to independent

classic Braid is drawing

closer. Matthew Pellett

gets lost inside upcoming

adventure The Witness,

and discovers a PS4

legend in the making



W



the witness
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hen Sony unveiled PS4 for

the very first time back in

February 2013, it wanted to

fully showcase its goals for

global console domination. And

the best way to do that involved

a New York media conference

starring a carefully selected

group of developers and games;

not there to simply promise

greatness, but actually show it.

Guerrilla Games and Killzone

Shadow Fall provided the visual

haymaker, bombarding console

gamers with graphics like they’d

never seen before. Evolution

Studios and Driveclub demoed

social connectivity features that

simply didn’t exist in the PS3

years. And with Jonathan Blow

and The Witness, Sony played

one of its biggest trump cards

of all: a new partnership strategy

that would resonate with the

rapidly-expanding independent

development scene.

Almost all of those reveal

event games have long since been

and gone. The Witness, however,

is still on the horizon without

a confirmed release date. Yet

while all that time waiting might

seem like the standard recipe for

disaster for most other projects

– the kind that has people tiptapping the words ‘development

hell’ on their keyboards – here,

too, The Witness is an exception.

All that development time is

actually a sign of health.



the island’s undergone

rigorous geological changes

over the years and is now, at

last, very nearly finalised.



the witness

Completing puzzles

causes power to surge

through these cables,

making them glow.



every area of the island has a distinct style and theme to help you find your bearings.



Maybe not for developer

Thekla’s bank balance, which

has now exhausted all of Braid’s

profits and has forced creator

Blow to borrow money to wrap

up production; but for you, the

player, who cares only about the

quality of the final game.

In January the team hit its

‘Puzzle Complete’ milestone.

With 677 puzzles in total

expected to take around 3040 hours to solve according to

Blow’s estimates (although some



the right of the line are my only

clues, and instinctively I know

what to do: place my cursor on

the round node, hit q and then

drag the cursor to the right.

When it settles over the flashing

nub there’s soft click. I press q

to back out of the puzzle and the

door gently swings open.

I move forward and turn

left and promptly hit another

panelled door. This time there’s

a horizontal line running along

the top of the panel joined to a



“The yearS of develoPMenT

aren’T a Sign of TrouBleS.

They’re a Sign of healTh.”

may still face the chop), work

on The Witness is on the final

stretch. And judging by the early

code that Sony gamers got to

play firsthand at the PlayStation

Experience, this could easily

outshine any of the dozens of

indie greats already on PS4.



first steps



It begins in a dark, cylindrical

corridor. There’s nothing to

do but walk forwards with the

left stick, out of the gloom and

towards a locked door with a

bright yellow square on its front.

This yellow square is the first

of the game’s ‘panel puzzles’ –

essentially digital mazes – and

it forms the basic backbone of

every puzzle you’ll encounter.

Hitting q brings the panel full

screen. A single horizontal line

with a big blob on the left side

and a pulsing rounded nub on



vertical line down its right side.

With a starting node in the

bottom right and a flashing end

point in the top left, this one’s a

simple case of moving the cursor

up and left.

When the door unlocks I

walk up a dark flight of steps

and through an opening into a

painterly sunny courtyard covered

with a mixture of grass and

heather and decking and stone

ruins. It’s beautiful, and truly the

start of something special.

This isn’t just the start of

the demo, but the beginning

of the game itself. There are

no cutscenes to set me on my

way. No exposition to justify

my quest. I begin in that dark

corridor without reason or

explanation, with just non-verbal

tutorial panel puzzles to tinker

with to help me understand my

place in the world.



the witness

Certain panels require

close inspection of the

environment around you.

hint: look at the fruit.



while the witness does plenty differently, Myst and Riven fans are certain to love it.



The courtyard’s an open

area with snaking cables crisscrossing along the floor and

over broken stone walls. There’s

just one exit, but it’s blocked

by a giant white force field. It’s

immediately obvious that I need

to complete some more puzzles

to send energy coursing through

the cables to the force field’s

controls in order to then power it

down and make my escape.

With three cables to follow

I spend a few minutes tracing



in the distance I can make out

forests, a huge mountain and a

giant tower, peeking out above

the treeline.

And I can’t help but feel like

I’m playing a gorgeous, modern

day reimagining of PS1’s Myst.



waste management

Anybody who’s followed the

development of The Witness

since its inception will know

just how much chopping and

changing has gone on during



“deleTing iT iS Making The

gaMe BeTTer, even Though

The Player never SeeS iT.”

routes to electronic displays and

completing increasingly complex

mazes. Subtle differences begin

creeping in: panels with multiple

starting nodes, for instance, and

one with two exit points and

two cables – only one of them

leading to the force field. I make

a mental note of this particular

panel and, when I finally unlock

the exit, I return to the puzzle

and send power buzzing through

the other cable, which loops up

over the courtyard’s outer wall

and off into parts unknown.

I step past the force field gates

and, from this point onwards,

The Witness is an open world

waiting to be picked apart in

whatever order I choose. I begin

by following a dirt path by a line

of boulders, and when there’s a

gap in the rocks I take a moment

to peer through the opening. I’m

on the edge of a giant lake, and



the island’s construction. A

slideshow of island snapshots

reveals how features were built,

shifted around, completely

cut, rebuilt, redesigned, moved

again and so on – the island’s

topography an ever-evolving

beast during the last five years.

Today, the near-finished

gameworld comprises 11

distinctly themed areas, each

housing its own group of puzzles.

There are deserts, swamps,

multi-coloured forests, orchards,

a snow-capped mountain bearing

remarkable similarities to

Wyoming’s famous Devils Tower,

ruined towns, lakes, castles,

courtyards, treehouses, windmills,

secret cliffside paths and more.

But to fully understand the

island’s journey to this point,

I need to dive back into the

records and revisit an interview

I had with Jonathan Blow



the witness



the island is home to many

secrets. Unlocking vault

doors opens up rooms

housing safes and more…



almost five years ago, in the

wake of Braid’s original release

and during the earliest months

of The Witness’ development.

Even then, half a decade ago,

entire areas of the island were

being built and then sliced away,

and when Blow confessed to

deleting an area that took roughly

a month to build because the

resulting puzzles didn’t live up

to the ideas on paper, I asked

whether he was upset at losing

all that investment.

“No,” he replied instantly,

“because it’s forward progress.

Doing that stuff – understanding

it better and deleting it – is

making the game better, even

though the player never sees it.”

This is the core driving force

behind The Witness, and it

explains why we’re still waiting

for the game to be released. It’s

a rare example of a developer

putting quality before everything

else, including profits.

“I would definitely like to make

our money back on this game

and I’d like to make a profit on it,

but it’s not actually the number

one priority,” confessed Blow, this

time two years ago, after The

Witness’ PS4 reveal.

“The number one priority is

to make the best possible game

that we can make that brings the

most beneficial experience to the

players.” And so we must wait.



hot puzz

The Witness’ puzzle types

come in all sorts of flavours.

here are three of them.

escape



as simple as it gets – begin in the

starting node and reach the exit nub

in one single, unbroken line that

never touches itself.



separation

073



a little tougher – while reaching the

exit you must use the line to

completely separate areas

containing the white and black blobs.



area addition



the art of learning



The Witness’ 11 areas aren’t just

themed differently – they’re also

home to self-contained puzzle

sets. The areas can be approached

in any order whatsoever, and



Tougher still - the number of small

green squares denote how big each

area should be. To complicate

matters, they can be added together.



Blow estimates it’ll take most gamers 30-40 hours to wrap up all of the puzzles.



the witness



it may look deceptively simple, but Ps3 wouldn’t have been able to run the witness.
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in the eventuality that some

of the puzzles are too tricky

for you to solve, you needn’t

complete all 677 to see the end

of the game. In fact, you only

need to best seven of the areas

to unlock the endgame activities

– although judging by Braid’s

example there will be something

there for people who tackle each

and every conundrum the island

has to offer.

For the time being I decide to

stick to the opening zone, and

when I continue down the dirt

path I spy a metallic door to

an underground bunker to my

left. Fancying my chances with

the puzzle, I give it a go and am

promptly confronted by a 7x7

grid with four potential starting

nodes, three potential end-points,

black and white blobs inside

various squares and small black

dots scattered along the line

pathways and no sign of help.

Turns out I’m not that smart.



The second group of puzzles,

this one a row of five panels

hiding inside a wooden shed, is

all about the spots in the line

pathways. When I try to finish

the maze without touching the

spots they flash red, telling me I

need to play dot-to-dot on the

way to the end of the panel.

Armed with these two tricks

I’m now able to return to that

vault door and unlock it without

too much difficulty. Inside there’s

a toolbox hiding interesting

sketches that’ll no doubt come

in handy during the inevitable

endgame head-scratchers.



a maze-ing grace



“I was able to really focus on

that,” explains Blow of this

natural learning process that goes

through the mind of everybody

who plays The Witness.

“Before Braid I didn’t really

have that idea, and then in

Braid I saw, ‘Oh yeah, there’s



“you only need To coMPleTe

Seven of The iSland’S 11

areaS To See The endgaMe.”

But I will be.

A little farther down the path

still I encounter two rows of

panels. The first, thanks to nine

puzzles I’m able to scroll between

using u and o, tutors me on

the black and white squares.

Through increasingly complex

arrangements of grids I discover

that I must separate black and

white areas with the line I trace

through the mazes.



this thing that happens when

people encounter puzzles.’ For

The Witness, the whole game is

designed around that experience

– that arc of understanding. You

see something new, you have no

understanding of it, and then

gradually your understanding

increases in the experience.”

The vault door’s a prime

example of this constant

tutoring, but when I leave the



sight lines are carefully

judged to always give you

tantalising glimpses of

landmarks in the distance.



the witness



spatial awareness is always

imortant. Panel solutions

manifest in weird and

wonderful ways.



As with skyrim, sacking off the goals and just exploring for fun is recommended.



bunker and pick my way through

the undergrowth round to the

back of the starting courtyard’s

outer walls – a hidden, secret

path if ever I saw one – I

discover another. There’s a gate,

and it’s open thanks to the

energy pulsing through the cable

that trails over the wall and plugs

into the gate’s mechanism.

Had I not bothered to revisit

that one courtyard panel near the

game’s start (remember that?)

and diverted the energy up and



The digital mazes in

this instance bear striking

resemblances to the branch

patterns of nearby trees. The only

way to solve the puzzle, therefore,

is to study the environment.

Certain trees have an apple

growing from a particular branch,

and the fruit pinpoints the end

point of the nearest panel.

The thought of puzzles being

related to the physical world

around them gets my mind

racing, and I just can’t resist re-



“The iSland’S deSigned So

ThaT There’S alWayS SoMe

diSTanT feaTure in focuS.”

over the stonework, that trailing,

yellow cable would be black, and

it’d teach me two things: firstly,

that I’d need to head back to

the courtyard to unlock the gate;

and secondly, that within their

respective zones, panels can have

surprising causes and effects.

After thoroughly rinsing this

new area of secrets I decide it’s

time to move on, and so set

my sights on a pink orchard in

the distance. The island seems

to have been designed so that

there’s always some distant

feature on which to fixate, and

when I reach the trees I’m met

with a brand new puzzle type.

Here, the panels have just one

starting node, but fork upwards

and outwards to multiple exit

nubs. Which one is correct? I

have no way of knowing just by

looking at the panel, but when I

step back it all becomes clear.



analysing the two panels at the

very start of the game.

Can it only be a coincidence

that the first panel was a straight

line when, to reach it, I had to

move down a straight corridor?

Or that I solved the second panel

by tracing a line ‘up’ then ‘left’ –

the exact movements I needed

to take to reach the second door

from the first one?



a new way of thinking

Truthfully, I don’t know. I might

well be reading too much into

those first two panels. But that

exact thinking helps me solve an

otherwise obscure puzzle later on

when I reach a fresh area filled

with hedge mazes.

The panel in question sits at

the end of one such maze, and

while there’s no obvious solution

to the conundrum I quickly

realise that the framework of



the witness



the witness has almost ten times as many puzzles as Blow’s previous game, Braid.



the grid is similar to the maze

through which I’ve just walked –

the one difference being obstacles

in the physical world not

showing up on the panel version.

By tracing a line of my own route

through the hedgerows, I chalk

up another puzzle completion.

But any celebration is soon cut

short when the same method

fails to unlock the subsequent

maze/panel combo, reinforcing

the fact that no two solutions

are the same, and no two puzzles



so familiar throughout the

experience. Given that your

actions have tangible effects

on the world – opening doors,

activating long-dead machinery,

rotating platforms to access new

areas and so on – it’s time to lay

any criticisms of The Witness’

puzzle format to rest.



no more wishes



I want to be deliberately vague

about the other panel types I

find during my walkabout on the



“coMPlaining aBouT PanelS

iS akin To Moaning aBouT The

fraMeS in an arT gallery.”



to ensure total refinement,

the witness has been

playable since 2011. A lot

has changed since then…



repeat the exact same trick. Every

new panel brings with it an extra

layer of complexity; to the point

where my eyes almost water

when even considering what’s in

store later on in the game.

I’ve said it enough times

already over these past few

pages, so let’s finally address

the P-word: panels. That the

electronic mazes form the core

of all the game’s conundrums

has been the source of a few

grumbles – some from my own

lips. But to complain about The

Witness’ puzzles all being digital

mazes would be akin to strolling

into an art gallery and kicking off

because all of the paintings are

displayed in the same frames.

There’s much more going on

than just tracing a line through a

maze, so it really doesn’t matter

that your means of interacting

with The Witness’ island looks



island because there’s a real thrill

to discovering and unpicking new

types for the first time. One set

involves mirror-image lines…

Another has multiple coloured

blobs all on the same grids…

Some puzzles trigger lasers,

or rotate mirrors, or fold and

unfold platforms to help bridge

otherwise impassable gaps. And

still I’ve touched on fewer than

50 of the game’s near-700 puzzle

count. The size of it is really

quite staggering, but more than

the quantity it’s the quality that

really impresses.

There’s great comfort in

the knowledge that the team

at Thekla has, throughout the

years, created and tossed out a

full game’s worth of content. It

means that, in theory, only the

greatest stuff remains. And as I

explore the island I see nothing

to counter that way of thinking.



the witness



“There’s been limited press

showings since 2011 when the

game looked terrible,” explains

Blow. “And it’s been playable all

the time since then, and we keep

just making it better. We wanted

to get away from that thing that

some games do where you can’t

play it at all until four months

before ship, and then it’s like,

“Oh, I wish this…’ or, ‘I wish that.’

“All that, ‘I just wish…’

whatever is going to be in this

game,” he says with a smile.



Witness’ first reveal aren’t a

coincidence – even with the

relatively sizeable point-and-click

resurgence this generation it’s

inevitable that people rewind the

clocks by 20 years when reaching

for comparisons as there really

aren’t that many similar games

out there. It’s an experience

wholly apart from the rest on

PlayStation 4, and the thought

that Thekla may not continue to

trailblaze into genres unknown is

a saddening one.



“our nexT gaMe iS ProBaBly

recogniSaBle aS a [More]

TradiTional videogaMe.”

And what of the day when

The Witness is finally complete,

and Thekla can begin work on

its next project? Plans are already

afoot, and people aching for more

Braid/The Witness-style puzzles

may want to sit down.

“The next game is not a puzzle

game,” comes the bombshell.

“The next game is probably…

very much recognisable as a

traditional videogame.”

Of course, a ‘traditional

videogame’ made with the ‘wait

until perfect’ ideology at the

core of Thekla’s development

mantra is something to be

excited about, but part of the

appeal of The Witness – and

Braid before it – is in knowing

that these are gaming experiences

nobody else is offering. The

repeated callbacks to Myst that

have been made ever since The



every corner turned yields

a new discovery. how many

are relevant to the puzzles

remains to be seen.



But I’m getting well ahead of

myself now. For the time being,

The Witness and its conundrums

are still off in the distance –

peering out from behind the

titles due in the next few months

just like the game’s towers peek

out from behind the scenery.

By the time it arrives on

PS4, this will have been in

development for over five years,

but making an early call on how

it’s likely to fare come release

day feels no more difficult than

that first panel puzzle at the

game’s beginning. Even with

No Man’s Sky looming large on

the horizon, The Witness is the

most important independent

game in production for PS4: a

development cycle in which only

the greatest content survives

that will likely result in an indie

experience without equal.



two of the witness’ constants are the gorgeous skies and fluffy white clouds.
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Gold

award

gOld award



awarded to a game that’s

brilliantly executed on every

level, combining significant

innovation, near-flawless

gameplay, great graphics

and lasting appeal.



editor’s

award

editOr’s award



not at the very highest

echelon, but this is a game

that deserves recognition

and special praise based on

its ambition, innovation or

other notable achievement.



10

incredible

the kind of phenomenal

experience rarely seen in

a console generation.



9

Outstanding

unreservedly brilliant – this



should be in every collection.



8

Very gOOd

a truly excellent game, marred

by just a few minor issues.



7

gOOd

a great concept unfulfilled or



the familiar done well, but still

well worth playing.



6

decent

fun in parts, flawed in others,

but more right than wrong.



5

aVerage

what you expect and little



more, this is for devotees only.
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assassin’s creed

cHrOnicles: cHina

part one of the new creed trilogy heads
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4

belOw aVerage

any bright ideas are drowning

in a sea of bugs or mediocrity.



3

POOr

a seriously flawed game with

little merit on any level.



2

awful

disgraceful: the disc would be

more beneficial as a coaster.
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HOrrific

own this and you’ll be swiftly,



justifiably, exiled from society.
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No, this is the correct

grip for a bowling ball!”

Kotal Kahn is full of useful

tips like that.



review
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“There’s no one big game-changing

refinemenT making The difference iT’s a rafT of pleasing liTTle ones.”



review



X-ratED



mortal

KomBat X



@David_h_Esq



Fighting’s naughty schoolboy

finally reaches adulthood
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or a long time, playing Mortal

Kombat has been a lot like

maintaining that embarrassing

hold-over friendship from school.

You know the one. They were

never the smartest of the bunch,

but they were funny, and back

then that was enough. And hey,

they’re a mate. What were you going to do?

But then you grew up and suddenly their

adolescent antics didn’t quite make up for their

shortcomings. But you stayed friends, because

they’re a mate, and what are you going to do?

It does get a bit awkward at times though…

That’s Mortal Kombat. The series has

perfected the art of distracting from its faults

rather than truly fixing them, its various entries

upping the gore, expanding the story and flooding

the franchise with goofy extras, all in the aim

of hiding one consistent, fundamental flaw. The

core fighting model has just never been up to

the standard of the genre’s best. Simple and built

around spectacle rather than finesse, MK has

always made for a great party game, but never

a truly great fighting game.

Even after the last-gen’s winsome, crowdpleasing reboot, neither Capcom nor Arc System

Works had much reason to worry. So surely

we couldn’t expect the similar-looking Mortal

Kombat X to radically change the serious fighting

fan’s perception? Well maybe we couldn’t, but

perhaps we should have. Because MKX, aside

from being the best looking, most polished, most

wholeheartedly likable MK package to date,

also takes a big step up where it really matters.

You’ll notice the shift in intent when you

first hit the options screen. All sorts of toggles

and switches pipe up to merrily hint that we

might be encroaching upon proper fighting game

territory here. The option to change special move

inputs to a more rolling, Street Fighter-style

interface makes for more organic, instinctive
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right MKX is full

of interactive

objects. Beating

someone with a

tree is a great

way to raise

evironmental

awareness.



left X-ray

attacks are

even more

savage than in

MK 2011, but

don’t dictate

the outcome as

much as before.



control, even if the new commands don’t always

gel with MKX’s combo timings. The chance to

determine whether inputs are acknowledged

via ‘negative edge’ – i.e. when a button is

released rather than pressed – shows all kinds

of aficionado savvy. Even the option of easy

finishers indicates an intent to shift attention

away from end-match set-pieces and back toward

the actual fights that lead to them.

There’s no one, big, game-changing refinement

that makes the difference, but rather a raft of

pleasing little ones. The core feel of the fighting

is just better; more open, fluid and flowing than

in MKs past, with a greater sense of control and

possibility. A more noticeable number of manual

cancel opportunities dilute MK’s previous system

of preset combos and its ‘Simon Says’ vibe,

injecting a balancing element of unpredictability

and experimentation. And the swathe of new

characters, facilitated and necessitated by MKX’s

time-hopping, two-decade-spanning plotline,

are the freshest, most smartly realised bunch in

a good long time. No longer are the series’ cast



“The sTory mode can be

a surprisingly warm and

affecTing experience.”



distinguished predominantly

by special moves and Fatalities.

Now, every movement, from a

jump to a block, feels unique,

purposeful and considered.



KharactEr Klass



New Outworld boss Kotal Kahn

is a lumbering brute, terrible in

the air and seemingly lacking

in options at first, until you

discover his ability to buff and

recover himself by summoning

totems rather than using

traditional specials. Kung Jin,

descendant of Lao, is quick

and capable from the off, but

rapidly reveals a wealth of

powerful zoning potential, and

is deadly when he builds pace,

particularly off the ground.

Insect lady D’vorah initially

seems limited in the speed

and effectiveness of her normal

combo openers, but then you’ll

discover the glorious interplay

between her spindly, bug-legpowered low pokes, the crazy

vertical range of her uppercut

and the ferocious, mid-range



no-go zone created by her

Ovipositor Charge. Needless to

say, her footsy-focused, keepaway game is strong.

And that’s before you even

get into the Variants system.

Now each character comes in

three different flavours, united

by their overall feel but angled

differently to suit differing

play-styles. Johnny Cage, for

instance, can be played in his

traditional brawler setup, or

specced for more powerful

charge moves, or he can

sacrifice his anti-air flip-kick

for stunt doubles, allowing him

to remotely ‘project’ multiple

copies of the same special

move in order to maintain

long combos from range. It’s a

great system, blowing options

wide open and encouraging

experimentation in matchups

while grounding everything in

a comfortably familiar feel.

Speaking of character, MK’s

personality has never been put

to better use. The five-hour

story mode – which embeds
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the opm breakdown

w h at y o u d o i n… m o r ta l k o m b at X



20% fighting up

the tournament

Towers to unlock

miscellaneous stuff.



30%

Ploughing



5% Trekking



through the new

first-person

krypt, fighting off

dogs and spiders.



through the best

MK movie ever

made in story

mode.



5% frantically



waggling the d-pad in

an attempt to remove

body parts from your

bloody fists.



above Nicotine

cravings and a

frustrating lack

of ashtrays:

smoking is bad

for your health.



10% puzzling

at how the

character

variants work,

no thanks to the

brief tutorial.

30% beating

the marrow out

of your friends

and cackling all

the way.



l o v i n g / h at i n g



right A match

between Kotal

Kahn and Kano.

Somewhere,

an MK branding

guy is in heaven.



brutal leg ends



store-o, more like



The returning brutality finishers are

smart and hilarious. fulfill certain

in-match criteria, end on the right

move, and boom. full-on punch

decapitation. no messing about.



goro is on the character select

screen, but you can’t select him.

Trying to fires up a link to the

playstation store, where you have

to buy him instead. boo!



s tat pa c k



above I say, old chap, would you mind awfully walking this way for a moment?



a multitude of fights between

the majority of the cast within

a giddy, knowing, and raucously

fun narrative – is the sparkling

highlight of the solo experience.

Using smart perspective

switches throughout, it’s a

fantastic showcase for MK’s

absurdly rich lore and offers a

surprisingly warm, endearing,

and – dare we say it –

affecting experience at times.



Faction or Fiction



Alas, its greatness does rather

emphasise how underwhelming

the single-player options are

elsewhere, with traditional and

gimmick-laden tournament

Towers proving, respectively,

uneventful and drowned in

novelty. Instead, Netherrealm

has put its trust in online play.

Faction War is a persistent,

ambient multiplayer experience

in which players sign up to

one of five canonical cabals

and earn XP for everything

they do in-game, with the

highest-ranking faction each



week winning various rewards.

It’s a great idea in theory, but

only time will tell whether

it maintains a compelling

reason for the solo player to

stick around, or fades into the

background. The same goes

for the gimmicky challenge of

regularly rotated, constantly

curated, timed Living Towers.

But let’s not dwell on the

peripheral negatives and

unknowns, because finally,

it’s Mortal Kombat’s core that

shines. With fighting this

much improved, gore this witty,

knowing and hilariously winceinducing, and a giddy sense of

genuine fun about everything

it delivers, MKX heralds a

troublesome series hitting its

long-missed potential.



23 3 2 16



Starting

Variants per

characters, plus character, sort

one unlockable

of tripling the

boss and Goro as playable roster.

a DLC tease.

Sort of.



Testicles

Different medical

shattered during staff required to

Cassie Cage’s

piece the

X-ray move. Oh

fighters back

the pain.

together.



compel-o-gr aph

Story mode

starts strong.



That’s a lot of

unlockables.

No! Actually

(mostly) fair!

Endlessly

maiming

friends in Vs.

Oh no, cheap

last boss?



0



TIME



8 hours



is it better than?



verdict



Taking a legitimate step up

to the bloodied big leagues,

mkx’s myriad improvements

to the series’ core fighting

mechanics fall just a tad short

of greatness. David houghton



yes



The reboot was a

decent start to

proceedings, but

better, freer fighting

puts mkx way ahead.



no



yes



mkx has made a great

injustice might have

step forward, but

batman, but he’s a stiff

street fighter’s

charisma vacuum

immense depth keeps

compared with the

it ahead of the pack.

hilarious cage clan.
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Some bosses are

plant-based. This

one is also part

Easter egg.
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onE shot



titan souls



@nathanDitum



Boss battle compendium delivers the epic writ small



t



itan Souls! That sounds familiar, and

very deliberately so. The title of this

genre-eluding indie-something makes

very deliberate reference to the games

of Hidetaka Miyazaki – Demon’s Souls, Dark

Souls and now Bloodborne – a reference which

is both warranted and not.

Unwarranted because Titan Souls isn’t an RPG.

You won’t develop skills, up your stats, or slowly

carve out a character build – instead you’ll stay

the same huddle of appealing pixels, a dot-eyed

hunter with a bow, a single arrow and a good

line in dramatic diving-out-the-way. While you

will explore a mysterious landscape, there are

no NPCs to engage with, no regular supply of

enemies to grind, no villages to discover. Instead,

there are environmental puzzles – puzzles which

imaginatively toy with the limited ways you have

of interacting with this world of stone steps and

clearings – and, most of all, there are bosses.



rEPEtition is FErtilE



There are 20 of these fights in all, and finding

bosses and then killing them is the strippeddown purpose of Titan Souls. Each one has a

pattern, a vulnerability, and efficient ways of

making you dead, at which point you respawn at

the latest activated glyph and try again. In other

words, while Titan Souls hasn’t adopted the



info

Format PS4

(download only)

also on PS Vita

Eta out now

Pub deVolVer

digital

DEv acid nerVe



wider approach of the Souls

series, is has adopted a very

specific philosophy attached to

them: a philosophy of resilience

and repetition.

This is a philosophy of both

designing and playing, and, in

Miyazaki’s games, it doesn’t

just apply to bosses. It is the

approach that devises areas

and enemies which, on the

first encounter, flatten you

with despairing ease. It’s the

approach that gives us those

moments (and From Software’s

games give us many) that feel

like running blinkered face-first

into the bottom of a high brick

wall, looking up, and seeing

how far there is to climb.

It’s also the approach that

drives us, as players, to run

back into that wall repeatedly.



That makes a virtue of

patience and perseverance,

so we might slowly prise open

a gap between ‘Hello’ and a

death in which we can learn

to live, seconds at a time,

understanding, solving and

repeating. For veterans of the

Souls games, this comes with

an exquisite sort of blind faith,

with a sense of knowing that,

despite any evidence to the

contrary, the apparently sheer

face of difficulty currently

rendering our faces featureless

shall evenutally pass.

In one sense this is a very

long way of saying that Titan

Souls involves a lot of dying

and starting again. But it’s

more than that. It’s also to get

at the fact that Titan Souls is

a game of insoluble extremes



“it haS a SimPle hook –

you haVe one arrow and

the ability to call it back.”



review

right A hopping

mushroom

that fires out

colour-swirling

hallucinogens.

The evil thing.



the opm breakdown

w h at y o u d o i n… t i ta n s o u l s



19% resisting

the temptation to

look up the right

tactics online.



below When

bosses are

defeated your

hunter absorbs

a set of souls.



14% getting

to know the

two screens

between the

respawn and

boss areas

really, really well.



26%



11% Swearing

with paintstripping intensity.



Giving up, then

not giving up,

then giving up,

then not giving

up, then…



23% knowing

how to kill a boss

but not being

able to get

the Shot in!!!



7% winning



almost straight

away and being

really confused.



how to… kill the yeti boss

1



2



3



1 enter the yeti’s icy cave and activate the boss battle by firing off your

arrow. he’ll immediately start firing a flurry of snowballs at you. Quick,

roll away! 2 the snowballs are followed by a fast, deadly roll of his own,

which will flatten you instantly. watch out for a mean cascade of ice that

falls from the ceiling. 3 dodge all these dangers and position yourself so

when the yeti rebounds from the wall after a roll, you have a clear shot

at his exposed bum. Pull back your arrow, let loose and victory is yours.

compel-o-gr aph

087



They’re all

dead…



What am I

doing here?

I am dead?



above Some bosses are locked away being some rudimentary puzzles.



– of ignorance and endurance

– as bosses are met and

investigated through multiple

reincarnations, and then brief,

vengeful moments of triumph

when they are finally defeated.



DEaD again



It’s therefore a game that’s

hard to enjoy except in

bursts, unless you’re able to

masochistically embrace the

repetition, to love the gradual

task of establishing yourself

in the fray of imminent demise

and the incremental nudging

of often haphazard progress.

I checked my stats around

halfway through the game to

find I’d died a total of 58 times

in two hours of play. About

once every two minutes.

And then it got harder.

Working to leaven the

frustration and futility is

the elegance of Titan Souls’

combat. It has a very strong

yet simple gameplay hook –

your hunter has one bow, one

solitary arrow and a magical



ability to call this arrow, once

fired, back to hand. This means

that every fight can be won

with a single, well-directed

shot (your arrow is manually

aimed with the right stick)

which in turn makes every

boss, no matter how daunting,

seem suddenly beatable.

I haven’t gone into the

details of specific bosses –

the patterns, the designs, the

arenas – because these are

the unrenewable resources of

Titan Souls. Discovery here

is everything, and while that

might means the game isn’t

particularly replayable, we

shouldn’t underestimate the

fact that it’s very playable in

the first place.

verdict



titan Souls is a game you’ll

play once about killing things

once with one shot of your

single arrow, but it’s also

a meaningful exploration of

the frustration and release of

boss battling. nathan Ditum



It is dead?



WHAT IS THAT?

0



TImE



4 hours



is it better than?



no



Still the last word on

indie adventuring and

boss-battling, with a

real layer of rPg

scaling on top.



yes



no



they draw on different if we’re going to push

styles, but use the

the Souls comparison

same 360° aiming –

to its logical limit, then

titan Souls has a

miyazaki’s latest

fresher take.

offering wins.



a l s o o n p l ay s tat i o n v i ta



Content-wise the PS Vita version

is the same as PS4’s, and the

pixel graphics look at least as

good on its small screen. The 360°

aiming throws up the only issue – as

with Hotline Miami, the handheld’s sticks

simply don’t offer the same precision as a DualShock 4.
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Format PS4 also on PS3 Eta Out nOw

Pub Square enix DEv DOntnOD



liFE is strangE:

EPisoDE two –

out oF timE



Format PS4 Eta Out nOw

Pub waLeS interactive DEv waLeS interactive



info



Format PS4 also on PS3 Eta Out nOw

Pub terriBLe POSture DEv terriBLe POSture



inFinity runnEr



towEr oF guns



Less usain, more mundane



climb and punishment



s



t



hey say the second album is usually

a difficult one. the initial success of a

bombastic debut tainted by the need

to prove you’re more than a one hit wonder.

if such a struggle was felt during the

development of Life is Strange’s sophomore

entry then Parisian developer Dontnod

has done an admirable job of playing it

cool, providing a confident follow-up to an

intriguing if hyperactive inaugural episode.

right from its opening moments, you

get the sense the studio is finally getting

comfortable in its own skin, those forced

references to obvious surrealist inspirations

toned down in favour of a story that’s

beginning to build on its own lore. there’s a

renewed confidence in the plot as it unfolds,

and as it crescendos towards a (potentially)

shocking ending, you realise all those little

details littered around Max’s world are

more than just cute set dressings.1 even

her godlike time-travelling abilities are reeled

back in, a decision that manages to reinforce

the episode’s big thematic changes without

diminishing player agency.

Yet for all its strides in pacing and

character development, the same pitfalls

that dogged its predecessor still lurk within.

the dialogue wavers from convincingly

human to laughably slapstick. For the

most part OOt gets it right, but it risks

watering down its credibility with some

truly awful lines.2 the lip syncing is still stuck

on a ‘haunted mannequin’ setting and the

framerate does dip occasionally,

yet LiS remains an arresting

experience that’s slowly

stepping out from telltale’s

shadow. Dom reseigh-lincoln



ometimes on a rainy day, ol’ Phil sits

in his rocking chair and thinks back to

2013’s Master reboot, an unpolished

gem from wales interactive that offers

horror/puzzling experiences like no other.

infinity runner… isn’t like that.

this time out, the welsh studio has

attempted to merge temple run with

Mirror’s edge, but has fallen several storeys

short and instead created a first-person

endless runner which doesn’t feel even

close to being at home on PS4. Beneath its

B-movie story about space werewolves1 lies

a rough-edged, stumbling game in which you

never feel totally confident of your control

inputs because they feel so imprecise.

turning corners requires not just a tap

of the right stick but a prolonged touch,

for example. How long do you need to hold

it down? i’ve finished the game, and still

couldn’t tell you with any certainty. the same

goes for jumping, ducking and dodging –

99% of your in-game duties, then.

if the game were delivered in mechanically

flawless form, it might not feel so

conceptually flawed and begging to be let

back inside its natural mobile gaming habitat.

the fact that it’s a long, long way from being

so2 makes it impossible for me to attach any

form of recommendation to it.

well, almost any form. Maybe all that time

in the rocking chair’s turned me soft, but

as sure as i am that infinity runner is a

bad game, it’s certainly not a game i dislike.

Production values are so low, they actually

hark back to cosy PS1 demo disc memories

– ditto the trance soundtrack

and hokey sci-fi plot. in ten

years, i’ll probably want to write

a misty-eyed retrospective

about it. Probably. Phil iwaniuk



ower Of Guns does exactly what its

title promises. it’s a hard-hitting, fastfaring FPS roguelike in which your aim

is to ascend a multi-tiered tower laden with

– curveball! – guns. Lots and lots of guns.

and they’re all aimed squarely at you.

in lieu of a comprehensive cycle of

weaponry, you instead carry a single weapon

at a time to aid your upward quest, which

can be upgraded by collecting blue chips

which burst from downed enemies. the

twist: your shooter’s power drops in tandem

with your health, meaning preserving HP

is doubly important in both defence and

attack.1 You start with a pithy ‘Peas-ncarrots’ pistol and the sawblade-shooting

‘Portable Pizza Oven’, but a host of others

are unlockable by meeting extra parameters.

Levels link a series of randomly generated

rooms to a boss battle, each indicating a

suggested ‘par’ start-to-finish timeframe

beforehand. So, do you recklessly skip

through stages with this time-limit in

mind? Or do you battle everything in

sight for collectibles such as coins and

medikits – not to mention those precious

weapon upgrades? that’s on you, meaning

new playthroughs can vary significantly

as you strive to master your skillset, and

interchangeable perks add yet more variety

to the bullet-ridden mix.2

tower Of Guns boasts a nostalgic quality

in its Borderlands-meets-timesplittersmeets-quake aesthetic, but falls slightly

short in substance – the main campaign is

beatable in around 30 mins. that said, there

is an ‘endless’ mode tailored

to the hardcore among us, so

there’s plenty of fun to be had

blasting the life out of its many

bots while it lasts. Joe Donnelly



FootnotEs 1 this makes every conversation and every object

potentially pivotal to your story. 2 One trucker says, i kid you not, “i

gotta deliver a load of breakfast to my stomach. Over and out.” Sigh.



FootnotEs 1 in fact, that sentence is a pretty in-depth synopsis

of said plot. 2 Perhaps most perplexing are the reams of text

explaining new mechanics, which you’re expected to read in a flash.



FootnotEs 1 Bosses prove really tough when your gun becomes

useless thanks to low health. 2 armour and speed boosters can be

used in tandem, but special bonuses must be collected one at a time.



Photo sensitive



t
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The visuals are based

on 16th century art

with lots of 300-style

watercolour blood.

CrEED is gooD



@shiny_Demon



assassin’s CrEED

ChroniClEs: China



089



A bloody start to the Brotherhood’s 2.5D world tour



o



info

Format PS4

Eta Out nOw

Pub ubiSOft

DEv Climax

StudiOS/ubiSOft

mOntreal



h Ezio, what have you become? While

this could be a question validly posed

to the entire franchise, it can actually

be answered when it comes to 2.5D

side-scroller Chronicles: China. Neatly tying

into the AC Embers short film, Ezio is mentor

to young concubine-turned-Assassin Shao

Jun, but here he’s relegated to the mere role of

trainer. No need to get your blades in a twist

though, this slice of stabbing through the East

is far more enjoyable than you think…



Squashing the Creed into a two dimensional

stealth-athon, complete with awareness cones,

Ubi collaborator Climax Studios has deftly

handled its source material. Free-running? Check.

Sync points? Yup. Eagle Vision? On it. Blending?

Eventually. It turns out flattening the franchise

actually forces you to play far more to the

strengths of the Brotherhood than ever before.

Stealth is key. Not only are you rewarded

for staying hidden, but enemy combat

is a frustrating death fest until you learn new

tricks. Thus, Jun rolls slickly between hiding

spots, makes the most of a limited amount of

fire crackers for stunning guards, and clings

to the ceiling with her rope dart. She handles

impressively as you clamber out of enemy

sight, but get caught and she’s infuriatingly

underpowered – even if she can dodge bullets.



It’s eye-stabbingly beautiful.

Flags are wavering brushstrokes,

tiny painted birds flutter and

the background alone will have

you constantly reaching for the

Share button. And Jun’s revenge

quest of moving Ubi concept

art is also coated in O Positive.

The red stuff literally leads

the way as you follow smears

of painterly gore up walls and

across skylines.



hay, girl



Yet while later levels are

cleverly designed with

environmental puzzles

and a real sense of depth as

the camera swivels around

buildings – zooming as you

hurtle in and out of the screen

– early ones are oddly flat and

slightly confusing. Chronicles

unfortunately stumbles to

the half way point before this

Assassin finds her feet.

This is largely thanks to

the constant barrage of new

tricks to explore ever-riskier

environments. Floors creak



underfoot, caged birds tweet

when disturbed – ‘@shaojun,

you’re #busted’ – and some

guards are armed with lamps

to see into the shadows. It

stings… until you learn to

smugly slide-kill and train for

the enjoyably precise combat

that becomes more satisfying

than that of the main games.

Some of the most interesting

moves, such as the teleporting

Helix Dash, are only revealed

in the last hour of a four or

five hour run, making the New

Game Plus mode a far better

offering than the original

playthrough. Still, there’s an

awful lot of love for the series,

and satisfyingly stealthy fun

to be had if you’re willing to

be patient in the shadows.

verdict



no mere spin off, this is a

beautiful addition to the series.

after a shaky start it’s an

enjoyably stealthy affair, but only

Creed aficionados will care for

the story. louise blain
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While bits of MLB 15

are beginning to tire,

a moonshot home

run never grows old.

authEntic knucklEball
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@benjiwilson



mlb 15: thE show

A paradox housed within an XXL jersey



w
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also on PS3/

PS VITA

Eta OuT nOw

Pub SOny

DEv SOny SAn DIegO



ere there a sports-style rankings

system for #firstworldproblems, The

Show developer Sony San Diego’s

current plight would surely perch

close to its summit. So great has its baseball

series become over the last decade, so close to

marrying the virtual and the real, season after

season, that this year’s entry feels brilliant,

yet also a bit… boring. Authentic but archaic.

Exhilarating and exhausting, all at once.

Football games will never be truly lifelike because

at any given moment the AI must approximate

realistic decisions for 22 different players. In

baseball, the dynamics are much simpler: pitcher

vs batter, then batter vs ball, then ball vs fielder.

The Show had all those mechanics nailed as far

back as its MLB 10 entry on PS3.

Every in-game nuance remains perfectly tuned,

too: the way ball flight is affected by a pitcher’s

release; how swing timing and positioning

dictate hit angles and spin; even the way in which

fielders adjust their footing and weight relative

to ball trajectory. If you’ve never played it before,

it’ll transform your view of sports games. And if

you have? It’s both delightful and disappointing.



“AMID The Fug OF Déjà Vu,

There Are STILL MOMenTS

OF Pure BASeBALL jOy.”



Rosters have been updated,

naturally, and new running

and sliding animations feel

refreshing like a post-Zinger

Burger wet wipe. Otherwise it’s

a case of status quo maintained

– and while that news should

have you rocking all over the

world, it’s not always the case.

Franchise mode, Diamond

Dynasty (baseball’s answer to

FIFA’s monolithic Ultimate

Team) and Road To The Show

all serve up hours of baseball

joy, yet innovate little yearon-year – to the point of

sometimes feeling tedious in

spite of their excellence.



bat’s all, Folks



And therein lies the biggest

annual challenge for those

clever Californians at Sony

San Diego: with the onfield

recreation of the ball-thwaking

sport so wonderfully believable,

how to freshen up proceedings

often enough to keep us greedy

series veterans hooked? Aside

from specific objectives within

Franchise mode itself, it’s

sadly not a question that’s been

resolved in this year’s entry.



Amid this fug of déjà vu,

there are still moments of pure

joy that match the elation of

anything you see on a real

baseball field. Belting a grand

slam to tie a game in which

you’ve been behind for seven

innings, for instance, or that

final strikeout playing as the

Red Sox at Yankee Stadium,

with a one run lead and two

men on base. Those glorious

occurrences feel fresh no

matter how many times you’ve

experienced them before.

So The Show still comes

recommended, because at its

best there’s no other sports

title that can touch it. But

to sustain future interest,

it needs to find some way

to reinvigorate its stillcommendable shtick. Even if

it’s via something as simple

as a new commentary team.

verdict



MLB is now the Celtic FC of

sports gaming: in a league

of its own for so long that

its total dominance over all

contemporaries is beginning

to feel routine. ben wilson
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While both ports run at

1080p, the promised

60fps isn't locked down –

particularly in TPS's case.



JaCk’s baCk



@furianreseigh



borDErlanDs: thE

hanDsomE CollECtion
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An attractive FPS bundle, but not one without blemishes



l
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ong before Destiny, Borderlands was

nailing the RPG/shooter recipe. It

showered us in a ‘bazillion’ guns and the

kind of boyish humour that had many

of us cracking near-permanent grins. Further

to that cause, it's back with a current-gen

makeover and enough content to fill a decent

lifetime, bundling 2012’s excellent Borderlands

2, last year’s follow-up-of-sorts The PreSequel, and every DLC expansion to date.

When it comes to value for money, few PS4

games can swagger with quite as much conviction

as The Handsome Collection. Alongside two fullfat shooter/RPGs, there are the nine batches of

BL2 DLC (Tiny Tina’s Assault On Dragon Keep

is still a must), two DLC campaigns for The PreSequel, and enough extra characters to keep even

the fussiest of fusspots satisfied.

If you’re a veteran there’s nothing fresh on

the content front here, but the introduction of

four-player local multiplayer (two up on the

original option) adds another welcome name to

the couchplay revival clan. If you’re new to the

sassy open-world of the Vault Hunters, you’ve

got rock-solid netcode to keep you shooting and

looting Pandora and Elpis with friends or a bunch

of ominously quiet/aggravatingly vocal strangers

– if you don’t fancy going solo, of course. The

gunplay still doesn't have the accuracy offered by



Destiny, but even so it’s one of

the most entertaining spins on

the FPS template out there.



borDErlinE PErFECt



While you can’t fault THC

for content, we do have to

give it a stern smack on the

cheeks on the technical front.

Both Borderlands 2 and The

Pre-Sequel are blighted by

considerable amounts of pop-in

(TPS being the worst – even

the opening menu suffers from

this problem, your chosen

character slowly morphing

into detail like a mind-addled

T-1000). This issue was just

about tolerable back in the final

years of PS3, but with the grunt

of your PS4 chugging under the

hood there’s simply no excuse

for such a defect slipping into

the current-gen version.

Framerates, on the other

hand, can be a mixed bag.

While neither port offers

a locked 60fps experience,

Borderlands 2 is the more

stable of the two, with fewer



dips hampering the action. The

Pre-Sequel doesn't fare quite

so well, with the framerate

often defecating the bed during

hectic firefights. This isn't the

case for every dust-up you

spin your six shooter for, but

it’s common enough to crease

Borderlands’ bullet-ridden

calling card a fair bit.

Yet for all these technical

blemishes, this is still one

helluva package. Borderlands

2 remains glorious in its

OTT gunplay and memorable

cast of vagabonds, while The

Pre-Sequel (with its gaggle of

Aussie accents making this

Mad Max in all all but name)

is an enjoyable way to burn

away those hours before the

inevitable Borderlands 3.

verdict



‘Handsome’ isn’t the right word

for this collection, but if you can

look past its flaws you’ll find a

bundle with more charisma and

creativity than most on PS4.

Dom reseigh-lincoln



review



Take a stroll

around the calm

clouds of Meriloft

and crack a smile.
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shay anythIng



brokEn agE – thE

ComPlEtE aDvEnturE



@PhilIwaniuk



What happens when parallel lines overlap? A quadruple fine adventure



D



on’t question the maths of that strap

line, just go with it. Shay and Vella

live in entirely separate universes,

conjoined only by a recurring theme

of over-protection and a call to adventure

that leads them to question everything they

thought they knew about the world around

them. Separate, or so it seems – until Broken

Age reveals that you’re very much in the same

situation with its dual protagonists.

Shay (voiced brilliantly by Elijah Wood) shuffles

despondently to and fro on the corridors of

a spaceship constructed for the sole purpose

of keeping him safe. A cheery ‘Overmother’

robot wakes him in the morning, peps him up

for the day while a mechanical arm selects his

cereal, and issues him ‘missions’ in a series of

happy-clappy environs populated by saccharine

knitted companions to keep him occupied. He’s

smothered. He longs for danger – anything but

the usual routine.

Vella (a husky and astute Masasa Moyo) and

her home town, Sugar Bunting, are preparing

for the Maiden’s Feast. Young girls in delicious

confectionery dresses are offered up to appease

the vile monster Mog Chothra, who duly eats



info

Format PS4

also on PS Vita

Eta Out nOw

Pub DOuble Fine

PrODuctiOnS

DEv DOuble Fine

PrODuctiOnS



them. Her Grandpa tells her

of the days when the town was

called Steel Bunting, and people

fought the monster. People

are sissies now, he says. Her

suggestion that perhaps they

should try to fight it again falls

on condescending ears. She too,

longs for danger.

Just in case you thought

this paragraph was going to

be about Broken Age’s cover

system and grenade-lobbing

mechanic, we’re talking about

a point-and-click here, so when

that danger inevitably arrives

it’s propelled more by narrative

than real-time interaction.

As the latter goes though, it’s

interesting to play this so soon

after Grim Fandango’s return

and note – with some relief

– how much less convoluted

the puzzling is now. If you take

pride in unpicking the kind

of fiddly, multi-stranded logic

knot that was de rigueur in



pre-millennial adventuring you

might find yourself feeling a

bit like Shay does when he’s

ambushed by another hug

attack from his knitted pals.

There are some isolated

head-scratchers in here

– including a particularly

challenging, actual knot-based

puzzle, ironically – but they’re

rare. The emphasis in Broken

Age is much more about letting

the story, the spellbinding

visuals, the movie-trumping

voice acting, and the sense

of place do their thing. With

hypnotic results, I might add.



It aIn’t brokE



That art style. I’d try

to describe it, but the

brushstrokes and colour

palettes speak for themselves.

Double Fine’s always known

the value of minimising HUD

elements to let the sense of

place permeate, and here it’s



review

right Why

The Complete

Adventure?

Act One was

released on

PC last year…



the opm breakdown

w h at y o u d o i n… b r o k e n a g e



29% Pausing to

go and get a

cupcake after

their 50th in-game

mention.



below Locations

are revisited a

lot, but they’re

often changed

when you do.



9% Switching



between Shay and

Vella at will when

you’re stumped.



17% Growing

attached to your

talking spoon

and its proclivity

for announcing

PH levels.



27%



Playing audio

‘Guess Who?’ with

the star-studded

voice cast.



3% Missing



the labyrinthine

approach to

puzzling in

old-school

lucasarts

adventures.



15% Getting

cupcake frosting

all mushed into

your q button.



rj



a Ck



Ca



r’l



ma



r Ek



rt



Is t



hE lum



bE



friends & enemies



Cu



it is wil wheaton! Seek

him out if you need wood

or metal worked.



Her hubby’s in a cult,

but she’s unfazed.

Handy cobbler, too.



an enigma wrapped in a

mystery, shrouded in a

wolf suit. Or is he? He is.



the first five hours…

1



2



3



4



5
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above That tasty-looking art style is the work artist Nathan ‘Bagel’ Stapley.



almost invisible: a crosshair

indicates where you’d like

to move and objects you can

interact with. Tap u and you’ll

invite a slender inventory to

the bottom of your screen,

where you’ll sometimes

combine items or pull them

out to use on the world. That’s

as videogame-y as it gets. The

point-and-click sensibilities

are time-honoured, but the

execution still feels modern.

I want to list every single

character you’ll meet and

how much you’ll like them. I

want to discuss the physical

and metaphysical properties

of Meriloft, the city in the

sky. But I won’t. There are big

parts of this game I’m skirting

around, because I want you to

enjoy the narrative payoffs as

much as I did. Let me say this

much: Broken Age is capable of

eliciting emotional responses

way beyond the laughter that

Tim Schafer’s good-natured

comedy writing is sure to

produce. It forces you to re-



evaluate, then re-evaluate that

re-evaluation. Then make a

talking tree throw up over a

sand sculpture…

Just know that you will

remember how it felt to be

a child for a fleeting second

aboard the Bossa Nostra. You

will stop and ask, “Hey, is that

Wil Wheaton’s voice?” (It is.)

You’ll get stuck at least once

and try combining all the items

you’re carrying with each other,

but the soothing voices of Shay

and Vella will melt away your

exasperation. I don’t want to

hear that you don’t like pointand-clicks. You like beautiful

things, and Broken Age is truly

beautiful. And that’s all you

really need to know.



1 the bossa nostra’s so cosy! but after a lifetime aboard it, Shay’s

understandably bored… 2 So when Marek appears and suggests

all’s not well aboard the ship, he’s all ears. 3 with one half of act One

complete, it’s on to Vella’s sugary climes (if you chose to play as Shay

first, anyway). 4 the peril arrives early – can this bird help you avoid

getting chomped? 5 Stomach avoided, puzzle mode’s fully engaged.

second opinion coming of age



I played the first act on PC well over a year ago,

and the wait for the second act as part of The

Complete Adventure has been rather painful.

Thankfully the finished article doesn’t disappoint. It’s

easier than most point-and-clicks, but don’t let that put

you off – Double Fine still rules the adventuring genre,

and the PS4 conversion is masterful. Matthew Pellett

is it better than?



verdict



More than simply funny or

well-designed, broken age’s

two distinct halves combine to

create something touching and

fascinating. Puzzles are as easy

as the production values are

high, though. Phil Iwaniuk



yes



no



yes



Grim Fandango has the

charm and heart but,

in 2015, broken age is

the more fun of the

two to puzzle through.



i mean, obviously.

Guybrush will

probably never be

truly bested now.

them’s just the rules.



both share aesthetics

and a tenuous

adventure time link,

but Double Fine’s

game goes deeper.
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stEins;GatE

it's really quite;good



P
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lenty of damage can be done in just

30 characters, from ill-judged tweets

to drunken texts to your mother. but

factor in time travel and those messages

become the flutter of digital wings at the

heart of a world-rebuilding butterfly effect.

or so goes the central hook of Steins;Gate,

where a tokyo teen's microwave oven

naturally develops the ability to zap emails

back in time. it's kind of like head-messing

sci-fi gem Primer recast with bickering

teenagers with weeny noses. aKa: a

disaster waiting to happen.

as a visual novel, an illustrated radio

play of sorts, it's about as interactive as

a sunset. actions are limited to answering

calls or emails, each tiny tweak potentially

splintering the story. branching paths

aren't signposted, a fact that feeds into

the danger of timeline changes, but one

that might irritate people looking to easily

explore the routes. Finding the 'true ending'

(which, incidentally, is the story of the anime,

should you want to avoid spoilers) takes

considerable luck or, more likely, a peek at an

online wiki.1 it's not cheating, it's closure.

Crucially, it's a story you'll want to see

through. told at a slow pace and peppered

with bizarre otaku antics and scientific

theorising (both complex enough to warrant

a glossary2), it lets its heroes really take

root, so that every mistake is a sucker

punch to the soul. For a game where 99.9%

of interaction is pressing q to unspool

dialogue, it conjures a spectrum of emotions:

laughs at teenage dumbness, guilt at naive

errors and sheer dread at the

ping of a microwave. Forget

texts, with a cast of just ten

characters, Steins;Gate does

some serious good. Paul randall



FootnotEs 1 if you're looking for a nice, spoiler-free guide,

bit.ly/steinsguide will see you right. 2 real-life brands are renamed

throughout. Why not enjoy a tasty glass of Dr People?
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Format PS4 also on PS3 Eta out NoW

Pub telltale GaMeS DEv telltale GaMeS



GamE oF thronEs

s1E3 – thE sworD

in thE DarknEss
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5 star wrEstlinG

Here comes the pain…



w



his may be telltale’s weakest work

since the developer became the

darling of the games industry with

the first season of the Walking Dead,

although it’s testament to how solid the

output has been during that time that it’s

still a perfectly serviceable two-hour slice of

prickly politicking.

the issue is that this third episode feels

formulaic to its detriment, and the cracks

are beginning to show. those memorable

choices that you’ve made up to this point?

turns out they probably didn’t alter much at

all. and the biggies this time around don’t

feel so momentous due to a lack of emotional

investment in those affected,1 with things

beginning to suffer due to the multiple

protagonist structure.

Half of the storylines just aren’t gripping

at the moment, with only Gared tuttle and

rodrik Forrester providing any real interest.

it’s the latter who’s at the centre of most

of the drama here, and deciding on an

approach to deal with the odious Whitehill

clan – well written as a bunch of absolute

rotters – is what’s doing most of the heavy

lifting. Facing off against a targaryen

dragon2 as asher should be a series

highlight, but somehow it’s as predictable as

that increasingly dated control scheme.

Given telltale’s brilliance there’s no

doubt thrones will pick up again once the

four plotlines intertwine, and there’s some

enjoyment in being witness to big moments

from the tV show, but right now

we’re in a mid-season lull that

needs more than melancholic

Jon Snow monologues to lift us

out of the gloom. Joel Gregory



ow. No, really. WoW. imagine you

let a blindfolded gibbon watch 20

seconds of WWe, then dangled

some bananas in front of a computer

running the unity game engine – the

resulting frantic mashing of keys and

dreams of powerbombing potassium-rich

fruit would likely lead to this: perhaps the

shonkiest wrestling game yet created.

brazenly ugly and with collision detection

beyond any joke, 5 Star Wrestling aims to

be a jovial parody of yuke’s WWe games.

instead, this bargain bin grappler is roughly

as funny as getting suplexed by brock

lesnar… out of a 17-storey window… onto a

pile of used adult nappies. Fresh ones.

there are precisely two things to like

about 5 Star. the names of the parody

wrestlers are quite funny – andy organ,1

Harvee Dee, Mike iceberg etc. also, your

squared circle combatants actually bruise as

bouts go on. eat swelling shin, Gregg Hearty.

Now for a tidal wave of selected things

not to like. there are no crowds in the

game’s incredibly sparse arenas; wrestlers

don’t have entrances; running with r feels

horribly unintuitive;2 grappling with the right

stick, then having to hold down a shoulder

button modifier, feels equally awkward; and

every single fighter looks like he’s been

rendered for an old PS2 title.

there isn’t even any exaggeration

required on that last one – tekken tag

tournament literally has better character

models. oh, and the clipping is so fierce,

you can teleport through the ropes before

levitating in midair for six

seconds. the final insult: this

borked ‘budget’ brawler costs

£19.99. Still, how about that

andy organ? Dave meikleham



FootnotEs 1 Somehow telltale even manages to bork its classic

‘save X or y’ mechanic this time. We’ll say no more, but you’ll see

why. 2 this episode’s cameo comes from the Khaleesi herself…



FootnotEs 1 Serious Parody claims its wrestlers are fictitious,

even though each is a rip-off of a past or present WWe Superstar.

2 the juddery animation is akin to watching a terrible kid’s flip book.



Fantasy four-way starts to drag-on



t
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DavE’s mEiklEhammErinG



OPM_UK



Indie games, eh? They come here, they

take our jobs… They refuse to feature

loads of hardware-pushing graphics,

then they have the temerity to skimp

on marines with all-business back and

side haircuts. a skin-FlaYinG PoX

on ThEir inDEPEnDEnTlY FunDED

housEs. Give me triple-A, or give me

the angriest death ever.



smooTh TalkEr



@Philiwaniuk



BasTion



The Bast Guardian loves old-school RPGs



T



here are a great many

instances in which

having a disembodied

voice narrating

your every move would be

profoundly irritating: public

speaking, late-night toilet

trips, assembling furniture…

But as Bastion demonstrates

with whiskey-soaked ease,

hacking and slashing your

way through an isometric

apocalypse isn’t one of them.

Supergiant Games’ debut

garnered plenty of deserved

praise when it debuted on PC

back in 2011, and what you’ll

find here on PS4 is like-for-like

in all but its controls. Which

is great news, because even

after nearly four years, Bastion

remains as impressive in its

mechanics as in its unique,

narrator-driven storytelling.



BasT in show



It’s the surface-level pleasures

that hit you first. The way the

world falls into place around

you as you walk, the fever

dream enemies (Mississippi

Delta-influenced Gasfellas,

Scumbags et al) and the way

your hammer crushes them.

Above all, the mysterious

Bourbon-tarnished voice who

solemnly comments on your

movements. “Now The Kid

sees somethin’ stranger still,”

he rasps. “His mind races.

Did anyone else survive?”

The narrator opens his mouth,

and atmosphere pours out.



As an action-RPG, Bastion

excels by imbuing every one

of its weapons with gratifying

timing-based attacks and

empowering you with dodges

and counters in every fight.

Take out a line of Peckers

with a power shot from your

Breaker’s Bow, then mop up

the leftovers with a Whirlwind

attack from your Cael Hammer,

then come back and tell me

Supergiant hasn’t created

something special with its

combat. In later levels, the

screen positively bulges with

opponents, but you always

have a chance to show off with

a cheeky counter and some

special moves.

Levels adapt to, and exceed,

your expectations, while its

myriad upgrade paths fuel

your fire to keep engaging.

There isn’t an ounce of fat

in this game – everything in

it functions smoothly, and

complements the rest. In one

moment you’re captivated

by the story, the next totally

engaged with the combat

possibilities. Never bored, never

jaded, rarely frustrated. Play

this, and you’ll understand

why some saw the wonderful

Transistor as a disappointment.

verdict



Top-drawer action-roleplaying

with atmosphere to spare,

deceptively deep combat and a

narrator who’ll talk away your

woes. A true lesson in smart

game design. Phil iwaniuk



Below That

enduring, iconic

art style is almost

entirely the work

of one woman;

Supergiant’s art

director Jen Zee.



i don’t know about

you, but maDman

mEiks came to

PS4-ville for guns,

cOD/battlefield budgets that dwarf the

gDPs of developing nations and enough

1080p polygons to make my hateful

Highland peepers weep claret. games

such as Towerfall Ascension, Hotline

miami 2 and Shovel Knight? Pfff, my

cack-encrusted Sega game gear could

run any of that EYE-aFFronTinG Toss.

Just look at the

triple-A hate crimes

being perpetrated

over in our Hall Of

Fame on p110. how in ThE mosT

niPPlE-sTiFFEninG oF BluE hElls

can Towerfall be considered a better

game than Far cry 4?! Have you not

seen how many graphics ubi’s shooter

has?! All the graphics. That’s how much.

Disclaimer: if you’ve agreed with even

a single FurY-soakED sYllaBlE of the

above paragraphs, you deserve to be

trapped in a small dark room, whereby

the crazy Frog song will play on a loop

until your iDioTiC Brain DriBBlEs

ThrouGh Your Ear holEs. in short:

indie games are great, so broaden your

bloody horizons.

Peer through the hazy fog of

PlayStation past and it’s clear PS4 is

enjoying a renaissance; one where indie

games enrich and diversify a market

clogged by CommiTTEE-aPProvED

CruD. celebrate the fact one-man fare

such as Thomas was Alone can coexist

with $268m-costing gTA V, and accept

that not every PS4 title needs Pixar-level

visuals to be considered ‘current-gen’,

you inDiE-DETEsTinG wasTE oF skin.
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#102 November 2014



#103 December 2014



#104 christmas 2014



#105 January 2015



n 30 Games Only On Playstation

n Destiny

n WWe 2k15

n Playstation TV



n assassin’s creed unity & Rogue

n The ultimate interview book

n Driveclub

n alien: isolation



n Hellblade

n OPM’s Xmas Gaming Gift Guide

n call Of Duty: advanced Warfare

n battlefield Hardline
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#106 February 2015



#107 March 2015



#108 april 2015



#109 May 2015



n uncharted 4: a Thief’s end

n Volume

n The Greatest Ps icons Of all Time

n The Order: 1886



n battlefield Hardline

n Playstation’s Hardcore Moments

n Grim Fandango Remastered

n bloodborne



n Final Fantasy XV

n Just cause 3

n The Order: 1886

n evolve



n Project Morpheus

n bloodborne

n Rainbow six siege

n battlefield Hardline



To order an issue of Official PlayStation

Magazine, just call 0844 848 2852

or visit myfavouritemagazines.co.uk



Never

miss an

issue again,

and save cash

Subscribe on

page 80



this month

online



dlc



movies



music



how to



trophies



on the store

100 Evolve – Behemoth

and Hunter DLC

The 4v1 fight continues with new

cast members on both sides of the

battleground… and baffling pricing.
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on your xmb

102 Birdman

2015’s Oscar-magnet arrives on

your small screen. Don’t worry,

the drums are still just as annoying.



music

103 This month’s hottest tunes



online tests



Bloodborne



It’s not Souls, but we’re soldiering on to test out

those mysterious Chalice Dungeons over PSN.
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how to…

104 Create a Spotify playlist



platinum

club

105 Bloodborne



online tests

what we’re

playing now



multiplayer modes put

through their paces

by our team of experts



review



LOOk AWAy!



Spoiler

alert



GTA Online



Dave Meikleham

torpedoes his sanity

chasing the almighty

dollar in San Andreas

HOW ARE YOU THIS BAD

AT GTA?! Something I’ve

learned during my time

with the recently added

online Heists is that

people on PSN really suck.

Example: I’m clearing goons off the

deck of an aircraft carrier docked at

the Port Of South Los Santos, but my

Lvl 100 robber-in-arms keeps getting

shot within the first 20 seconds of

every restart. Thanks to GTA Online’s

savage team lives policy – most Heists

only allocate a single life for a fourplayer crew to share – one cackhanded crim can ruin everyone’s fun.
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BATTlefielD

HArDline



Phil iwaniuk’s all out

of cop puns, but still

having plenty of fun

Seriously, the well’s run

dry. So let me instead

say this: I’ve once again

enjoyed that brief period

just after launch during

which my map knowledge

and early practice are enough to keep

me out of the leaderboard relegation

fight. Then everyone catches up and

shoots me dead. Still, it’s rewarding to

watch tactics develop over time –

Hotwire routes change and Blood

Money strategies shift, with everyone

using their abilities and gear smarter.



BATTlefielD

HArDline



it’s a life of crime (and

joyriding) for heister

Dom reseigh-lincoln

Battlefield’s multiplayer

component, with its giant

battles and unintuitive

interface, has always

been anathema to my

rather gentrified gaming

tastes. And yet here I am, in my

umpteenth round of Hardline’s

exceptionally fun Hotwire mode,

shooting law enforcement fools out

the window of a bashed up hatchback,

racking up points and cash like a

balaclava-toting John Dillinger. Has the

world been thrown on its head? No,

but our trusty motor has. Damn you,

coppers and your breach charges!
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Bloodborne



Chalice in Hunter’s land with ace PSN offering



S



o, you’ve beaten/submitted

to Gehrman, the First Hunter.

Aren’t you a special little

soldier? Ah, but Bloodborne

is far from finished. Actually,

thanks to the game’s procedurallygenerated Chalice Dungeons, you’ll

really never be ‘done’ with Miyazaki’s

masterpiece. Still, at least you’ll have

a hellish hoot with his game on PSN in

what’s easily the most accessible online

experience from From Software yet.

Of course, this being From, nothing

is ever explained. How do you summon

a Chalice Dungeon? Well, you’ll need

to bow at one of the special altars in

Hunter’s Dream and be packing some

Ritual Blood, a whole lot of Blood

Echoes, the occasional Tomb Mold

and, of course, the prized trinket itself.

Simple, eh? The Chalices needed to

unlock these underground labyrinths

are found by beating optional bosses

in the main game. Good luck with that.



The caring (alright,

eviscerating) online

sharing then comes

through the Chalice

Dungeons’ Glyph codes.

After you use a Root

Chalice – which conjures

a procedurally-generated

layout – your twisted

creation will birth what’s

essentially a friend code.

Share this with pals

and then they can

immediately search

for and summon your

tortuous arena in

Hunter’s Dream.



It’s a surprisingly

elegant system; one that

makes sharing your

experience with pals

decidedly simple. Well,

relatively. Couple this

with the optional

password filter for co-op

in the main game, which

allows you to join with

specific players, and

enjoying a From title with

friends online has never

been more of a breeze.

Albeit a breeze that

occasionally flays your

skin from the bone.



IT’S AN EASY, ELEGANT

SYSTEM; ONE THAT MAkES

SHARING DUNGEONS WITH

ONLINE PALS SIMPLE.



BOSSy BOOTS



Descend into deeper layers of

certain Chalice Dungeons and

you could be presented with

previously beaten bosses who

are passing for garden variety

baddies. It’s not fair, dammit!



A



Battlefield

Hardline



I fought the law and the

law teabagged me

info

fOrMAT PS4

PuB EA

Dev VISCERAL GAMES

review #109, 8/10



verdict



Thanks to its Chalice Dungeons,

Bloodborne offers an essentially

endless online experience. kudos

too for the streamlined online

infrastructure. Dave Meikleham



verdict



There’s only been one notable

blemish on Hardline’s otherwise

encouraging record of online

stability thus far. Phil iwaniuk



The unique layout of a

Chalice Dungeon makes

each bleak trip feel

fresh and exciting.



While a small cabal of Chalice bosses

are recycled a little too often, it’s quite

remarkable how much the structure of

the dungeons can change. Split into

four sumptuous varieties – Pthumeru,

Hintertomb, Loran and Isz – these

temples may all be a little dark

and dreary, but they’re never, ever

predictable. One generated arena

could immediately throw up tunnels

filled with rolling boulders; the next

bouncy bridges made from loose skin

(ewwww); or perhaps you’ll be treated

to a big room stuffed full of juicy Chalice

items that can contain spiffing new

weapons or armour sets.

Bloodborne offers a cruel but

ultimately cracking online experience,

then. The underlying procedural

elements feel hugely fresh while those

streamlined search filters morph what

could be a resolutely lonely experience

into sociable slaughter.



s the collective internet

hivemind would have it,

Visceral had one job with

Hardline: make the multiplayer

work. Never mind swapping

soldiers for SWAT teams, or

designing clever maps, or the

trillion other tasks that actually

went into making this such a slick

online experience. After Battlefield

4, the one thing this game

absolutely had to do was work.

And it does! Hooray! Server

issues, glitches, exploits and

crashes do exist (including an

issue just after release that

prevented some from joining

servers and kicked others off,

which has since been resolved) –

but they’re uncommon and usually

dealt with swiftly. Polish and new

content will continue in the coming

months, but this has been an

encouraging start for Hardline.



V



Zombie Army

Trilogy



Plenty of scope for

long-term enjoyment

info

fOrMAT PS4

PuB REBELLION

Dev REBELLION

review #109, 7/10



ideogames don’t come more

meat-and-potatoes than

this, but that’s all part of

ZAT’s charm. your online options

are twofold: shoot through the

story in four-player co-op, or test

yourselves against endless waves

of goose-stepping dead in a single

survival area. What did you want,

5v5 severed head basketball?

Both modes are well-populated

so you’re rarely subjected to

significant lobby-lingering, and

I’ve yet to experience a hint of

lag in the sharp-shooter, even

when playing behind a sometimesproblematic NAT setting.

And that’s your lot. It isn’t doing

anything new, or conceptually lofty,

but the fact is ZAT is as close as

you can get to uncomplicated Left

4 Dead multiplayer on PlayStation.

Do you honestly need a better

reason to join a server?

verdict



Perfunctory, lacking polish and

still a ton of Nazi-exterminating

fun online. It’s not Left 4 Dead –

but it’s near enough. Phil iwaniuk



099



on the store



empty your wallets

now with the latest

downloadable diversions

expansion



dlc

£5.79



The Crew –

raid Car PaCk



A Volkswagen Touareg,

a McLaren F1, a Cadillac

Escalade... will the new

cars for The Crew ever

end? Yes. In fact, they

just did. This trio of

mud-loving motors

completes the season

pass content. A

McLaren off-road,

though? Hmmm.



£?!?!?!



Evolve – Behemoth

and Hunter DLC

100



£6.99



2K Games’ new monster delivers a flummoxing fiscal flurry



T



his should be so simple: there’s

a new monster and four new

hunters available. But good

crikey, the pricing appears

to have been devised by the

devious mind of The Riddler himself. For

example, new monster the Behemoth,

which was previously available to

pre-order customers for free, is now

available to all for £11.99. Meanwhile,

the four new hunters are included in

Evolve’s ‘Hunting’ season pass for

£19.99, or for £6.19 each.

We’re not out of the woods yet – the

Behemoth isn’t included in that same

season pass, so if you want him and the

new hunters, you’re looking at an outlay

of over £30. Beyond simply ‘convoluted,’

it’s enough to make a Greek economist

reach for the working out paper. Oh,



and just to tip you

over the edge, a new

Observer mode’s just

been added to the game.

For free. Because at this

point, hey, why not?

The quartet of new

hunters makes up an

extra character for each

class: Torvald’s a cyborg

Assault with a mortar

cannon arm, Crow’s

a Trapper with a pet



Batray, Slim the Medic is

full of genetic hotwiring,

and Sunny the Support

carries a ‘mininuke’

grenade launcher.

And as for the

Behemoth, he’s the

ultimate tank monster

type. Massive, lumbering,

easily mistaken for a

cliff. All worthy additions,

sure, but this isn’t how

to deal out DLC.



ITS prICIng MoDEL IS

EnoUgH To MAKE A grEEK

EConoMIST rEACH For THE

worKIng oUT pApEr.



£11.99



Hidden object games are

still coming for PS3. This

tale of a psychic boy and

an evil politician is classic

point-and-snore material.



The concluding chapter

to intrepid detective

Juli Kidman’s spooky

spin-off, which began

with last month’s

Assignment DLC.

Season pass holders

get both for £15.99, but

you can pay £6.99 for

this alone if you love

discontinuous narrative.

£3.99



Trials Fusion

– aFTer The

inCidenT



ALSO ON PSN



PArANOrmAL

PurSuit:

the Gifted ONe



The evil

wiThin – The

ConsequenCe



£7.39



mONSterBAG £2



Bit of a charmer, this

PS Vita-based puzzleplatformer. Help titular

monster V journey his

way back to lady friend

Nia, taking in all the

colours along the way.



£7.99



We Are dOOmed



Pessimistic twin-stick

shooter, drenched in a

swathe of pastel pinks,

sunset oranges and a

retro visual appeal

that’s more early PS1

than 16-bit.



£12.99



BrANdiSh: the

dArk reveNANt



Somewhere out there,

someone’s still making

PSP games. And charging

£12.99 for them. It’d

better be Half-Life 3 in all

but name to justify that.



£9.99



AAru’S AWAkeNiNG



PS4 hand-painted and

spellbinding platforming

all the way from sunny

Iceland. Master the power

teleportation and wow

your friends and family

with some tricky puzzles.



This last of six

downloadable drops

adds a bunch of new

tracks, challenges,

trophies and additional

track editor objects.

Unlike previous DLC

packs, it also pulls

the curtain back on the

disaster that turned

the world into such a

bike-friendly wasteland.



SEE GAMES DIFFERENTLY



ORIGINAL REPORTING



GAME CULTURE



HUMOUR



WWW.KOTAKU.CO.UK

@Kotaku_UK



Facebook.com/KotakuUK



on your XMB



coming soon

the

theorY of

eVerYthing



11 May



into the

woods



18 May



Sneer at the predictability

of Redmayne’s Oscar for

portraying Hawking all you

like – this is a touching film.



blu-rays



A big screen Sondheim

musical take on Little Red

Riding Hood starring James

Corden. As if anything

further need be uttered.



18 May

a Most

Violent Year

It’s 1981 and vicious crimes

are enjoying a record high

in New York as Oscar Isaac

vies to protect his family

business. Violently.



it’s good to 18 May

be king (wwe)

The Hall Of Famer wasn’t

always a bad commentator.

He used to be funny. And he

was a damn good grappler,

too. This is his story.



big hero 6



25 May

Child prodigy, meet

giant inflatable robot. Now,

make us laugh. Disneyfied

Marvel escapade from the

team behind Wreck-It Ralph

and that Frozen film.
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wild



Birdman

The Dark (and delusional) Knight



P

The play Riggan is trying

to make a success is based

on Raymond Carver’s work.



icture an entire movie made of

single tracking shots. You’re

imagining the legendary

Copacabana scene from

Goodfellas on a loop for two

hours, right? Well somehow, Alejandro

González Iñárritu – helm of 21 Grams

and Babel – manages to make a film

where every scene acts as its own little

one-shot play. It’s an incredible technical

feat. It’s also one big meta piss-take on

faded fame, the snobbery of critiquing

theatre and Bruce Wayne’s alter ego.

That Birdman (a darkly comedic

satirisation of New York theatre

culture) managed to pip Boyhood at the

Oscar-winning post should say it all. Is

this year’s winner of Best Picture and

Best Director at the 87th Academy

Awards a more impressive feat than a

film shot over 12 consecutive

summers? Debatable. Still, there’s no

denying Birdman is both exquisitely shot

and impeccably acted.

The casting of Michael Keaton is a

masterstroke. Who better to play a



washed-out superhero

star than the first

modern big screen

Batman? Keaton’s Riggan

Thomson is a man out of

time; a maelstrom of

self-delusion and

self-deception who

wants to cast aside his

image as a faded action

star by proving himself

as a stage actor.

Ed Norton also shines.

Hell, he comes close to

stealing the entire movie

with his depiction of a

method actor so overly

dedicated to his art, he’d

make Daniel Day-Lewis

look like an EastEnders

extra. While Birdman may

be a little too in love with

its premise, feeling a bit

of a Hollywood circle jerk,

it’s still a fabulously shot

film. David Meikleham



25 May

There isn’t a single

problem in the world that

can’t be solved by walking

across America, if you ask

Reese Witherspoon. So

probably best not to.



shaun

the sheep



1 Jun



Picture Ferris Bueller’s

Day Off with more cotton

wool and you’ve got a grasp

on the always-charming

Aardman Animations’ latest.



ex Machina



1 Jun

Oscar Isaac doubledips this month’s column,

moving on from violence to a

slightly more intelligent sci-fi

about AI, love and mighty

beards of the future.



aMerican

sniper



8 Jun



Clint Eastwood courts

controversy in his flagwaving cinematic adaptation

of Navy SEAL Chris Kyle’s

military career.



inherent Vice 8 Jun

PT Anderson

attempts the impossible

by converting Thomas

Pynchon’s novel to the silver

screen. A psychedelic and

enjoyable mess.



music



CereMony THE L-SHAPED MAN

forMat ALBuM eta 18 MAY price £7.99



JK Simmons is every

bit as commanding

and Oscar-worthy

here as you’ve heard.



Whiplash

This is the rhythm of the fight



W



ho wants to watch a

movie all about jazz

drumming, then? Hands

up, now. Try not to crush

each other in the storm

of sheer eagerness. Okay, it’s fair to

say that the surface level of director

Damien Chazelle’s Whiplash does little to

entice: a young, gifted drummer enrols

at a music conservatoire and meets an

uncompromising mentor. Steady, now.

But – those chortling at our little

sneer – there’s plenty of portent in the

paradiddles, and you’ll be agreeing with

the apparent hype before the first

chapter is halfway through.

Aside from being a stylish and

visceral movie bristling with energetic

editing, Whiplash is a meditation on

what it takes to be the best. Not just

great; the best. Cantankerous tutor

Fletcher (JK Simmons) sees that

potential in young Andrew (Miles Teller),

and so he pushes him to improve.

Patiently, at first: “not quite my tempo,”

he notes calmly, stopping Andrew just a

few bars into the titular Hank Levy

song. Seconds later, furniture is being

launched at the young drummer’s head



after failing to rectify his

barely audible fault.

For a long while there

seems to be a clear hero

and villain of the story.

Andrew’s certainly cold

– so much so that he

ditches his girlfriend in a

heartbeat when it occurs

to him that their time

together is impacting his

practice – but he’s

always more relatable

than the brutal,

militaristic Fletcher. The

man’s a bully, clearly.

And then, of course,

you’re called to question

that allegiance, as the

pair’s behaviour

escalates and their

motivations are gradually

revealed. Does the end

justify the means? In

Whiplash’s case, it

justifies all the Academy

acclaim it received, and

perhaps a few beats

more. Phil Iwaniuk



Formerly hardcore punks of an embittered stripe,

California’s Ceremony have developed into a dark rock

band of impressive intensity. ‘Exit Fears’ and ‘your Life

In France’ have brooding edges that recall the likes of

Interpol, with extra crackling energy. ceremonyhc.com



earl

SweatShIrt

I DON’T LIKE

SH*T, I DON’T GO

OuTSIDE

forMat ALBuM eta OuT NOW

price £7.99



Forget their slightly

misleading reputation

as potty-mouthed

troublemakers: La’s Odd

Future collective boast

some of the most skilled

wordsmiths in all hip-hop.

earlsweatshirt.com
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Courtney Barnett

SOMETIMES I SIT AND THINK,

AND SOMETIMES I JuST SIT

forMat ALBuM eta OuT NOW price £7.99



Debuts don’t come smarter than the first album from

this Melbourne singer-songwriter. Grungy slacker pop

is her vibe. courtneybarnett.com.au



eD Sheeran

anD ruDIMental

BLOODSTREAM

forMat TRACK eta OuT NOW

price £0.59



The Hobbitesque guitar-pop

overlord teams up with Brit

rave crew Rudimental for

a winsome romantic ballad

that suddenly straps on a

walloping drum’n’bass break

for the chorus. Check out the

cinematic video, in which Ray

Liotta plays an ageing rock

star at the end of his tether.

edsheeran.com



how to…

doctor

playstation



Our console medic

fixes your tech woes

with actual science



Create Spotify playlists

Goodbye banal soundtrack, hello Kate Bush on repeat



1 2 3

STEp 1

sign up for

free or pay

for premium



STEp 2

stockpiLe

your music

armoury



STEp 3

Let the

beats meet

the game



the problem
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For too long our

ears have been

pushed against the

cheesegrater of

low rent electronic

dance menu tunes.

It’s time to take

control and make

your own in-game

soundtrack…



You might not think it to gaze

upon the good doctor’s

distinguished visage today, but it

was his DJing skills that paid for

that expensive medical degree.

Well, that and backstreet organ

transplants. It’s with glee, then,

that Dr PlayStation notes the

arrival of Spotify on PS4 (and

PS3, too – although our guide

focuses on current-gen) and with

it the chance to silence unwanted

soundtracks and replace them

with ‘Wuthering Heights’. Let’s

begin: after downloading that tiny

9MB install file, you can either sign

up for the free service (with ads)

or stump up the £9.99 per month

for Premium. If you subscribe to

Music Unlimited, you’ll get two

months of Premium for free. If

you’re already signed up, you can

log in by entering your details or

syncing your phone/tablet to your

console by loading up the Spotify

app and hitting the ‘Connect’ icon.



Now it’s time to pick out all

the songs you actually want

to hear instead of those snotnosed kids who’ve been bleating

over your gaming thus far. And

here’s where the PS4 app’s

limitations make themselves

crystal clear: you can’t actually

create a playlist on the console,

so instead you’ll need to recruit

that smartphone or tablet and

connect it to your PS4, using that

same ‘Connect’ icon mentioned in

step one. Now you can create a

custom playlist as normal on your

mobile device, and when you’re

done it’ll show up automatically in

the ‘Your music’ area of the

Spotify PS4 app. I know. It could

be simpler, right? The good news

is that you can at least remove

songs and skip the play order

around on PS4, so while you might

not feel like Tiesto, you shouldn’t

have to keep flitting between

devices from now on.



With your seven hours of

Europop-infused gypsy folk

compiled, the only thing left to do

is hit play, then use the central PS

button to minimise Spotify and

enter your game. Notice how the

music’s still playing? Quite

important, that. If you hold down

the PS button again, you’ll see an

all-new Spotify menu option pop

up at the top of the screen, which

will let you play or pause, skip

tracks within your playlist, and

adjust the volume. You’ll notice in

the ‘Close applications’ option that

Spotify runs concurrently with

other apps, so pumping in your

own music is as simple as leaving

it running. Now when you’re

in-game, you simply need to visit

the sound options screen and

mute everything but ambient

noise and dialogue, and voilà –

you’re the Pete Tong of

PlayStation. Except it’s all gone

right, right? Right.



the verdict



next month



It could (and should) be simpler

to create playlists without

having to get other devices

involved, but once you’re

up and running it’s a zeroeffort undertaking to replace

unwanted music with your own.



The good doctor gives

your PS4 a booster

shot by rebuilding

its database in Safe

Mode, a procedure

with a miraculous

0% fatality rate.



Mr trophy



Enjoy the brief moments

of respite that lanterns

offer, as they don’t

come along very often.



Iain Wilson’s PSN ID is

Wilbossman, and his

trophy cabinet is

bigger than yours.



Platinum x 62

Gold x 340

Silver x 1,364

Bronze x 5,638



Platinum Club



Braving the horrors of Yharnam for Bloodborne’s sanguine pots



M



uch like Dark Souls

before it, trophies in

Bloodborne are few

and far between,

with the majority

awarded for beating

the various horrible bosses you

encounter during your hunt, or for

discovering new areas. Thankfully

there’s no real grinding required

this time around, either

in single-player or PvP,

so with some careful

planning (and a little bit

of save file manipulation)

you can grab all you

need on a single run and

not end up trapped in

New Game+++ territory.

As well as discovering various

gems and runes, there are some

groups of items you’ll need to

gather to earn awards. There

are 26 weapons in total that

need to be tracked down for

Hunter’s Essence; a few of

these are unique pickups that

you find on your travels but

most are made available for

purchase after earning

badges by killing bosses or

completing sets of

side-quests. Some of

these are missable, as

are the Umbilical

Cord items which



you’ll need to unlock one of the

endings, so you should follow a full

walkthrough if you want to avoid

multiple playthroughs. For Hunter’s

Craft you also need to acquire all

of the Hunter’s special tools, and

although there aren’t an abundance

of them around, some are certainly

quite tricky to locate so, again, a

guide will come in handy.



to have gathered three of them by

this point, otherwise another

playthrough could be on the cards.

Returning to your backup save

again, consume them all then

select the refuse option to fight the

boss once more. This time, besting

them will reveal a secret hidden

boss, who also needs to be

defeated to reveal the ‘true’

ending, known as

Childhood’s Beginning.

With all of the

epilogues taken care

of, the final hurdle is

working through the

Chalice Dungeons to

reach their end boss.

These randomised challenge

areas are accessed by performing

chalice rituals with certain

materials in Hunter’s Dream, and

you’ll need to fight your way

through five depths of increasing

difficulty until you discover and

defeat Yharnam, Pthumerian

Queen. Assuming you took care of

everything else first, you’ll have

achieved the impressive feat of

unlocking the not-so-impressively

named Bloodborne platinum trophy,

but still – hats off to you!



THERE’S NO REAL GRINDING

REqUIRED. WITH SOME CAREFUL

PLANNING yOU CAN GRAB ALL

yOU NEED ON A SINGLE RUN.

Once you’ve progressed your

way through the game, you’ll reach

a point of no return where a final

boss awaits you in *SPOILER*

Hunter’s Dream. Make sure you

backup your save game at this

point, as you can reuse it to gain all

three endings. First, talk to the

boss and choose to submit, which

immediately gives you the Yharnam

Sunrise outcome. Next, reload your

backup file, but this time around

choose to refuse them, triggering

a tough final boss fight – emerge

victorious and the Honoring Wishes

finale is your reward.

Remember those Umbilical Cords

I mentioned earlier? Well, you need



NExT ISSUE Mr Trophy tears off heads

and rips torsos in two in search of

Mortal Kombat x’s shiniest awards.



join the

club



Hey! What’s

the hardest

trophy you’ve

snagged? Tell

us at opm@

futurenet.com
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Resistance 3’s striking

artwork was designed

by supremely talented

British artist, Olly Moss.
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info

pub sony

Dev insomniaC

Games

releaseD 2011, Ps3

get it now amazon,

£10.59



neeD to know



1

2

3



insomniac’s first

FPs was actually

Disruptor on Ps1.

you could use a

nathan Hale skin

in multiplayer.

a billboard for the

game appears in

the film Battle: la.



o
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retrostation



Karma Chimera



me



■ The Mississippi boat assault is a brilliant set-piece. ■ Ravenholm, sorry, ‘Mt. Pleasant’, is super eerie.



Ga



InsOMnIaC May

BORROw Ideas fROM

valve, BuT IT dOes

sO seaMlessly.



C



accompanied by a shift in story. Capelli’s

quite literally a regular Joe. He doesn’t

have alien powers like Hale and the

inclusion of his wife and kid provides a

plot that’s obvious, but more engaging.

While Hale’s all about strangling the

biggest invader he can find, Capelli

scurries around, hiding in shacks with

similarly vulnerable civilians.

the one thing that is abundantly

clear with resistance 3 is how much

insomniac unashamedly riffs from

Valve’s stellar Half-life 2. We’re not

just talking little hat doffs here and

there, but huge segments that play

out in similar fashion. take the spooky

mount Pleasant mining town. it’s

almost a mirror image of ravenholm;

the undead burg made so iconic by

Gordon Freeman and a certain physicsdistorting gun. insomniac may ‘borrow’

ideas from Valve, but it seamlessly

massages them into resistance 3.

and the shooty-bang-bang mechanics

hang off far bleaker and darker tones

than before, adding a survivalist edge.



si



H



ow sad it is to think

you’ll likely never see the

Chimera again. oh sure,

they may have tried to

wipe out all of humanity

on the odd occasion,

and they did a bad thing

to that church in manchester, but

insomniac’s otherworldly menace really

weren’t so bad. if nothing else, they

inspired the ratchet & Clank developer

to new creative highs, in spite of its bigbudget shooters never quite becoming

as synonymous with Playstation as

sony had probably hoped.

soon after resistance 3, ted Price

and co packed up their Captain Qwark

PJs and sped off into the night with ea

to make the distinctly average Fuse.

We hear they’re in bed with someone

else now, as we’re left wondering what

could have been. Why? Well, resistance

3 built on the solid foundations of its

predecessors to deliver the finest entry

in the trilogy. as a swansong to sony

and insomniac’s exclusive partnership,

this Playstation 3 extraterrestrial

adventure is superb.

out goes the original hero from the

first two games, super-soldier nathan

Hale. in comes Joseph Capelli – the man

who puts a bullet in Hale’s noggin to

stop him going ‘full Chimera’ at the end

of resistance 2. the change of lead is



as



Resistance 3



Cl



Every month we celebrate the most important,

innovative or just plain great games from

PlayStation’s past. This time we jump in and join

the resistance one last time for its most brutal

and grittiest fight against an invading alien threat



instead of simply gritting your teeth

and cutting through enemies with

the wild abandon of an ‘80s action

hero, there’s a degree of resource

management and evasion here (read:

cowering in shadows). insomniac’s

genius array of weapons are still supersatisfying – we tingle whenever we

think about the Hedgehog Grenade or

the He .44 magnum that has manually

detonated bullets. there are even

some great new additions that make

for excitingly tactile gunplay, too. the

mutator, which turns foes into exploding

pus-sacks, is great for crowd control,

while the atomizer, with its secondary

fire that drops a mine to shock nearby

Chimera, is an alf-nerfing treat.



enD of Days



But it’s the nastier edge to the action

that makes resistance 3 truly stand

out. Capelli witnesses the decapitation

of a chum, becomes a prisoner to

a bunch of hillbilly cannibals and

generally has a horrid time being

chased by bloodthirsty abominations

across distinctive cross sections

of a decimated america. at times, it

makes the Walking Dead’s take on the

apocalypse look tame by comparison.

Downbeat and thoughtful, resistance

3 offers a deliciously subversive tonic to

CoD and Battlefield’s military jingoism.

it’s just a shame insomniac washed

its hands of the Chimera-infested

universe just as it was courting genuine

greatness. With sony still holding the

rights to the franchise, a new developer

could yet be put at the helm. But in the

meantime, at least we’ll always have

those Hedgehog ‘nade eviscerations.



■ Capelli is way more likable and esoteric than Hale.
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Name

that game

Guess the four games,

and their scores, from

these review quotes



1



Opm time maChiNe



5 yeaRs aGO

Call Of Duty: Black Ops, Red Dead and the

rest: OPM #45 saw us delivering more

scoops than your local ice cream van…



Driving arounD

in circles while

thousanDs of noisy

alabamans holler

at you is harDly the

alchemical recipe

for instant gaming

golD is it?



2



3

animations

coulD be bettereD

by sock puppets,

anD your own riDer

slips through the

peloton like a saD

ghost, unable to

make space.



Above Crashed helicopters, dark tunnels, sneaky

missions inside mountain bases: just as COD nausea

appeared to be setting in, the first look at Black Ops

shocked our interest awake. And remember when

crossbows seemed original? How times change…



Below left People Can Fly’s hilariously explosive

shooter Bulletstorm impressed with its OTT kills.

Below right Red Dead knocked us silly in Reviews

– Rockstar and Marston reinvented the sandbox.



4

jerking the

cumbersome

crosshair about

feels more like

you’re Driving a

forklift truck

than fighting with

nazis troops.

1. nascar 08, issue #10, 4/10

2. prince of persia: the forgotten

sands, issue #45, 7/10

3. tour De france 2013, #87, 4/10

4. coD: roads to victory, #5, 6/10



Answers
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he’s wearing

the same outfit

as in the movie, anD

the box is a bit like

the poster… yeah,

it’s coinciDence.

anD my real name is

mr bojangles.



Far left Theo

Walcott finally

helped England

to World Cup glory

— but only on the

virtual turf in FIFA.

Left With Sony

insisting 3D was a

huge part of PS3’s

future, our guide

explained all you

needed to know

about the next

dimension.



retrostation



DoN’T makE mE pLay!



who?



ThE LasT

of Us



Don’t like it. Never tried it. Every month we force

one of our team to play their most feared game



whaT?

iNfo

pub SOnY



Dev nAUGHTY DOG

releaseD 2013

get it now PSn,

£ 24.99 (PS3)



The undisputed

heavyweight champion

of cinematic actionadventure gaming, and

the one title it seems

empirically impossible

to voice a dissenting

opinion against. not

that it’ll stop career

contrarian Phil from

having a pop.



W



Emotion? Phil

Iwaniuk hates the

word, as he hates

Hell, all Fireflies

and thee. He’s been

promising his OPM

comrades he’ll finish

The Last Of Us next

weekend every week

since June of 2013.



ell, I ought to be

ashamed, really.

But I think if you’d

experienced The Last Of

Us the way I had, you’d

feel the same magnetic repulsion. It’s

less of a game to me, and more an item

on a neglected self-improvement list,

between going to the gym more and

learning to cook risotto properly.

I had every intention of playing it at

launch, but life got in the way. And in

the meantime, everyone around me

who was playing it became increasingly

enraptured. Maybe it’s the best

game on PS3, they said. Maybe it’s

the best game ever. So when I actually

managed to place the disc in the

tray almost a month after release,

my expectations had already become

wildly unreasonable. “Go on – wow

me,” I shouted at Joel. “You big jerk.”



WHEn I JUMPED In

My ExPEcTATIOns

HAD bEcOME WILDLy

UnrEAsOnAbLE.



■ Apparently, a bunch of other stuff happens once you get past the first few hours of tutorials

and seemingly endless po-faced exposition, and a lot of it is very, very good. Don’t ask me, though.



He did his best. TLOU’s prologue

is well-acted, deftly paced, and while

I didn’t respond to its emotional

denouement as much as it wanted me

to, I was happy enough admiring the

graphics. I ploughed on, through the

grey walk across town and the grey

conversations with Tess, getting as far

as my first few confrontations with the

mushroom people in a grey, collapsed

skyscraper. Then I stopped.

When TLOU Remastered arrived on

PS4 I renewed my resolve to break

through that tedium barrier and

find the greatest game ever I’d been

promised waiting on the other side.

Again, I played through the prologue.

The walk. The Firefly scrap. Ellie. The

tower block. Then I stopped again.

This cycle has repeated several

times now. Joel’s life is an unbearable

Groundhog Day of family bereavement

and dreary walks, and though in my

heart of hearts I know there’s a game

I’ll love waiting beyond it… well, I just

can’t put him through all that again.
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THE dEfiniTivE guidE To CuRREnT-gEn’s gREaTEsT gamEs



ps4 Hall of famE

1



granD TheFT auTo v



The magic of our favourite PS3 game’s reappearance on currentgen hardware isn’t in the improved textures, shinier cars or even the

brilliantly executed new first-person mode. It’s in the way each addition

and improvement combines to enthral and seduce you all over again to

sink another blissful 50 hours into Los Santos without it ever feeling like

a re-run. Also: an unhealthy dose of first-person cat-stomping.



2



The lasT oF us reMasTereD



3



DesTiny



10



nBa 2K15



4



BlooDBorne



11



Far cry 4



Flower
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NEW!



This modern masterpiece just gets stronger

with age, like a full-bodied stilton. A starkly brutal,

emotionally honest take on the end of the world,

Naughty Dog’s stealth shooter is quite simply one of

the best written, most wryly paced videogames ever.



Blurring the lines between single-player

shooting and co-op camaraderie, Bungie has

created an epic MMO hybrid built on incredibly fluid

firefights. An essential experience with friends

and the perfect platform for PS4’s social features.



PS4’s first truly great, entirely bespoke

exclusive. With the finest third-person melée

combat in all of gaming, drool-worthy art design

and the most twisted monsters in the biz, this is a

gorgeously Gothic must-have. Be warned: it’s tough.



9



rayMan legenDs



As if this beautifully animated platformer

wasn’t attractive enough, now it’s on PS4 and

pulling our heartstrings all over again. Bursting with

humour, colour and plenty of gibberish, this is the

definitive version of a platforming heavyweight.



Quite simply the best sports simulator on

current-gen, and by some distance, too. NBA

2K15 goes beyond its predecessor’s incredible

benchmark for quality (and quantity) in every single

respect. This is model annualised release behaviour.



So many eagles. Not the face! Ubisoft puts

on one hell of a Really Wild Show in its frosty

sandbox shooter. Often gorgeous, with an endlessly

entertaining arsenal, there are few games on PS4

where it’s this fun to aimlessly muck around.



5



MinecraFT



12



6



resogun



13



MeTro reDuX



7



TowerFall ascension



14



griM FanDango



8



Don’T sTarve



15



DiaBlo iii: ros –

ulTiMaTe evil eDiTion



Bigger, better and blockier than ever before

on PlayStation, this iconic build-’em-up benefits

massively from PS4’s additional power and gives you

a creative playground 36 times the size of that on

PS3 in which to build. Or lob TNT around, if you want.



Capturing everything that made the shoot-‘emups of old so compelling and combining it with a

sumptuous voxel-based visual presentation, Resogun

should come with a health warning that reads ‘This

game will consume your every waking moment’.



You haven’t lived until you’ve enjoyed a fourplayer free-for-all in this instant couchplay

classic. The solo campaign is fine by itself, but almost

nothing beats the arrow-grabbing, death-defying

last-second kills of local multiplayer’s mayhem.



Gather up resources and the unravelling

threads of your own sanity in this merciless

survival sim from Klei Entertainment. Don’t let the

cute animation fool you – Don’t Starve will make you

suffer. And you’ll love every moment of it.



All the magic and wonder of That Game

Company’s ethereal PSN smash is preserved

and polished as it makes its way to PlayStation 4.

Unless you’re anthophobic you now have no excuse

not to frolic amongst its petals.



Meet two post-apocalyptic shooters that would

rather focus on character over carnage, with

thoughtful pacing that borrows from the half-Life

playbook. Running at a slippery smooth 60fps, this

tag team FPS package is a truly stupendous port.



An example of genuinely timeless storytelling

and world-building finally arrives on PlayStation

after 17 long years. Double Fine's deft touch-up

retains the defiantly old-school adventuring for a

new generation to savour and enjoy.



Never has dungeon-slashing looked so good.

Thanks to the addition of the Crusader character

and the Reaper Of Souls expansion content, this is

the definitive edition of one hell of a hack-‘em-up.



retrostation



16



Final FanTasy Xiv:

a realM reBorn



It took three goes to finally make the FF MMO

fans have always wanted, but A Realm Reborn is the

one that finally nails it. Vast, complex and a marked

step up in visuals, this is PS4’s premier online world.



17



18



19



DrivecluB



A coming together of fanatical graphical detail,

a pleasing handling model and social features

you’ll actually appreciate. The competition isn’t

exactly fierce on PS4 for Evolution Studios’ currentgen racer, but it crushes the rivals nonetheless.



Te a m O P M



Dino crisis 2



lizard-loving Dave Meikleham remembers

capcom’s cretaceous great

It’s a little known Meiksy secret, but there’s a

chance I may be obsessed with dinosaurs. As

such, I’m most fond of this seldom-remembered

PS1 sequel, which contains copious amounts of

large, leathery lizards. Channelling Resident Evil

3 in its more action-oriented combat, Dino Crisis

2 sings thanks to a cracking, raptor-ruining

combo system. It also pits a T-rex against a tank.



The BinDing oF isaac:

reBirTh



R e a d e r



DesTiny



nathan Davidson becomes legend,

week by grindy week in Bungie’s

cross-genre blockbuster



Pes 2015



Fluid, fresh and exciting, Pro Evo finally jogs

on from the sidelines to replace the erstwhile

dominant FIFA with better animations and passing. It

offers a masterful football experience that captures

the beautiful game in all its gorgeous glory.



sTriDer



22



olliolli 2:

welcoMe To olliwooD



23



The games that we – and you –

hold in the highest regard



Two minimalist fencers do battle deep within

the belly of Nordic folklore, unwittingly providing

PS4 with another couchplay classic. Much like

the mighty Towerfall Ascension, Nidhogg hides

formidable depth beneath retro visuals.



21



NEW!



personal picks



niDhogg



Who’d have thunk digital childhood trauma could

be so entertaining? This ace procedurally-generated

dungeon crawler is fiendishly funny and scorchingly

difficult. It also boasts a hugely endearing art style.



20



mEnagE-a-JEuX



hot off the heels of DuckTales: Remastered on

PS3, Capcom strikes retro gold once again with

this slice of frantic side-scrolling action. Cling

to any surface and cut any enemy in half through

levels teeming with power-ups and secret paths.



A 2D arcade skateboarding score-chaser, this

sequel’s added difficulty comes in the shape of more

tricks and key abilities, but it never feels out of place

or unfair. To think it was given away free on PS Plus...



valianT hearTs:

The greaT war



Poignant in a way that neither belittles nor

mishandles the sensitive nature of its WW1 setting,

Ubisoft Montpellier’s side-scrolling puzzler is as likely

to induce smiles as it is to turn on the waterworks.



24



alien: isolaTion



25



MiDDle-earTh:

shaDow oF MorDor



Not everyone was in love with the darkness below

in 2014, but for me it was the knight in shining

armour that brought the MMO and FPS genres

together for the first time. People accuse it of

being a grind, but the weekly challenges take the

sting out of that repetition. I honestly cannot wait

for the House Of Wolves DLC.



FOR ME IT WAS THE kNIgHT IN

SHININg ARMOUR THAT bROUgHT

MMO AND FPS TOgETHER.

Developer



The walKing DeaD



Psyonix project lead Thomas silloway has

dreams of telling a tale like Telltale’s

I really enjoyed The Walking Dead, both seasons

were really good and I like that type of game

generally. In particular I enjoyed the cinematic

aspect of the episodes. I hope we get to make a

game of a similar style some time [after Rocket

League], because it’s really fun to go through the

story-based cinematic experience. It’s in a similar

vein to The Last Of Us, actually.



Explore Ridley Scott’s original vision of a

horror-tinged future in startling fidelity with

an attention to detail that borders on the obsessive.

It’s time to remember what made the xenomorph so

scary in the first place… and then get killed by it.



It may not have Samwise or Smaug, but you

won’t miss them. With its cannily created procedural

enemy scraps and Arkham-rivalling combat, MiddleEarth: Shadow Of Mordor hits Orc excellence.



■ With its heart-wrenching plot and brutal on-the-fly decisions,



Telltale’s contribution to Robert kirkman’s saga has Silloway in awe.
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The essenTial collecTion of lasT-gen classics



ps3 hall of fame

1



2



Grand theft auto v



No game could live up to the pre-release hype that surrounded

Rockstar’s latest open-world effort, and yet somehow expectations

were surpassed by the phenomenal final product. The largest entry in

the series is also one of the most ambitious games ever, but its fusion

of thrilling missions, entertaining characters and scathing satire looks

effortless. There can be no better way to bring a generation to a close.



unCharted 2:

aMonG thieveS



9



Call of duty 4:

Modern Warfare



Simply the finest COD ever made. From that

nuke to Captain Price’s mesmerising ghillie suit

stealth mission, few games can match Modern

Warfare’s thrilling scripted spectacle.



The game that sparked a million mancrushes,

with a perfectly pitched script, crunchy combat

and set-pieces like no other. In three words:

unprecedented. Unequalled. Uncharted.



3



red dead redeMPtion



10



BatMan: arKhaM City



4



the laSt of uS



11



Braid



5



Journey



12



the WalKinG dead:

SeaSon one
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A near-perfect open-world fusion of engaging

storytelling, truly compelling characters and

a living environment ripe for experimentation.

No sandbox since has got us quite so invested,

and the bold ending still resonates to this day.



PS3’s premier developer proves a misbehaving

pooch can learn new tricks in this extraordinary

apocalyptic adventure. Blending intense horror,

ferocious shooting and a wonderful script, this

is one of the most emotive games in history.



This charming two-hour voyage crafts an

incredible, immersive narrative and a genuine

emotional connection using little more than nearsilent figures, marvellous sand physics and floating

pieces of cloth. A remarkable and unique experience.



The most compelling bit of Bats action money

can buy… that doesn’t involve Heath Ledger’s

Joker. Thanks to an acutely detailed open-world

chunk of Gotham, Rocksteady’s classic is simply

the best superhero game ever made.



If you want to make the argument that games

are art, then Jonathan Blow’s Braid is the

place to start. An achingly beautiful hand-drawn

style combines with brilliant but brutal time-bending

puzzles to create something truly special.



With the first season of this episodic zombie

franchise now drawn to a close, it stands among

the best downloadable games ever with emotional

ties and tangible consequences for your actions.



6



BioShoCK infinite



13



7



MaSS effeCt 2



14



darK SoulS



8



Metal Gear Solid 4:

GunS of the PatriotS



15



aSSaSSin’S Creed ii



Perhaps the best narrative team of the entire

generation brings one of its finest series to

a staggering climax. The original game would be

well deserving of a place, but the mind-boggling

revelations here run a whole lot deeper.



While Bioware’s trilogy-ender sends Shepard

out in fine style, it’s the middle slice of the

delicious sci-fi sandwich that remains its best.

A brilliantly scripted action-RPG, the closing

‘suicide mission’ provides an incredible finale.



The most gleefully playful and imaginative

stealth game ever. Whether you’re watching a

monkey slurp soda or revisiting the site of the PS1

original, no game honours its past so poignantly.



heavy rain



From controversial purveyor of interactive

cinema, David Cage, comes this psychological

thriller that plays like no other game on the system.

So many games promise real consequences to your

actions, but none deliver like this masterpiece.



Akin to nothing else you’ve ever played.

It may be as impenetrable as an Amish girl’s

undercrackers, but persevere and there’s a

brutal and beautiful challenge within that you

will never, ever forget.



Undoubtedly the finest entry in one of PS3’s

foremost franchises, this is the realisation of

all the promises made in the original. An engaging

lead character, open-ended hits and diverting sidemissions are what this series should be about.



YOUr EVErY NEED FOr ON-thE-gO gOODNESS



pS VItA hAll OF FAmE

1



Velocity 2X



A ludicrously enjoyable puzzle/platformer hybrid

that should come with a health warning. So joyous is

the side-scroller’s twin-stick teleporting, there’s a

danger you may well grin your face clean off the bone.

Masterfully designed, with arguably the best control

scheme on PS Vita, Velocity 2X is utterly essential.



2



Persona 4: golden



3



fez



4



This thoughtful and unique JRPG

epic gives you another stab at high

school – only this time with intrigue

and superpowers instead of nerves,

acne and an unpredictable vocal register.



Gomez charms you instantly with

his perspective-shifting puzzles and

pin-sharp pixel-art, then blows your mind

with a world of secret languages, hidden

areas and beguiling background tunes.



9



10



6



7



final fantasy X/X-2

hd remaster



Virtue’s last

reward



11



PiX the cat



graVity rush



12



frozen

synaPse Prime



Use a gravity-defying cat to break

the laws of physics and zoom across

the skies of a floating steampunk city.

With stylish comic-book looks and a sassy

heroine, this is a rush to remember.



littlebigPlanet



Sackboy’s back, smaller but just

as lovable as ever. His platforming

antics work perfectly on Vita, and the

new control inputs complement the

level creator brilliantly. Also: d’awwww.



13



metal gear solid

hd collection



Two of PlayStation’s finest

adventures scale down beautifully, with

enough cutscenes to fill a transatlantic

flight. Even less excuse not to play, then.



lumines: electronic

symPhony



14



tXk



15



Arcade legend Jeff Minter updates

a 20 year-old Atari Jaguar blaster

and creates one of the platform’s best

games in the process. TXK is an essential

onslaught on the senses.



Everything an arcade game should

be: addictive, frantic, occasionally

maddening and tied together with a neat

bow of eclectic visuals from ‘90s-era

cabinets and ‘30s cartoons.



What started as a turn-based indie

smash turns into a polished and precise

handheld strategy with the sheen to

match its now-considerable renown.



Part block puzzler, part mobile disco,

this is as certain to have you nodding

along to ace choonage as it is to keep you

returning for more reflex-testing action.



8



Ridiculous flying of the highest

order from Dutch indie studio

Vlambeer. High scores come not just from

skill, but cunning combinations of plane

parts, making for double the satisfaction.



Two examples of JRPG royalty,

lovingly restored to their former glory for

your portable pleasure. Their new touch

controls are – gasp! – a welcome addition.



This visual novel/puzzler just gets

better over its 40 hours. The dialogue’s

engaging, and however tough it gets,

you’re never left rage-scouring for clues.



5



luftrausers



uncharted:

golden abyss



Drake proves he’s just as adept at

adventuring on the go. A prequel story

that’s classic jungle action, and crammed

full of typical Uncharted charm.



tearaway



More crafty platforming from Media

Molecule, this time using PS Vita’s

controls to surprise and delight you in

new ways for hours on end – all within

its pretty-as-a-picture papercraft world.
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Parting sh t



Celebrating PlayStation’s finest moments



No.26



Paradise Lost (Valley)

Remembering Tomb Raider’s legendary dino-tastic level

last

month

the last

of us



One shot? Try

16. We go on

the hunt for

deer with Ellie.

Sorry, Bambi

and co.



Format PS1 / Pub EidOS / Dev CORE dESign / releaseD 1996 / score 10/10



D



inosaurs were super

important to the original

PlayStation. Alongside

a majestic manta ray,

a certain blocky, 32-bit T-rex

captured a gaming generation’s

hearts and minds in those early

PS1 tech demos. Just a year or

so later, dinos would go on to rule

the PlayStation land that time

forgot once more in Ms Croft’s

archaeology-inspired debut.

Tomb Raider’s third level really

is a belter. Tucked deep inside the

bowels of a Peruvian mountain,

The Lost Valley spawned what’s

arguably Lara’s most iconic



moments: namely her encounters

with a pack of vicious raptors and,

of course, Mr Rexy himself. For an

icon who helped shape PlayStation

as a whole (be it swan-diving

off waterfalls or becoming the

full-lipped face of Lucozade) that’s

saying something.

On the hunt for a series of cogs

that will help her open the Tomb

Of Qualopec – don’t ask – Crofty

ventures down into a seemingly

innocuous tropical valley. Well, as

innocuous as a fully-functioning,

underground ecosystem stuffed

to the gills with ancient prehistoric

predators can be.



Fresh off their star turns in

’93’s Jurassic Park, velociraptors

are naturally the first enemy to

enter into a long smooch of death

with Lara’s twin pistols. And boy, if

Spielberg’s pals aren’t way harder

to down than some mangy wolves.

The Rex is even harder to make

(re)extinct, though it’s a wonderful

encounter all the same. Far more

memorable than the dreadful

winged monstrosity Tomb Raider

decides to make its last boss, the

scrap with the tyrant lizard king

demands constant skilful jumping

and frenetic gunfire. A truly classic

Cretaceous moment. ■



Next

month

silent Hill 2



going head

to Pyramid

Head with the

most enduring

horror icon in

PlayStation

history.



next

month



o n

S a l e

5 june

Subscribe on

page 80



Batman:

arkham knight

Batman glides out of the shadows

for the final hands-on verdict



Metal Gear Solid V, rhianna Pratchett,

the Witcher 3: Wild hunt, Project carS

and SoMe huGe announceMentS…



9012



Adventure awaits

on

GamesRadar+

Official PlayStation Magazine has a new home online.

Go to GamesRadar+ for all your PlayStation needs.



9000
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